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I. Situation

A reduction of the cotton acreage allotment for the county for the year from

145,760 acres to 122,000 acres caused most farmers to look for a substitute
cash crop. Part of this acreage was planted to hybrid corn of several types,
seed being shipped in from the mid-western states. Approximately 10,000
acres were planted to com of which half was harvested as silage. The acreage
of alfalfa decreased some 10,000 acres from 89,490 acres of last year due to

the damaging effects of the spotted alfalfa aphid. Long-staple cotton of the
American-Egyptian type, Pima S-l increased in aceeage from 6,865 to 7,900
during the year. Barley acreage estimated at 120,000 was down from 120,795
acres of the previous year. Interest in wheat production was reflected in
an increase to 6,000 acres over 3,964 of last year. Oat acreage remained
about the same at around 3,000 acres. All small grain acreages mentioned
were harvested for grain. In addition, approximately 7,000 acres of barley
and oats were cut for hay. Grain sorghum production increased to 80,000
acres over 58,480 of last year with approximately 20,000 acres being cut
for silage. Soybean acreage was estimated at 1,200\· acres. Small acreages
of flax, castor beans and sesame were also planted.

Acreage of citrus remained the same as last year totaling 14,050 acres. Due
to severe freezes during December and January many growers have installed
wind machines to protect against frost. This was brought about by generally
good results from this type of protection on the 1954 crop. Citrus growers,
with the assistanee of the Extension Service and Experiment Station1,personnel,
formed a Citrus Institute and held the first meeting in June to discuss frost
protection methods.

As a whole the vegetable season was a satisfactory and profitable one for
commercial growers and shippers. Spring and fall plantings of lettuce totaled
13,600 acres. Cantaloupe and honeydew plantings were normal but approximately
50% of the plantings were lost due to a condition called crown blight which
caused the plants to lose foliage and set little or no fruit. Potato acreage
remained the same as last year and produced a high quality product for which
the market was poor. Sweet corn acreage was increased to over 700 acres.

Production was excellent in most cases but the market poor.

The dairy situation was somewhat confused during the year but the total
number of cows increased approximately 2,000 over last years average to a

total of 35,000 head. Of this number 32,500 were in 430 commercial grade "A"
herds. The remainder were in grade "D" herds or kept as family cows',

Beef cattle feeding has increased with an estimated 60,000 head dur-Ing the
summer months and 100,000 head during the winter on feed in the county, This
increase has accounted for the large acreage of corn and grain sorghum made
into silage. Purebred herds of Herefords, Angus, Brahman, Shorthorn and
Charolaise are kept in the county but this phase of beef cattle production
has decreased slightly during the year.

Alfalfa acreage decreased as stated above due to loss of new plantings as

well as established stands. This loss caused by the spotted alfalfa aphid,
occurred during the winter and spring months. As the summer progressed and
farmers became more cognizant of the problem and acquainted with control
measures, the damage decreased, The high price of hay throu�hout the year



encouraged growers to protect their stands. Many new plantings late this
year have been put in, indicating that growers now feel confident they can

produce good hay economically with a minimum of control.

With land values at an all-time high little farm land is being sold. The
present owners are putting in improvements in the form of new dwellings,
concrete-lined ditches and land-leveling to permit more efficient use of
irrigation water and to cut down on labor costs.

In conducting the Extension Program in the county, an attempt has been made
to keep fanmers informed of better management practices. The addition to

the staff of an Assistant County Agent to assist with the information program
has helped materially, The information program was expanded to include a

regular weekly television program and illustrated news articles in local
papers, Radio, news letters, mimeographed circulars, meetings and demon
strations have all been used in building up a better information program.

II • Organization

The Maricopa County Extension Service is housed in a University of Arizona
owned building located on County property at 1201 W. Madison Street in
Phoenix. This building specially designed for the Extension Service
furnishes quarters for all County Extension personnel, together with two

Specialists and a Chemical Laboratory and office for an Assistant Chemist
of the University Experiment Station. An assembly room seating approximately
fifty is available and used by several County agricultural organizations,
including the County Farm Bureau for regular monthly or other meetings.

The Extension Service Program for the past year has been under the direction
of J. H. O'Dell, County Agricultural Agent. That part of the program dealing
with women's interests has been directed by Mrs. Isabell Pace, Home Demon
stration Agent, assisted by Mrs. Betty Jo Nelsen, Assistant Home Demonstration
Agent and Miss Martha Bunge, Assistant Home Demonstration Agent. Mrs. Nelsen
has devoted her time largely to 4-H club work and Miss Bunge has been
engaged in primarily 4-H club work and has also helped in the adult program.

Assistant County Agricultural Agents who have conducted various phases of
the program are: James R. Carter, field crops production; Robert Halvorson,
information; Richard M. Hoover, until January 21, 1955 when he was succeeded
by Paul L. Hudson, 4-H club work; Otis G. Lough, dairy, poultry and livestock;
Ray L, Milne, commercial vegetables, market gardening and grape production
and Lewis Whitworth, ornament.ls, deciduous fruit, citrus and home vegetable
production.

Mrs. Theda Apel, Office Secretary, has been in charge of the office staff of
four stenographers.

Specialists Dr. J. N. Roney, Entomologist and Dr. Ivan J. Shields, Plant
Pathologist, have offices in the Extension Service building and have been
available for work on county programs when not required in other parts of
the state.

Assistant Agricultural Chemist, George Draper has been in char�e of the
laboratory of the Agricultural Experiment Station in the basement of the
building. He has made soil, water and other material analys�s for staff
personnel as well as for farmers and irrigation districts.

- 2 -



Janitor service for the building has been provided on a cooperative basis
by the Agricultural Extension Service and the Agricultural Experiment Station.

Weekly staff meetings have been held in order that each member may be
familiar with program progress and the problems arising in each field of
work. Once a month, both Home Demonstration Agents and County Agents hold
a joint meeting to discuss problems. During the year a new system has been
�loyed to better acquaint each Assistant Agent with problems in fields
other than his. Each assistant has been assigned to office duty for one

day each week. On that day he answered all general phone and office calls.
This has proven helpful in getting the staff members into a more general
field of agriculture than under the previous system.

The Maricopa "CO\U1ty 4-H Fair was held at the State Fairgrounds in Phoenix
in cooperation with the Maricopa Leaders Council and the Phoenix Rotary
Club. The Rotary Club financing the greater part of the expense of holding
the two-day meet.

The Maricopa CO\U1ty Fann Bureau Directors lent financial assistance to the
extent of paying half the expenses of 4-H club members and leaders to the
State 4-8 Club Roundup held in Tucsop.

The assembly room in the Extension Service Building has been used by the
Maricopa Far.m Bureau, the Dairy Herd Improvement Association, the Chinchilla
Breeders Association, the Central Arizona Poultry Association and others
during the course of the year.

Assistant Milne has worked in close cooperation with the Central Arizona
Growers-Shippers Association, an organization of commercial vegetable growers,
in issuing'a weekly vegetable news letter and with the Cardinal Grape Growers
Association in conducting meetings and test plots on grapes.

Assistant Carter has c99perated with the United States Cotton Classing
Office in the organization of the Smith-Doxey program and with the Arizona
Cotton Planting Seed Distributors and the Arizona Crop Improvement Association
in maintaining a source of pure seed supply.

Assistant Whitworth has conducted lawn fertilizer plots in cooperation with
representatives of the city of Phoenix Parks system, with Radio Station KOY
in planning and supervising the demonstration garden which is used as a

basis for discussion on the weekly garden program over KOY, with citrus
�rowers in testing minor elements on citrus and-with members of the staff of
the Horticultural Department of the University of Arizona in pruning and
keeping records of production of the variety planting of deciduous fruits
at the University of Arizona Experiment Station farm at Mesa. He also
prepared a circular covering all phases of deciduous fruit culture in the
county. This circular has been mimeographed and distributed to �rowers and
home owners. He also prepared circulars on "Fertilization of Bermuda Lawns"
and an outline for planting bulbs for omamental purposes.

Assistant Lough has cooperated with the Dairy Herd Improve�ent Associati�n
in training testers, assisting in conductin� meetings and co�pilin� the
material for the printed annual report of this or�anization. He cooperaterl
with members of the staff of the Department of Dairy Husban�ry at the
University of Arizona in writing a bulletin, "The Trench Silo," now in the

process of printing.
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Assistant Hoover was succeeded by Assistant Hudson as 4-H County Leader
early in January. In charge of all 4-H activity in the county, he has
obtained and held the cooperation of the leaders in a very satisfactory
manner.

All staff members have assisted the staff members of the several departments
of the Experiment Station in conducting field days at the Mesa and Tempe
Stations.

III. Program Planning

Program planning in this county has always been done by staff members of
the Extension Service with the exception of the 4-H program. No organized
group of far:mers assisted in outlining the program. The plan has always
been the result of year-around planning and observation in the field in
order to make the plan flexible enough to cover all phases of the work in
the county. The 4-H club program is prepared by staff members in cooperation
with the 4-H Club Leaders Council.

IV. Information Program

The Extension Service information program has been greatly enlarged and made
more effective by Assistant Halvorson appointed early in the year. His
articles and accompanyin� photographs have been well received and used by
local papers, giving timely information on various phases of crop production.
A weekly television program was inaugurated early in the year. Of 30 minute
duration this program was written and directed by Assistant Halvorson with
the assistance of other staff members. A daily 5 minute radio program was

given on timely subjects during most of the year as well as the weekly 25
minute Garden Program which has run for several years.

New bulletins and circulars have been sent out to mailing lists as received
and news letters by staff members sent out at regular intervals.

A weekly cotton insect news letter was prepared by Assistant Carter and
mailed to all cotton farmers, ginners and insecticide dealers during the
�rowing season. A monthly news letter was prepared by Assistant Lough and
mailed to all dairymen in the county throu�hout the year. A weekly news

letter on vegetable production was compiled by Assistant Milne and sent

to all commercial as well as market garden vegetable growers. Other
circular letters were prepared from time to time by the several staff
members on timely subjects. The letters prepared by Assistants Carter and
Milne appeared as a weekly column in the "R�publicn of Phoenix.

A mimeographed circular, "Deciduous Fruit" was written by Assistant Whitworth
to fill a lon�-felt need on this subject. His bulb planting outline and
circular on "Fertilization of Bermuda Lawns" have been well reedved by
home owners. He has added to his collection of colored slides, which have
been helpful in conducting meetings on ornamentals, citrus and deciduous
froit growing.

The circular "Field Crops in Maricopa County" has been revised by Assistant
Carter and will be available after the first of the year.

Demonstrations, field days at the University of Arizona Exreriment Station
far:ms and farm tours have been conducted on various subjects by staff members
as a means of getting timely information to farmers and home owners,
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SOUPI' FOR TELEVISION SHOW ON F.ARM SAFETY

SHOW: COUNTY AGENI' 'S NOTEBOOK
SUBJ: FARM SAFETY
DATE: JULY 25, 1955
Participants: Bob Halvorson, Assistant County Agent; Jesse Robbins, 4-H Tractor

Club Member.
FROPS: Ladder, safety poster, fuse, electric cord, fire extinguisher, poison

labels, dust mask, forage chopper, tractor, clothing.
SET: OurSIDE

VIDEO AUDIO

CU OF LADDER AND LOWER PART OF HALVORSON'S
LEGS AS HE ASCENDS IT

MUSIC UP (American Hoedown--Rose)
MUSIC SOFT

TELOP: "COUNTY AGENT 'S NarEBOOK"
SUPER OVER LADDER SCENE

ANNOUNCER (Booth): Welcome to "County
Agent's Notebook," a regular weekly
program designed for you, the farmers,
ranchers, homemakers, and urban
dwellers in Maricopa County.

Wi th "Li ttle League" baseball
series over, IICounty Agent's Note
book" resumes its normal schecule
and each Monday at this time brings
you new developments and timely
suggestions in order to promote better

living on the farm and in the home.

Farm safety is the subject of

tonight's show, but Bob Halvorson
c er tainly doe sn I t Look very safe on

that ladder. Let's find out what
hels up to.

MUSIC our

CU OF HALVORSON AT FOOl' OF LADDER HALVORSON: Greets audience, tells
them that falls are just one of the

many ways farm resi dents are injured
every year. Gives chief causes of
falls.

CU OF FARM SAFETY POSTER ON WALL

i-saor OF HALVORSON

HALVORSON: Tells about National Farm
Safety Week and its purpose.

HALVORSON: Explains that fires are

another way farm folks are hurt or

killed, and smoking is one of the
chief causes of fires around the farm.

CU OF PILE OF HAY AS IT IS IGNITED AND
EXTINGUISHED

HALVORSON: Notes what can happen
when a cigarette or a match is thrown

away carelessly.



(2 ) FARM SAFETY

CU OF HALVORSON WITH FIRE EXTINGUISHER HALVORSON: Asks how many farmers
have a good fire extinguisher on the

premises.

ECU OF FUSE AND PENNY HELD IN HALVORSON'S HALVORSON: Explains that faulty or

HAND inadequate wiring is another major
cause of fires on farms.

ECU OF WORN ELECfRIC CORD HALVORSON: Says keeping electric

equipment in good repair is one way
,

to avoid the danger of fire.

l-SHOT OF HALVORSON WITH POISON LABELS HALVORSON: Says poisons should be
ECU OF LABELS wel1 marked, particularly if left

where they can be got at.

CU OF HALVORSON AS HE DISPLAYS AND DONS HALVORSON: Explains that safety
PROTECTIVE MASK equipment should be worn when using

pe s tici de s •

PAN WITH HALVORSON TO RIGHT REAR OF FORAGE·'- HALVORSON: Says that one of the
CHOPPER reasons that farming is so dangerous

an occupation is the equipment which
is used every day. Forage choppers
are one of the chief lethal weapons
on farms in Maricopa County.

ECU OF SIGN ON RIGHT REAR OF FORAGE CHOPPER HALVORSON: Explains that most equip
ment comes with safety devices and
directions. Farmers need only to
follow the directions and observe
recommended safety precautions.

CU OF SAFETY DEVICES AND CurTER KNIVES HALVORSON: Explains safety pre-
ON REAR OF MACHINE AS INDICATED BY HALVORSON cauti ons.

�1LS OF HALVORSON
PAN WITH HIM AROUND RIGHT SIDE OF MACHINE
AND TOWARDS mONT

HALVORSON: Points out dangerous
places on machine noting that signs
and safety shields are present.
Extreme care should be taken when
it is hooked to a tractor, for
otherwise it's a relatively harmless
machine.

cur TO SHOT OF TRACI'OR COMING HEAD-ON INfO
CAMERA
TRACTOR STOPS WITH LEFT SIDE TOWARD CAr1ERA

HALVORSON: Explains that tractors
and tractor-drawn equipment account
for most of the fatalities around
the farm.

CU OF ROBBINS AS HZ smrrs OFF TRACI'OR



(3 ) FARM SAFETY

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AND ROBBINS HALVORSON: Introduces Robbins, asks
him about the main safety precautions
to remember when operating a tractor.

eu OF ROBBINS ON TRACfOR .AS HE FOINI'S ROBBINS: Explains safe operating
our WHAT SHOULD BE DONE procedures.

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON .AND ROBBINS AT TRACfOR HALVORSON: Asks Robbins to go through
the proper checks and starting
procedures.

CU OF ROBBINS AS HE STARTS TRACfOR ROBBINS: Explains proper starting
procedures.

MLS OF ROBBINS AS HE JOCKEYS TRACfOR HALVORSON: Explains that Robbi ns

AROUND AND BACKS UP TO FORAGE CHOPPER wi 11 show how to hook up equi pment,
obeying safety rules as he does so.

eu OF ROBBINS AS HE HOOKS UP POWER TAKE-OFF ROBBINS: Explains that the power
take-off should be disengaged when
ever the operator dismounts from the
tractor.

l1..S OF CurTER HEAD ON MACHINE �VORSON: Says the right side of

any machine should be stayed away
from just as in the horse-power days.

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AND ROBBINS HALVORSON: Thanks Robbins for helping
out on the program.

MLS OF TRACI'OR AND EQUIPMENr AS IT MOVES
AWAY FROM HALVORSON

CU OF HALVORSON HALVORSON: Sums up safety on the

farm, saying that if farmers don't
think it pays to be careful, they
should contact Jim Hussey or Jack
Cartwright.

ECU OF CLOI'HING AS INDICATED HALVORSON: Tells about the close
call that Hussey had, makes any
any announcements for which there is
time and bids goodnight.

CU OF FARM SAFETY POSTER HALVORSON: Says, "Don't forget,
Your Safety is in your hands. n

FADE

TELOP: Produced by•••••

SUPER OVER FARM SAFETY POSTER

MUSIC UP SOFT (American Hoedown--Rose)

ANNOUlJCER (Booth): "County Agent 's
Notebook" is produced by the 17aricopa
County staff of the University of
Arizona Agricultural Extension Service.



SLIDE: THIS HAS BEEN•••••

#######1####

(4) FARM SAFETY

Bob Halvorson will be back next

Monday evening at 6:30 with another

interesting show for you folks on

the farm and in the ci ty.

KTVK director is
-��--"r

This has been another public serVlce

presentation of KTVK•••••••••

MUSIC UP AND our



V, Proiects

3. Horticulture

A. Citrus

Assistant Whitworth conducted or cooperated with members of the University
of Arizona Agricultural Extension Service, University of Arizona research
staff, or U.S.D.A. personnel in conducting 15 citrus demonstrations and
colored slide talks attended by 194 persons during 1955. These demonstrations
brought information to growers interested in budding and topworking citrus,
citrus thrips, and gopher control, and chlorosis, and minor element
deficiences.

.

In addition to those persons attending the above demonstrations, Assistant
Whitworth presented information by phone, letter, farm visits, or office
conferences to 667 persons pertaining to the following citrus subjects:
Irrigation and fertilization practices for the different soils for the
Salt River Valley; marketing; pruning practices; topworking procedure;
budding procedure; most profitable varieties to plant in the Salt River
Valley; time and procedure for planting seed and transplanting young trees;
rootstock varieties; lath house construction and nursery practices;
identification and possible control of iron chlorosis; identification of
minor element dificiencies in citrus; weed control; sunburn protection;
identification of freeze damage to fruit and wood; frost protection
procedure; identification of electric wind bum; oil spray damage; scal",
bark gummosis; Rio Grande gummosis; woodpecker damage; identification and
control of foot rot gummosis; fruit splitting; fruit drop; identification
and control measures for thrips; cottony "cushion scale; soft brown scale;
leafhopper damage and gophers.

Citrus growers who have produced normal crops have had a profitable year,
especially those who had lemons and oranges and a high yielding grapefruit
grove. Grapefruit had continued to be least profitable of citrus varieties
and those growers who have had low yielding grapefrUit plantings have not

been successful this past year.

During the past year a television program was initiated by the Agricultural
Extension Service and Assistant Whitworth appeared on two half-hour programs
dealing with the method of planting citrus trees and the method of topworking
citrus trees. A 15 minute television program on protecting young trees

a�ainst cold was also presented.

During the year a Citrus Institute Committee was formed to help foster a

closer working relationship between growers and University of Arizona
personnel. The Citrus Institute Committee decided to hold meetings and field
days on June 4 and December 2, 1955.

A chlorosis due to the deficiency of available iron to citrus trees,
especially on the heavy soils with the high calcium content, remains a

serious and persistent problem. The University of Arizona Research personnel
found that a chelated iron manufactured by the Gei� Company with the
designation of Chel 13�N Fe, when applied at the rate of 1 to 2 pounds
per tree in a basin around the tree, chan�ed a severelv chlorotic tree to

a deep green tree within three weeks. Since this material was not available

- 5 -



SCRIPT FOR TELEVISION SHOW ON CITRUS PLANTING

SHOW: COUNTY AGENT'S NOTEBOOK

SUBJ : CITRUS PLA.�TING
DATE: March 25, 1955
PARTICIPk�TS: Bob Halvorson, farm reporter; lewis Whitworth, assistant County

Agent; Mr. Watkins of KTVK.
PROPS: Notebook, 5 citrus trees (grapefruit, tangerine, lemon, valencia

orange, navel orange), planting board, shovel, stakes, fertilizer,
hose, whitewash and brush, hammer, knife, fruit samples, yardstick.

SETS: Outside -- pre-dug hole.

VIDEO

CU OF DIRT BEING SHOVELED OUT
of HOLE

TELOP: "COUNTY AGENT'S NOTE
roOK" SUPER OVER
SHOVELING SCENE

PULL BACK TO INCLUDE ENTIRE
VI:tW OF WHITWORTH SHOVELING
DIRT OUT OF IDLE AS HALVORSON
WATCHES.

CU ON HALVORSON

2-5HOT OF HALVORSON AND LEW

CU OF LEW MEASURING HOLE

2-500T OF HALVORSON AND LEW

I-SHOT OF LEW DFlfONSTRATING
USE OF PLA.�TING BOARD

AUDIO

MUSIC UP (Puppet Serenade)

MUSIC SOFT

ANNOUNCER(BOOTH): Welcome to "Countv Agent's
Notebook," a regular Fri�ay presentation de
signed. for you, the farmers, ranchers, home
makers and urban dwellers throughout Maricopa
County, the heart of the Salt River Valley.

Let's find out what your farm reporter,
Bob Halvorson, has turned up in the "County
Agent's Notebook" this week.

MUSIC OUT

HALVORSON: Greets audience and introduces
Lew Whitworth, assistant count.Y a�ent --

horticulturist. Tells audience that to

night Lew is goi�g to plant some citrus trees
for the station. They will be used on future

programs and everyone will be able to watch
them grow.

HALVORSON: Asks if that hole isn't just
about big enough and Lew replies that he'll
check it to see.

LEW: Checks hole, giving dimensions as he
does so, explaining and showing how to

determine whether or not the hole is bi�
enough.

HALVORSON: Mentions that it appare�tlv isn't
too difficult to plant just one tree, hut
how do �roves get laid out so uniformly?

LEW: Demonstrates and explains the use of
a plantin� board. Then su��ests that if
someone will pick out the kind of tree to

be planted, he (Lew) will �et on with it.

(more)



3-88OT OF HALVORSON, LEW
AND WATKINS AROUND HOLE

2-SHOT OF WATKINS AND LEW

l-SHOT OF LEW AND TREES

CU OF FRUIT AS LEW DISPLAYS IT

2-SHOT OF WATKINS, LEW AND
HALVORSON

I-SHOT OF LEW REMOVING TAR
PAPER AND PLACING TREE
IN HOLE

CU OF BU D UNION
I-SHOT OF LEW' AT WORK

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AND LEW
AS LEW COMPLETES THE
FILLING OF HOLE AND
WATERING

CU OF WHITEWASHING OPERATION

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AND LEW
BESIDE PLANTED TREE

CU OF CITRUS BULLETIN

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AND LEW

CU ON HALVORSON

CU OF HALVORSON WITH NOTEBOOK
IN HAND

(2) CITRUS PLANTING

HALVORSON: Asks Mr. Watkins to come in and
introduces him, then explains that Lew is
ready to plant the tree and would like to

know what variety to plant.

WATKINS: A.sks Lew to show him what varieties
are possible and what are the merits of each.

LEW: Shows different varieties of fruit and
trees, pointing out the advantages and dis
advantages of each as he does so.
\vATKINS: Asks about salad trees and Lew
talks him out of it

WATKINS: Makes his chmice of tree and Lew
starts the planting operation.

LEW: Points out and explains what the bud
union is and the height it should be in
relation to the ground level. Also rl�es
and explains back-filling of the hole and

watering.

HALVORSON: Asks Lew what kind of care should
be taken of the tree to help it get started.

LEW: Discusses water needs for the first
season. Then applies manure mulch explain
ing this operation also.

HALVORSON: Asks about sunburn.

LEW: Explains that citrus trees become
sunburned and wraps the trunk to protect the
young tree.

HALVORSON: Asks Lew what will be the tou�hest
obstacles for the tree to overcome, etc.

LEW: Mentions thrips, other insects and
diseases. Says that information concernin�
what to do about them has been put into
pamphlet form which can be obtained from the
county agent's office. Displays Citrus
bulletin.

HALVORSON: Thank·s Lew for coming out to plant
the tree, tells him that he'll be calle� on

from time to time for advice and help as the
tree grows. Turns to camera and tells the
audience that next week, Mrs. Pace is ,oin�
to wash a sweater with �lue. Also gives any
ammouncements for which there is time.

FADE

MUSIC UP



TELOP: "PRODUCED BY •••ETC"
SUPER OVER NOTEBOOK

SLIDE: THIS HAS BEEN ••••

(3) CITRUS PLANTING

ANNOUNCER(OOOTH): "County Agent's Notebook"
is produced by the Maricopa County staff of
the University of Arizona Agricultural
Extension Service.

Your farm reporter, Bob Halvorson, will be
back n��t Friday at 6 o'clock thurnbin�
through the "County Agent's Notebook."

KTVK director has been Art Brock. This has
been another public service presentation of

JTVK ••••••••••

MUSIC UP

###



Citrus topworking demonstrations were given over

television and in the field by Maricopa County
Extension workers during 1955. Lewis Whitworth,
Assistant County Agricultural Agent, shows how
to bud properly during the field demonstration
held at the University of Arizona Citrus Experi
ment Station on October 18. Dr. Erling and son,
owners of a small grove near Phoenix, look on.

Demonstrations were also given on planting,
insect control, pruning, and gopher extermination.



commercially and was not expected to be for at least a year, Assistant
Whitworth established demonstration plots using available sources of che1ated
iron, in both spray treatments and soil treatments, to those having a severe

iron chlorosis. Some control resulted from these treatments.

The winter of 1954-55 has been the coldest since the extremely cold winter of
1949-50. As a result of this a considerable percentage of the Valencia and

grapefruit crops were frozen. Surveys indicated that groves which had been
in a good condition and were able to run frost water were relatively free
from extensive frost damage to the fruit. Some growers used up to 90
orchard heaters per acre and saved their ,Valencia crop. Other growers
installed wind machines, with varying degrees of success depending upon the
location and other cultural practices followed. During this past season

over 100 wind machines have been installed in the east Mesa area.

One grower, whose topworked Navel trees and mature Navels were severely
defoliated and in some cases completely defoliated by the cold weather,
sprayed the southwest side of each of his trees with a mixture of 200

pounds of hydrated lime and 8 pounds of zinc sulphate in 400 gallons of
water. Good coverage resulted and it appeared that considerable benefit
was derived from this treatment.

Citrus thrips continued to be the most important insect in citrus groves
in the Salt River Valley, Assistant Whitworth, in cooperation with the
Extension Entomologist, prepared and sent out a citrus thrips control letter
to all commercial growers. During the fall season there was very little
indication of the thrips activity so no publicity was given at this time.

Cottony cushion scale appeared to be a major insect pest in many areas of
the Salt River Valley during the past season. The cold wet summer se�ed
to prohibit the buildup of the Vedalia Lady Beetle which normally controls
cottony cushion scale. As a result of this, much grapefruit and some lemons
were severely stained by the excretion of the cottony cushion scale.
During August; however, the Vedalia Lady Beetles built up in considerable
numbers and appeared to eliminate nearly all of the cottony cushion scale.
The staining of fruit by honeydew from these insects caused packing houses
to resort to washing, instead of brushing, to clean fruit.

During the season of 1955 the entire industry changed from the wooden box
container to the cardboard half-box carton. Market repotts are now bein�
based on the half-box carton rather than the old wooden box.

A booming residential building program continues to reduce the citrus
acreage in the North Phoenix area in both the marginal citrus plantin�s
and in the highly productive �roves in that area. There continues to be
much demand to assist those persons who are taking over subdivisions in
the citrus areas in the Salt River Valley with their cultural, insect and
disease problems. Assistant Wlti tworth revised the "Home Citrus" bulletin
and finds this publication aids considerably in supplying information with
this phase of the citrus program.

Young lemon, orange and red grapefruit �roves are being established in the
Deer Valley, East �fesa and Peoria areas. Much interest is developin� in
breaking away from the conventional 22 feet by 22 feet sracin� and
establishing citrus groves with hed�e row plantin�s.
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B. Vegetables

The 1955 vegetable season has been satisfactory for most growers in the
county.

The spring lettuce acreage was increased 2,000 acres or 20% over the 1954
season. Growers increased their fall plantings 4,000 acres which gave a

total of 13,600 acres. The 1955 spring season was late with heavy rain in

January followed by cold and some frost in February. Other early districts
lost February lettuce which gave a clear market period for Salt River Valley
harvest which started about February 20. Quality of early lettuce was low;
however, shipments were light and average to high prices were received for
all shipments. The harvest season was stretched into early May because of
low temperature and most growers experienced a very satisfactory season.

Early fall plantings of .lettuce were established August 20 with continued
plantings to September 30. Most early fields of lettuce were lost as a

result of high temperatures. The market' strengthened by November 10, and
remained active for a two week period.

Cantaloupe and honeydew growers did not increase the acreage above previous
years; however, they did experience a very unsatisfactory year. Melon
plants grew very slowly as the result of the cold temperatures and were later
infested with insects and disease problems. Over 50% of the acreage was

lost by harvest time.

The potato price outlook was very bright early in the season, but the season

ended showing very little profit for the grower. The increased acreage
planted in other early areas in the United States overloaded the early
potato markets.

The spring and fall cabbage markets were satisfactory with the early spring
harvest showing very high profits for the product. Early onion prices were

high; however, as the harvest continued, the growers received a very low
net for the commodity,

Assistant Agent Milne provided vegetable growers with cultural information by
radio, newsletters, news articles, television, and personal visits. The
Extension program was developed with the assistance of: Dr. J. N. Roney,
Extension Entomologist; Dr. Ivan J. Shields, Extension Plant Pathologist;
Dr. Harold Reynolds, U.S.D.A. Nematologist; Mr. Fred Arle, U.S.D.A. Weed
Specialist; Mr. Orin Hills, U.S.D.A. Entomologist.

Vegetable newsletters and news articles were developed with the assistance
of the above specialists and from research projects completed by the
University of Arizona Vegetable Research staff. Ve�etable newsletters were

prepared to present timely information and were mailed to 350 �rowers and
persons interested in agriculture. Examples of some of the letters are as

follows: Weed control, insect control, disease control, irritation,
nematode control and sweet corn production.

Seven vegetable growers planted over seven hundred acres of sprin� sweet
corn in the Salt River Valley. The corn in most fielrls looked �ood where
adequate fertilizer and water had been used. Assistant Milne recommende�
an avera�e of 150 units of nitrogen for all fields. Phosphate was also
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SCRIPT FOR TELEVISION SHOW ON POTATO PRODUCTION

SHOW: COUNTY AGENT'S NOTEBOOK

SUBJ: POTATO PRODUCTION
DATE: April 8, 1955
PARTICIPANTS: Bob Halvorson, farm reporter; Ray Milne, assistant countv

agricultural agent.
PROPS: Notebook, sack of potatoes, greenboard and chalk, map, charcoal,

baked potatoes in aluminum foil, potato samples, knife, minature
field, dead root.

SETS: Regular kitchen set with large table.

rum.

CU OF NOTEBOOK COVER HELD IN
HALVORSON'S HANDS

TELOP: "COUNTY AGENT'S NOTEBOOK"
SUPER OVER NOTEBOOK AS PAGES
ARE SLOWLY TURNED •••

PULL BACK TO INCLUDE VIEW OF
HALVORSON SITTING ON EDGE
OF TABLE THIDmING THROUGH
THE NOTEBOOK

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON A.�D MILNE
WHO IS WRAPPING A POTATO
IN ALUMINUM FOIL

PAN WITH MILNE TO OVEN AND
BACK

2-5HOT OF HALVORSON AND MILNE
AT TABLE

AUDIO

MUSIC UP (Puppet Serenade)

MUSIC SOFT

ANNOUNCER(Booth): Welcome to "County Agent's
Notebook," a regular Friday presentation
designed for you, the farmers, ranchers,
homemakers and urban dwellers throu.e:hout
Maricopa County, the heart of the Salt
River Valley.

Let's find out what your farm reporter,
Bob Halvorson, has found in the "County
Agent's Notebook" this week.

MUSIC OUT

HALVORSON: Greets audience and says that
tonight the program is to be about potatoes.
Ray Milne, assistant Haricopa County a�ri
cultural agent, is one who knows all about
them and he is here tonight. Introduces
Milne.

MILNE: Acknowledges introcluction and says
he'll get to the potato picture as soon as

he gets the potatoes in oven.
MILNE PLACES PO TATOES IN OVEN
Explains that he plans on usin� them later
in the program.

HALVORSON: Asks Milne what the potatoes
are for and is told that Milne is cookin�
something up for later in the show. He then
mentions that the potatoes piled upon the
table look like pretty �ood ones ••• asks
Ray to explain what kind they are.

MILNE: Explains varieties of potatoes and
says that the red "Pontiac" variety seen on

the table is the kind raised in Maricora
County and that potatoes constitute an

important part of the a�ricultural economy.
Says "Let's step to the blackboard and I'll
show you •••••



PAN WITH HALVORSON AND MILNE
TO GREENBOARD

2-S00T OF MILNE WRITING AT
GREENBOARD

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AND MILNE
AT GREENBOARD

2-SOOT OF HALVORSON AND MILNE
AT MAP WHICH HAS BEEN PLACED
OVER GREENBOARD

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AND MILNE
AT MAP

PAN WITH HALVORSON �'lD MILNE
TO TABLE ON \YHICH POTATOES
ARE HEAPED

MLS OF HALVORSON, MILNE AND
PILES OF POTATOES

2-SOOT OF HALVORSON AND MILNE
AT FIRST PILE OF POTATOES

PAN WITH HALVORSON AND MILNE
TO SECOND PILE OF POTATO�

PAN WITH HALVORSON AND ltlILNE
TO THIRD PILE OF POTATOES

(2) POTATO PRODUCTION

MILNE: (at blackboard): Explains via simple
bar graph and figures that lettuce, canta

loupe and potatoes comprise the main vegetable
crops in the Salt River Valley. Carrots are

fourth. He then converts dollar-values into
carloads and trainloads.

HALVORSON: Asks Milne if he can tell where
all these potatoes (trainloads) ultimately
end up.

MILNE: Asks Halvorson to hold the map and
he then explains where the potatoes end up,
drawing line from Phoenix to various points
in the U.S.

HALVORSON: Says he has been mallim� the
figure on the blackboard over in his mind and
wants to know how many farmers are involved.

MILNE: Tells him, but says that the figure
doesn't represent the amount of profit from

potatoes. Says, "LET'S GO TO THE TABLE AND
I'LL SHOW YOU WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THAT MON'EY
ENDS UP IN THE FAR\fER'S POCKET.

MILNE: Explains that 100 lb. of potatoes are

on the table and that in 1954 they were worth
$2.50 to a farmer here. By settin� asi�e
appropriate amounts of potatoes, fi�ring
each one bein� worth 1-1/4 cent apiece, it
will be possible to see how much of the 100
pounds is profit for the farmer.

MILNE: Asks Halvorson for the potato produc
tion chart which is in the notebook, looks at
it and explains that this pile represents the
amount it costs a grower to prepare the land,
plant the crop and take care of it while it
is growing. Breaks down the cost as he re

places potatoes in sack held by Halvorson.

MILNE: Explains that this represents the
amount it costs the farmer for materials to

grow 100 pounds of potatoes. Breaks down
the cost.

MILNE: Explains that this represents the
harvest costs. Repeats the �rocess of break
in� down cost while replacin� potatoes in
sack.



PAN WITH HALVORSON AND MILNE
1'0 FOURTH PILE OF POTATOES

PAN TO LAST PILE OF POTATOES

I-SHOT OF MILNE CUTTING SEED

ECU OF CUT SEED POTATO

l-SIDT OF MILNE AS HE TELLS
ABOUT SPROUTS

ECU OF SPROUTING POTATO
PAN TO GREENOOARD WITH MILNE

AND HALVORSON

I-SHOT OF MILNE DRAWING ON
GREENOOARD

PAN TO TABLE AND MODEL FIELD

2-5IDT OF HALVORSON AND MILNE
AROUND MODEL FIELD

CU OF MODEL FIELD BEING
IRRIGATED

2-5HOT OF MILNE A..�D HALVORSON
AT MODEL FIELD

PAN TO OVEN AND BACK WITH
MILNE

CU OF BAKED POTATO BEING
EATEN BY HALVORSON

CU OF HALVORSON HOLDING ROOT

(3) POTATO PRODUCTION

'HILNE: Explains that this represents over

head, taxes, etc. Doesn't break down the
costs.

HALVORSON: Hefts sack, compares it to the
pile on the table and says that there isn't
much left for the farmer. Asks if it is
worth the seed.

MILNE: Answers and says that speaking of

seed, it might be a good idea to go into
the business of seed and planting. Some
of the folks might want to plant some for
themselves.

MILNE: '�Explains about seed potatoes.

MILNE: Explains sprouts and eyes.

MILNE: LET'S GO BACK TO THE BLACKOOARD AND
I'LL SHOW YOU HOW TO PLANT POTATOES PROPERLY.

MILNE: Explains how to plant potatoes, making
diagram on board as he does so. Then says
that to clarify the diagram, he has a mirdature

potato field.

MILNE: Points out the various parts of the
model and shows the audience how to irrigate
properly.

MILNE: Sums up the potato production picture.
then says that the potatoes in the oven

should be done. Explains that many believe
that potatoes grown on irrigated land are not

good baked and that he wanted to show them
differently.

MILNE GETS POTATOES OUT OF OVEN AND GIVES
ONE TO HALVORSON

HAlVORSON: Comments on how �ood they are.

Thanks Ray for appearing on the show, and
produces dead root if there is time. Explains
that a lady brou�ht it into the office to
find out Why it died. Explains that it drowned.
��kes any other announcements for which there
is time.

FADE



CU OF HALVORSON CLOSING
NOTEBOOK

TELOP: "PRODUCED DY •••

SUPER OVER CLOSED
NOTEBOO K HELD IN
HALVORSON'S HAND

SLIDE; THIS HAS BEEN •••••

(4) POTATO PRODUCTION

MrSIC UP

Aw.iOUNCER(Booth): "County Agent's Notebook"
is produced by the }faricopa County staff of
the University of Arizon.a Agricultural
Extension Service.

Your farm reporter, Bob Halvorson, will be
back next Friday at 6 O'clock thumbing through
the "County Agent's Notebook."

KTVK director is Art Brock. This has been
another public service presentation of
KTVK •••••••

}RJSIC UP

###



recommended for sweet corn when it had been planted following crops which
are high users of phosphate. Each grower was told the value of proper
irrigation schedules and the periods of greatest need of water. Insect
control measures were outlined for the growers and emphasis was given to

timing and thoroughness of application. DDT dust was recommended for
control of the corn ear worm. A preliminary field test was established in
Deer Valley using a new $ystemic insecticide to control the worm.

This material will be tested again in 1956; however, it was proven to be
very effective in the 1955 corn ear worm test. Harvesting and cooling
procedures were discussed with all growers. The importance of cooling corn

quickly to preserve sugars was discussed with each grower.

The assistant also checked the packing setup for the growers and sugges ted
changes which would save hand movement of the unpackaged product. Packaging
costs increase rapidly when vegetables are moved and handled one unit at
a time. It was also suggested that some mechanical method of moving cull
corn be employed in each packing set-up.

Three celery fields were found to be infested with the vegetable weevil.
This insect deposits eggs in the celery plants early in the winter. The
larvae hatches in January or February and feeds in the stalks and crown of
the celery plant. Specialist Roney prepared a celery newsletter outlining
the life cycle of the insect and control measures to be used. Assistant
Milne visited all celery growers,examined the cel�ry plantings and discussed
the newsletter with the growers. The newsletter was presented to the growers
by personal contact to prevent undue publicity of the insect problem.
Three fields examined in the Glendale area were infested with the vegetable
weevil. Malathion dust or spray was recommended for control of the insect.

Two celery fields examined by Assistant Milne and Specialist Shields were

infested with early blight. The plants in the infested fields were grown
out of state; however, plants produced in Arizona were free of early bli�ht
infection. Growers were obtaining some control of the disease with zinc
applications. Two growers inquired about the use of a new fungicide "captan"
to control early blight. No tests had been conducted with this material for
the control of early blight.

A group of ten fanners visited the County Agents Office from an irrigated
area in Pima County. This group of growers were interested in learnin� as

much as possible about the production of head lettuce. They were each given
a copy of the ��ricopa County Vegetable Production Guide. One day was used
in the office to discuss the cost guide and acquaint each grower with the
major cost items. The second day the assistant toured the lettuce �rowin�
area with the group. They were shown the methods used in soil preparation
for lettuce, making the beds and plantin� •. They had an opportunity to see

the lettuce beds irrigated up, cultivated, thinned and fertilized in the
same central area. In another area they observed a lettuce field being
dusted for insects and later saw the lettuce harvesting operation in the
field. The �roup was later taken to a vacuum cooling plant to observe the
cooling method and cartons of lettuce loaded on railroad cars. After this
operation was completed, a two hour question-answer reriod was held to clear
up unanswered questions.
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Assistant Milne and Specialist Shields checked spring lettuce in four areas

of the Valley for plant disease symptoms. Frost injury was observed in all
fields in all districts and lettuce drop was observed in two areas. The rate
of infection of drop appeared to be higher in the Glendale District than in
other areas. Downy Mildew had been reported in the vegetable areas of the

county; however, no mildew infection was observed during the inspection
trips.

Assistant Milne and Specialist Roney prepared a vegetable newsletter for
growers in August outlining insect control measures for newly seeded ve�etables.
Specialist Roney advised growers that a period of severe worm infestation
was expected during the fall period.

Fall vegetables seeded in ,August were difficult to germinate because of

high temperatures, It is very difficult to reduce soil temperatures during
this period to provide a seed bed temperature for good seed germination.
Insects started invading new seedlings as soon as the plants had emerged
through the seed bed. The assistant checked twenty fields for insect
control early in September. Ineffective worm control was the result of
faulty application by the grower in many cases. Sprays applied during the
hot part of the day do not give complete coverage and in many instances a

second and third application was needed immediately to give complete control.

Assistant Milne and Specialist Roney presented. a television show with live
vegetable insects and charts of life cycles to help growers better under
stand their insect problems. Application tables were used to illustrate
materials to be used, methods of application and rates of materials.

Several lettuce fields in the Mesa, Gilbert area were severely infested with
cabbage loopers. Many of the loopers in these fields were infected with a

virus disease. This disease reduced the looper population in the lettuce
fields in this area.

Assistant Milne and Specialist Shields examined twelve cantaloupe fields to
determine the possible cause of loss of stand of seedlings. Many of the

plants died in the cotyledon stage before the plant formed true leaves. The
small seedlings did not appear to have been injured by insects or diseases.
Recommendations were made to irrigate dry fields to reduce the death rate
of small plants. One field of cantaloupes was examined which had been invaded
by desert grasshoppers. Assistant Milne recommended a spray or dust appli
cation of Aldrin along the border and in the surrounding desert area.

Assistant Milne cooperated with Dr. Pew and Dr. Reynolds in establishin� a

nematode control test plot at the Mesa Station. Three nematicide fumigants
were injected in the cantaloupe beds fourteen days before seeding time.
These materials were used to determine the phytotoxicity of the nematicides
to cantaloupe plants. None of the plants showed effects of the materials at
any of the rates applied.

Assistant Milne checked one 280 acre field of honeydew melons in the Litchfield
district and found a severe infestation of root knot nematode.

The Assistant recommended that the field be disced under to prevent spendin�
additional money for a crop that was a failure. The �rower continued growin�
forty acres and at harvest time p1cked 400 crates of marketable melons. This
low yield was the result of nematode injury on the plants in the 40 acres.
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University of Arizona
College of hgriculture
U. ::;. 1Jepartment of Agriot'!,lture
and Haricopa County Cooperating

COOPErJ..TlVE EXTENSION :IO?J{
in

l..Gf'.ICULTUFE AND iIOHE ECONOHICS
State of Arbona

p. O. Box 751
Phoenix

1�ricu1tural Extension Service
Home Demonstration �'lork

County Agent Hork

Ji.pri1 14, 1955

DEhR VEGET/..BLE GROWER:

Generally speaking, cantaloupes, watermelons an� honey dew melons are not severely
injured by insects. The past fetl years the growers have received the greatest
losses from spider mites, (not true insects). During 1954, there was very little
injury from these pests.

At times, the cucumber beetles; three species, striped, belted and spotted, will fee(
on the young seedlings just as they come through the soil. Growers get best control
of these beetles with a cryolite dust when it is applied as a band at the rate of
15 pounds per acre with ground machinery. A band of this dust on the row will give
almost perfect results. Some growers use a 10% DDT dust; however, this dust may
stunt the growth of some varieties.

At times, a serpentine leaf miner larva has caused serious injury to plants.
Observations though, show that this injury only happens following applications of
DDT dust for beetles or thrips. An application of 2% Parathion will give good con

trol� when applied at 25 to 30 pounds per acre.

Plant licel or aphids, sometime appear in plantings. Controls are not recomaended
unless the insects are dusted or sprayed when the infestations first appear. Appli
cation of dusts or sprays, to the few plants, or spots, infested is recommended.
One nmy use Nicotine sprays (according to directions on·container) parathion dust of
2% strength, or 57% emulsifiable ��lthion spray, 1 to I! pints per acre in desired
amount of water. Usually natural enewies will control the insects.

Darkling beetles and grasshoppers may attack your plants and fruit just before har
vest. One may use a 10% Chlordane dust, or a poisoned apple peel bait. Apple peel
baits spread around near the melons at the rate of 10 pounds per acre gives good
results, Do not use either unless the insects are present.

Growers worry about thrips at times that nk�y be on the leaves or in the blossoms.
They may injure the leaves, but they seldom injure the blossom. A 5% DDT dust on

half-grown, or la.rger, plants, will give good control if the injury is great enough
to justify.

Spider mites, of several species, may appear in injurious numbers. Good controls
have been secured with a mix of 3% aramdte dust, 1% parathion and 7i% ovotran dust.
Do not use these insecticides unless they are needed, If used, apply 25 to 30
pounds per acre.

This info�tion was prepared by Dr. J. N. Roney, Extension Entomologist.

Yours very truly,

I� /"I)!�
Ray L. Itlne, la.ssistant
Count,y Agricultural Agent375 c,

tlile.



During 1955, Maricopa County commercial vegetable
growers were plagued with extremely heavy worm

infestations, and Assistant Agent Ray Milne worked

closely with them to protect crops. Field
inspections were made and control recommendations
offered. Here, Milne identifies a cabbage looper
for Tim Moriarity of Apache Distributors. Loopers
were one of the more bothersome pests.



Assistant Milne and Nematologist Reynolds established a demonstration plot
using nemagon fumigant in the presence of living cantaloupe plants. The
material did not effect the plants and yields were not increased in the
plots. It is recommended that additional work be continued with this soil
fumigant in 1956.

The cantaloupe and honeydew yields were 50% below average as a result of
crown blight and leafminer damage of the plants.

Assistant Agent Milne completed cost of production guides for sweet corn,
lettuce, white potatoes and cantaloupes. The cost guides were puhHshed
with each commodity bulletin by the College of Agriculture Vegetable
Research Staff.

During 1955 Assistant Whitworth has continued to plan, plant an.d direct
maintainence of the cooperative University of Arizona, Agricultural Extension
Service, KOY Radio Station and the Valley Garden Center Vegetable Demon
stration Garden, at the intersection of 15th Avenue and Palm Lane in
Phoenix. This demonstration garden was established some 15 years ago.
The garden is the focal point of a weekly 25 minute radio program on the
Radio Station KOY. Progress of the vegetables grown there, insect and
disease problems arising as well as timely garden problems make up this
program. Assistant Whitworth appeared on 29 of these radio programs
during 1955.

C, Deciduous Fruit

Deciduous fruits grown commercially are of minor importance as yet in
Haricopa County. The demand, for infonnation pertaining to cultu.ral problems
and insect and disease control was great. During the past year several
growers established commercial plantings of deciduous fruit in Maricopa
County. One of these plantings comprises 55 acres. During 1955 Assistant
Whitworth conducted 28 deciduous fruit demonstrations or showed colored
slide series pertaining to pruning, varieties, thinning, zinc and iron
deficiency, summer pruning, crown gall control, and nematode control.
These demonstrations were attended by 516 persons. In addition to the above
demonstrations 201 persons contacted Assistant Whitworth by phone, office
conference, letter or fann call for assistance with one or more of the
following deciduous fruit subjects: varieties of deciduous fruit best
adapted for Maricopa County, irrigation and fertilization practices, date of
ripening of the various varieties, pruning methods, budding and topworking
technique, planting procedure, necrosis of tree due to too deep plantin�,
identification of fertilizer burn, identification of freeze damage to fruit,
identification of delayed foliation, identification of iron chlorosis,
identification and control where possible of the flat headed borer, June
beetle, dried fruit beetle, stink bug, red spider and katydid, identification
and control where possible of crown gall and Texas root rot, identification
of 2,4-D damage to deciduous fruit trees.

Many persons show considerable interest in the procedure of pruning peach,
apricot and plum trees. During January and February, 8 prunin� demonstrations
were held by Specialist Tate, Assistant }lilne and Assistant Whitworth where
the differences in pruning peach, apricot and plum trees were demonstrated.
Special emphasis was placed on training young trees properly. Two hundred
and eleven persons attended these demonstrations.
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To help Naricopr.. County homeowner-s 'dth their garden.lng problems, a

demonstrQtion veGet&ble plot vms maintained at the Phoenix Garden Center.
1:eekly meetings, centered at the plot, were held to give advice on

planting, irrigatL�g, and other cultural practices. Radio Station KaY,
vho sponsored the proj ect, recorded the meetings and broadcasted them
as a public service. Here, John O'Dell, County Agricultural Aeent, left,
and Assistant Agent Lewis Whitworth answer questions during one of the
meetings. With them are Mrs. P. Corpstein, representing the garden clubs
of PhoenL�, and Jack Williams, program director for P�dio Station KOY.



This garden, originally started as a sample victory garden, serves to guide
members of nearly every garden club in the Phoenix area. It is maintained
through the co-operation of the Agricultural Extension Service, the Phoenix
Garden Center, and Radio Station KaY. The radio station has built a public
service radio program around the plot for the past 12 yeDrs.



Members of the Horticulture Department at the University of Arizona and

Specialist Tate and Assistant Whitworth performed the pruning operation of
the 3t acre deciduous fruit planting at the University of Arizona Experimental
Fann, Mesa, on December 27 and 28. During 1955 Assistant Whitworth wrote a

bulletin with the help of Specialist Roney, Specialist Shields, Specialist
Tate, County Agent O'Dell and a commercial deciduous fruit grower, Jess Watt.
This bulletin dealt with all cultural phases of deciduous fruit �rowing in

Haricopa County. Special emphasis was placed on best Tarieties and a portion
of the publication was devoted to insects and their control and diseases and
their control.

Until the development of deciduous fruit varieties adapted to low chillin�
requirements had been developed, many standard varieties did not perform well
in the Salt River Valley. Many new varieties have recently been developed
especially in Southern California. During 1949, 1950, 1951, 134 different
�roup varieties were planted at the University of Arizona Experimental Farm
at Mesa. Assistant \Vhitworth continued to observe blossom date, first
ripening date, final harvest date, flesh color, skin color, fruit size,
quality, tree size and vigo� degree of chlorosis, delayed foliation and vield
of these varieties. To further emphasis the importance of the varieties of
deciduous fruit for the Salt River Valley Assistant Whitworth staged a

deciduous fruit field day at the University of Arizona Experimen.tal Fann. at
Mesa on May 24, at which time the first fruit varieties were ripenin�.
Specialist Shields gave a complete and thorough discussion of the various
disease problems of deciduous fruit in the Salt River Valley. Following this
discussion, Assistant Whitworth conducted a tour through the 3k acre plantin�
pointing out the characteristics and ripening date for the 134 different
deciduous fruit, olive, grape, persimmon, fig and berry varieties. Seventy
two persons attended this demonstration.

The evening before this deciduous fruit variety and disease demonstration,
Assistant Whitworth and Specialist Shields appeared on a 30 minute television
program. Emphasis was placed on diseases affecting deciduous fruit and
varieties adapted to the Salt River Valley. During 1955 Assistant Whitworth
and Specialist Shields examined test demonstrations established in 1953 and
1954 where 20% elgetol and 80% wood alchol was painted on the new crown

�all woulds. In every case but one apricot, plum, peach and pecan trees

painted with the elgetol-alchol solution, were not adversely affected by the
material and no new gall tissue was observed.

During 1955, many deciduous fruit trees were killed in Maricopa County by
crown gall and Texas root rot. In one instance over 1 acre of trees were

killed by Texas Root Rot at the planting of a commercial deciduous fruit
grower. In addition to the elgetol-wood alchol treatments, a demonstration
plot was established where 5 year old peach trees were treated with 5 cc's
and 10 ce's of streptomycin. The terminal branches of some of the trees
treated with streptomycin showed a severe chlorosis whereas the el�etol
treated trees showed no adverse symptoms.

During February 1955 Assistant Whitworth worked with Dr. Robert Marlatt of
the University of Arizona Vegetable Research Station on crown �all soil
treatments. The soil in locations where deciduous fruit trees had been
killed wi� crown gall was treated with chloropicrin. Within one month
new deciduous fruit trees were planted in these locations.
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INTRODUCTION

Most of the information which follows was

compiled to aid the home orchardist rather than the
commercial grower. It was obtained by the writer in
closely obse�ng and working with a deciduous
fruit va�ie� planting established in 1949, at the
University of Arizona Experimental Far.m, in Mesa.
Tbis planting includes 134 varieties of deciduous
fruit trees, berries, and grapes.

Additional information has come from talk
ing during the past four years with many persons in

¥.18ricopa County, who have been both successful and
unsuccessful in growing deciduous fruit trees.

The writer would especially like to ex

press his appreciation to Jess l:fatt, conmercial
deciduous fruit grower in Maricopa County; J. H,
O'Dell, ......aricopa County Agricultural Agent; Harvey
F. Tate, extension horticUlturist; Dr. J. N. Roney,
extension entomologist; and Dr. Ivan J. Shields,
extension plant pathologist, for much valuable as

sistance along the way.

Lew \r1hiworth, Assistant
County Agricultural Agent

10/55
1000 c



VAF.IETIES

The variety of deciduous fruit grown is the most

important single factor in successfully raising good
fnnt in Maricopa County. In this desert area condi
tions differ greatly from those areas where most of
the deciduous fruit is raised commercially.

It is'a known fact that deciduous fruit trees need
winter chilling for maximum production and uniform
leaf 'development. Most of the

..

standard peach varie
ties need more winter chilling hours than are usually
provided by the Salt River Valley temperatures. As a

result of this, production of many varieties is not

generally satisfactory. Leaves emerge in clusters on

the ends of the shoot growth and many small double
fruit develop.

Recently peach varieties have been developed in
Southern California which will produce good crops of
fruit" even after the wannest winters.

The person who would desire to plant trees must,
in most cases, forget his preference for the varieties
of fruit as bought at the produce store. He should
consider varieties that will not only survive, but

produce good fruit under local climatic conditions.
Some of the standard varieties of fruits will do well.
The Santa Rosa and Beauty varieties of plum will do
exceptionally well here, also the P�yal apricot. Two
popular peach varieties, the Elberta and J. H. Hale,
do very poorly. However, there are satisfactory peach
varieties available.

FollOwing is a partial list of deciduous fruit
varieties that, do well in the Salt Piver Valley. It
should give those persons interested in deciduous
fruit many varieties from '\trhich to select. New vari
eties �re being de7el�ped eac� year and occasionally
seedling trees produce desirable fruit •

.. _ 1 -



Almonds

Almond trees grow up to 25 feet high and make
picturesque shade trees. Generally speaking) they do
not consistently bear satisfactory crops of nuts. If
almonds are planted for fruit, it is necessary that
two varieties be planted for pollination. Two varie
ties which may be planted together are the Nonpariel
and Ne Plus Ultra. In many cases one of the varieties
will not bear fruit but will act as a pollenizer for
the other tree. Almonds require little pruning for
the first 5 or 6 years, so are easily maintained.
Emphasis should be placed on the fact that the tree is

planted primarily for an ornamental rather than fruit.

Apples

MOst of the standard varieties of apples will not

produce fruit in Maricopa County. Some varieties
which have been developed for wann. areas will produce
some fruit. Of the 9 varieites under test at the Mesa
Farm only one, 'the Transcendent Crabapple" has proven
satisfactory. The Transcendent Crabapple tree grows
up to 25 feet tall and 30 to 35 feet wide, with large
crops of good quality crabapples.

Apricots

,
.

There are a number of varieties of apricots which
do well in Maricopa County. The tree not only pro-'
duces satisfactory crops of very delicious fruit, but
is one of the largest growing of the deciduous fruit
�rees. If headed high, it will make a combination
fruit bearing tree and shade tree. Spring frosts at
blossom time however, are disastrous to fruit setting.
Occasionally the entire crop will be lost due to a

late frost.

Cherries (Sweet or Sour)
. ,�lthough there is always the exception to the

rule, we have found practically no cherries grol�ng
satisfactorily in Maricopa County.

- 2 -



TABLE 1 - APRICOT VARIETIES

Ripening Flesh
Variett___ _Date _ _ Color _ Qualitv Remarks

Royal June Orange Very Good
Subject to pitburn or rot at high
temperature. Dependable producer.
Probably the best home and commer

cial variety.
Large fruit. Earliest to ripen.

Reeves May Orange Good Medi�-size tree. Needs pollenizer
Small fruit unless thinned heavily.

Hew Castle May-Tune Orange Good Heavy producer. Earlier than Royal I

u,M
Tilton June Orar_ge Good VirulIQus tr�es. Lerge fruit.

_
'1

Large coarse fruit. Very vigorous
Perfection June Orange Fair tree with large deep green leaves.

Good for shade. Needs 'Dolle_ni_zer



While figs are not grown commercially, there are

many trees that have been growing for years in Mari
copa County, especially along the irrigation ditches.
The tree LsLarge, long lived and low branching. It
will produce two or three crops of fruit each year,
and has very few insect and disease pests. The main
pest is the dried fruit beetle Which will crawl into
the hole at the bottom of each of the fruit and cause

it to sour. Figs can be grown as bushes or trained
as trees. Occasionally they freeze to the ground and
growth comes from the ground level. Since figs are

grown from cuttings, it is perfectly all right to let
as many shoots as are desired emerge from ground level
and make the new tree or bush. Two black varieties,
¥assion and Trojano, as well as the Kadota which is
white, are satisfactory.

'Nectarines

There have been many Nectarines planted in the
valley. Few have produced satisfactory crops of
edible fruit. The tree, however, grows very vigor
ously and is similar to the peach. It blossoms quite
early and so makes a desirable ornwnental tree.
Reliable reports indicate that satisfactory production
has been obtained by the Silver Lode and Panamint
varieties. In 1955 six new varie�ies were established
at the Mesa Fann so more infonnation on nectarines may
be available within the next 3 or 4 years.

Peaches

The peach is probably one of the most commonly
planted deciduous fnti.t trees in Maricopa County.
Unfortunately, many people insist on the varieties
with which they are familiar, 'such as the Elberta and
J. H. Hale. These varieties do not usually perform
satisfactorily in the Valley. However, there are some

very good early ripening varieties of peaches that
- 4 -



TABLE 2 - PEACH VARIETIES

Ripening Flesh
Variety Date_� __

Color Qualitv Remarks
Blazing I Earliest-ripening yellow-flesh
Gold May-June Yellow Very Good peach. Very vigorous tree. Freestone

One week Late.r than Blazing Gold.
Gold Dust May-June Yellow

_ Very Good Very viJ!:()rous... tree. Freestone
Early

- - ---

HeavY. p-rodti�e'r: 'Oocd canning peach
Elberta June- IulY Y'elloy_ _ Yery Good Vb:orous ·'tree. Freestone

Springtime Nay
,

White Good
Earliest ripening peach to date.
Produces some.' fruit first year after I

planting. Semi-freestone
'

�

I
Robin

Fair to

May-June . �Jhite
.

Good Small tree. Semi-freesto_pe
,

Heavy producer. VerY vigorous tree
Redwine: June �1hi te Good Freestone

.

Meadow Lark June Yellow Good Smail tree. Freestone

Western
Pride

Starking
Delicious June Yellow n QQ�d__ Vigorous tree. Freestone

Very large fruit. Foliage tends to

June-July. Yel19li. _

Good yellow. Freestone



IwiR bear fruit a year or two after planting and pro
duce very high quality, desirable peaches. Peach
trees need severe annual pruning. They will make a

very desirable combination shade and fruiting tree,.
but are usually not long lived.

�

At present it would seem that the only varieties
of pears which will make satisfactory growth and pro
duce faii";.t\l8lity fruit are the Winter S'artlett and
the Kieffer. These varieties have been grown in the
Valley for many yea�s. They produce late ripening
pears. Some growers wrap Kieffer pears in newspaper
when they are nearly ripe. They are then stored in a

cool place to ripen. All of the other popular varie
ties of pears on trial and observed throughout the
Valley have not proven satisfactory.

Persimmons

The persimmon tree grows very well in Maricopa
County and needs practically no pruning except dead
wooding. It has a symmetrical shape and will pro
d�ce very fine fruit late in the season. The tree

appears to have few insect or disease pests. Two
varieties have been growing satisfactorily at the
}1esa Experiment Station. The Hachiya is a moderately
vigorous growing tree with a very desirable form,
while the Fuyu is a much slower growing, compact tree
that has been chlorotic.

Plums and Pnmes

According to fruit classification, "Any plmn
that can be dried whole without removing the pit and
without fermenting is a prune ," Plums are very
vigorous, tall growing trees if left to grow Un
checked. They need rather heavy annual pruning and
seem to set satisfactory crops year in and year out.

- 6 -



TABLE 3 - PLUM VARIETIES

Ripening Flesh
Variety _D_a_t__e__ � _ �_

Color Qualitv Remarks
Amber Earliest ripening. Plant Santa

Beau_:ty__ l1aY _
Crimson Very Good Rosa or�Climax as_'D_ollenizer.

Santa Rosa May-June
Amber Very vigorous tree. Best variety
veined Good to plant singly.
with Red
Golden Very Small tree. Fruit up to 3 inches

Climax May-June Yellow Sweet in diameter. Needs no pollenizer t--.

Very vigorous tree. Small fruit.
Purple-red foliage and early blos
soms make it an attractive ornamen

tal. Santa Rosa for \)ollenize:rcl

Hollywood May-June Blood
Red

Fail' to
Good



guince

Quince trees have been observed in several parts
of the Valley, but generally speaking they do not

produce well here.

Pomegranates

Pomegranates can be trained as shrubs, small
trees, or hedges. They are relatively trouble-free
and' children usually enjoy the fruit & They pro
duce very beautiful blossoms.

PLANTING
.

.

.. '"

Deciduous fruit trees should be planted during
January, February or March in Maricopa County.. l'Jhen
planning a deciduous frui.t planting,. spacing is im

portant. For optimum production the trees should be
spaced from 18 to 25 t:e�t apart or from any other
tree or building. However, very satisfactory trees
can' be grown when the .spacmg is closer than this.
Plms can be planted as close as 8 or 10 feet apart
and still yield'� Peaches and apricots should not be
planted closer together than 12 to 15 feet.

Obtain deciduous fruit trees from reputable nur

serj.es with experience in the Southwest. \,lhen the
trees are delivered from the nursery, it is suggested
that the packages be opened inmediately. If the tree
trunk appears to be plump and full of moisture, the
tree can be planted i.mmediately • However, if the tree

appears to have dried out it would be well to lay it
flat in a trench and cover it completely with moist
soil and leave it in this manner for a week or ten

days. This will enable the tree to regain lost mois
ture. Then, when it is taken up, it should be planted
imm.ediately and protected from the hot sun and wind by
a wrapping of burlap or heavy paper. In all cases

before planting, protect the roots of the deciduous
trees from drying out by keeping them covered with
moist soil, moist sphagnum moss, wet burlap or some

- 8 -



other similar material. Just prior to planting prune

any partially broken roots.

.

¢onstruct a basin as in Fig.l (page 10) approxi
mately 2! to 3 feet in diameter and about 3 inches
deep. ¥..a.ke a hole large enough in the center of the
basin to accomodate the roots so that they may be

spread in their natural positions. Place the tree so

that the bud union is 3';1 to 4" above the ground level
as in Fig. 1. If the tree does not have a budded
top, plant the tree to the depth to which it was pre
viously planted in the nursery row� This is indicated
by a difference in bark color, usually 3 or 4·�ches
above the junction of the roots and the trunk. Back
fill and firm the soil around the roots by applying
water by bucketsflllil or allowing a hose to run slowly
into the basin as the soil is being backfilled. This
will remove any air pockets which might be formed,
m!QI y§!.A!! CO�CIAL FERTILIZER AI PLANTING �.

After the tree has been planted ei�er paint the
tnmk with a Witewash material such as "tree trunk
white", or a mixture of 12· pounds of hydrated. lime,
one pound of salt and 1/4 pound of alum. Paper mats
are sometimes available at the newspaper office for
a nominal amount. These may be wrapped around the
trunk instead of whitewashing. Either method is to

prevent sunburn and invasion by a flat-headed borer.

IRRIGATION

As mentioned in the preceding section, during
th� backfilling operation the newly planted tree
should be irrigated slowly, but thoroughly, to settle
all of the soil. The day following planting the
basin should again be filled with water. On most
soils in the Coun� one weekly irrigation, where the
391 basin is allowed to fill slowly, should be suffi
cient during the first summer. However, if the soil
in question is of a very sandy texture, irrigations
may be spaced every 4 or 5 days. If the soil has a

- 9 '_



Soil ��vel
...'" .

Excavated area
to accomodate

�__ roots. No
manure or

commercial
fertilizer here

Fig. No.1

Deciduous Fruit Tree as it

Shoul.d Appear at Planting Time
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high clay content it my be noted that the leaves of
t!le young tree will become yellow with the veins re

maining green. In that case extend the irrigation,"
period from 10 to 12 days, and if this chlorotic con

dition continues to appear, lengthen the period of
watering again. During the winter, monthly irriga
tions should supply enough water.

After the first year, deep irrigations eve� two

weeks during the sUI!DIler nonths and once every 3 or 4
weeks from October until February are reeeeeended,
Again it should be stated that if the leaves of the
trees tum yellow with the veins green, lengthen the
watering interval until the nonna! green coloring
retums to the leaves. In areas receiring nood
irrigation the nonnal period of water delivery should
be sufficient after the first year.

If all other practices suggested in this bulle
tin are followed and a bl!ming or chlorosis develops
in the leaves, it is suggested that a water Sal!lPle
be sent to the County Agricultural Agent's office for
analysis. Certain waters in the Valley contain sub
stances toxic to deciduous fruit trees.

It might be mentioned that after the first year
at the University of Arizona Experir.lental Station at

Mesa, the deciduous fruit planting has been irrigated
from 9 to 14 times annually, each irrigation being
approximately 4-acre inches. In the case of sene

varieties, this has been too much vater as indicated
by severe chlorosis.

FEP.TILIZATIOtl

It should be emphasized that applications of
commercial fertilizer at the time of planting are not
recommended. At the time of planting, however, it is
beneficial'to apply a mulch of well-rotted �ure,
compost, peat moss or some similar organic &tter.
This mukh rn�y be spread in the basin from one to twc

inches thick. (See fig. 1.)
-11-



nuring the first season after the trees have
leafed out and have started to grow it hastens the

growth of deciduous trees to fertilize every month tc

six weeks from V.ay through July or August. This may
be done by adding about 1 tablespoon of anmonitml sul
fate, or 3 or 4 tablespoons of mixed fertilizer such
as 6-10-4, Sprinkle this fertilizer evenly in the
basin and irrigate it into the soil. During the suc

ceeding years, this amount of commercial fertilizer

may be increased. By the time the tree is 3 years old
an annual application cf about 5 pounds of ammonium
sulfate, or a similar amount vf nitrogen in other
fertilizer forms, should be sufficient. It seems

best to apply this in split applications ever.r month
or six weeks during the growing season rather than

applying the entire 5 pounds of ammonium sulfate at

one tiiiie. A two to three-inch thick covering of bam
yard manure applied annually from AugUst to early
wint"er seems very beneficial. This may be spread on

the ground area under the branches.

CULTIVATION

\'/henever possible deciduous fruit trees should
"

not be grown in sod. With conmercial plantings it is
in order to cultivate when weed growth interferes with
irrigation. The soil should be free of all vegeta
tive growth prior to and during blossoming time to

lessen blossom damage. Records indicate that temper
atures in clean, cultivated plantings are several
degrees higher than adjacent plantings where a cover

c rep is growing under the trees.

Witi1 small home plantings the tendency is to

�lant deciduous frUit trees in the lawn area. This
can be best acco�lished if a large grass-free basin
is maintained for several years. However, best re

sults are obtained if trees are planted in an area of
the yard that is kept free of grass and weeds. Oil
weed sprays, hoeing, or other cultivation methods may
be used to keep down vegetation. Do not allow oil to
be sprayed on the tree trunk.

:.. 12 -



After deciduous fruit trees are established,
grass may be penmitted to grow up to the tree trunk
if desired;:but, adequate fertilizer and water must

be maintained for both tree and grass growth.

PRUNffiC

Some persons become so interested and enthu
siastic about the mechanics of pruning that they seem

to rate this cultural practice as most important. lie
would like to point out that fnrl.t trees are grown
for fruit or shade and that pruning is a practice
which should be directed toward. shaping the tree and

producing the maximnm amount of high quality fruit.
Some of the main purposes of pruning are:

1. To form a tree that is structurally capable
of supporting the maximum amount of fruit
without limbs breaking.

2. To open the tree in the center so that
light and air may enter the tree and color
the fruit produced there.

3. To produce a tree that will have-ehe maxi
mum amount of fruit produced near- the

ground level.

4. As a means of thinning fruit so that the
fruit retained on the tree will have
maximum size.

The equipment necessary for pruning deciduous
trees are long-handled shears and hand shears which
may be _

of two types. One is the anvil type which is
very easy to operate and the other is the drop-forged
hook shears which are made to produce a cleaner cut
but needs more pressure exerted. The third tool is
a pruning saw, usually with a thin curved blade.

- 13 -



In addition to these tools it is well to have
�ome sort of an asphalt-base sealing compo�!nd to be

applied where limbs lin diameter, or larger, are re

moved.

In selecting trees at the nursery, we suggest
securing one year old trees, or June buds, and then
head them back when planted.to the desired height, as

in Fig. 1. It should be remembered that where the

top of the tree is as it is planted, there the main
branches will fonn. These main scaffold 'branches
will never get higher or lower from the ground level.
The purpose for which the tree is to be used should
determine how high you cut the whip or young tree
when planted.

If the tree is to be used in an area where it is
not desired as shade and where no lawn will be main
tained under it, it seems best to,cut the tree or

whip off 12 to 20 inches above the ground level. Four
reasons for heading 12" to 20" high are:

1. Less chance for sunburn,
2. Less chance for entrance of a destructive

flat-headed borer,
3; Frui'� will be produced closer to the ground,
4. Subsequent pruning may be perfonned wi.th

greater ease.

If the tree is going to be used in a ,lawn as a

shade and fruiting tree it may.be desirable to cut

the whip or tree off 4 feet above ground level and
let t�e �in branc�es fonn from 3 to 4 feet high.

Shortly after growth commences the first season,
it will be noted that a number of small shoots emerge
from the trunk of the young tree. For most varie
ties of deciduous fruit it seems to be desirable to
leave 3 shoots so that they are spaced equally around
the trunk of the tree and from 6VI to an up and c10l'lIl
the trunk as in Fig. 2. �l[ith plums 4 or 5 shoots
may be left.

1- 4-
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Fig. No.2
Deciduous Fru:it Tree as it Should
Appear Several. Months After Growth
Starts
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All other shoots can be pinched off or rubbed off as

they appear. It must be remembered that a tree does
not grow just romctly as is"desired so equal spacing
between the main scaffold branches cannot always be

developed. As growth continues on the three shoots
which are left, pinch off all side shoot growth,
leaving the leaves until the shoots have grown from
2 to 3 feet long. Then let one side shoot develop
into the first secondary branch as in Fig. 3. If the

foregoing practice is followed during the first year,
a structurally sound tree with an open center is very

easily formed. Very little pruning is needed the
first winter.

In the succeeding prunings which should be done

during the winter months of January or February, it
should be remembered that fruit for the year to come

is always borne on the previous season's growth,
whether it -Ls on a 1 to 6-foot long shoot on a peach
tree, or on l/4V1 growth of an apricot or plum spur.
(See Fig. 4, pg. 18)

"

After the first smmner or winter pruning, the
manner of pruning \-Till be detennined by tt_-e variety
of deciduous fruit. With peaches and nectarines all
fruit is produced on shoot growth which occurred the
previous season. In order to maintain vigorous pro:
ductive shoot growth, severe�'amlual pruning on peach
and "nectarine trees is necessary. The over-all job
of pruning should be:

1. To provide a continuous source of fruiting
wood,

2. To keep the tree open in the center,
3. To keep it structurally sound,
4. To remove all crossed and broken branches,
5. To maintain a desirable shape.

Specifically, if each main branch is thinned out and
headed back as in Fig. 5, pg. 19, leaving from 50% to

75% of the tree's growth, a satisfactory pruning job
can be accomplished.

_ 16 _



Top View.

First·
main fork
2...3 feet
from trunk

Smmner pruning
remove shoots
that appear
here

_Ground level

Fig. No. 3
Deciduous Fruit ?ree as it Should Appear

Late in First Growing Season
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Peach Shoot as it Appears at Pruning Time

One Year's Growth

Apricot or Plum Spur (Actual size) as it Ap�ears
at Pruning Time - Side Growth Two Years Old

Fig. No. 4
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�
Fig. He. 5

l·iethod of Pruning Peach Branch
Severed branches indicate which branches

to cut and location of cut.
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�vith apricots it will be noted that after the
second y£ar short spurs occur on the main branches
and on the secondary branches. lfuenever an apricot
is pruned it seems that from 2 to 5 branches will
emerge directly below the pruning cut to form a sort

of ''witches broom effect." Fruit is produced on

this new growth and also on the new growth of the

spurs which may live to be 4 years old. It seems

desirable to_force out as much spur growth as possi
ble thus producing, the crop near the ground. If the
shoot growth is thinned out as in Fig. 5, leaving the
two best placed shoots and then heading those shoots
back so that one is approximately 1/3 of the growth
of the previous season, and the other shoot is from
1/2 to 2/3 of the growth, a satisfactory pruning job
should result. Remove all sucker growth arising from
previous pruning cuts.

The tendency of most Japanese plums is to grow
upright. If the pl� tree is in a restricted space
the branches can be headed back each year and the
tree will seldom get larger than 8 to 10 feet in
diameter. However, for maximum production it seems

desirable to let the shoot growth go upward, thinning
it out so that no more than 2 branches arise in any
one point. (See Fig. 7) lthen spurs have been pro
duced up the branches and a crop fo�ed, the main
scaffold branches bend into a more horizontal'position.
Even though a plum tree 3 to 4 years old may be 20
feet tall and 8 or 10 feet wirle when it produces a

crop of fruit on those 20 foot tall branches, they
will bend down and make a tree with a 15 to 20 foot

spread.

On all varieties, branches should not be pruned
leaving stubs. I�ke all cuts either to a side branch
or within l/lJ,.tv cf a living bud, (See Fig. 8)

If this description of pruning sear� complicated,
each year during January pruning demonstrations are
held in Maricopa County. Contact your County Agentis
Office for the exact t�e, date and place.
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.vz__-- Leave all
fruiting
spurs

Fig. No. 6

Method of Pruning Apricot Branch
Severed branches show which branches

to cut and location of cut
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Leave all
fruiting
spurs

Fig. Ho. 7
Method of Prlming Plum 3ranch
Severed branches show which
branches to c�t and location
of cut.
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Make
cut

here

Proper Pruning Cuts

Improper Pruning Cuts

Fig. No. 8
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FRUIT PRODUCTION

Many varieties of deciduous fruit will produce a

few fruit the second season after planting, if good
cultural practices have been followed. No�al1y fruit
is not produced until the third season following

.

planting. At that time up to 25 or 30 pounds of fruit
��y be produced from serne of the more vigorous growing
recommended varieties. After the third year many
varieties of deciduous fruit will produce up to 200
pounds of fruit per tree. Of course, not all of this
will be top grade fruit.

FRUIT THINNING

To obtain the maximum size for most deciduous
fruits, it is essential to thin fruit. This should
be done in the spring when the stone or seed is so

soft that the thllmbnail can puncture its outer coat

ing. Apricots and plums should be thinned so they are

from 4 to 6 inches apart; peaches fro� 8 to 12 inches
apart. If more thinning is done either by hand or by
the weather, larger fruit will result. If the maxi
mum size fruit is desired, fruit should be severely
thinned.

Most people find it very difficult to pull sma11
fruit off the tree at thinning time. However, after
several years of observing the results accomplished
by thinning it should be recognized as an ess�ntial
practice for successful fruit production.

'.

Fruit thinning will also prevent the weight of
the fruit from breaking down branches of the tree.
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SutTBU�R PROTECTION

The hot desert sun can produce severe damage to
deciduous fruit trees, especially those varieties that

grow U;l:�iQ.·.upright manner. As mentioned earlier all
young trees set out the first year should receive a

.

protective coat of whitewash or be covered by newspaper
mats or some similar material. After the first year
those varieties of trees which grow

. in an upright
manner with trunks er.posed to the hot southwest sun

should receive protectivn. A protective coating of
whitewash annually or some shading device such as a

board or burlap screening placed in a manner to protect
the trunk. is advisable. Many varieties of deciduous.
fruit, that are poorly adapted to the desert conrl:i-'
tions, will sunburn on the southwest side of branches
higher in the tree. Usually following the sunburning
a very destructive flat-headed borer will get into the
branches or into the trunk. It will tunnel beneath
the bark, and. this bark will split exposing the frass
and tunnels of this borer. It should be a standard
procedure to protect any trunk or any branch that is
exposed to the sun.

POLLllfATION

Pollination should not b� a problem if the
recommended varieties of deciduous fruit are planted
in Maricopa County. There are just a few cautions
that should be expressed. 'When planting plums, the
Beauty and Hollywood varieties need pollenizers • The
Perfection and Reeves varieties of apricots need
another varie� for pollination. If almonds are

planted for nuts the Nonpareil variety will take care

of all except itself. Recommended varieties of

peaches are self-pollinated.
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INSECTS

Deciduous fruit trees in Maricopa County are

relatively insect free. However, there are a few
insects that will cause damage. One insect that
does much damage is a flat-headed borer wr-ich will
bore under the bark of trunks and limbs exposed to

the sun. If the suggestions as brought up earlier
in this publication for sunburn protection are fol
lowed, little trouble 'should result froD this insect.
It does most of its damage to varieties not adapted
in Maricopa County.

Another insect that causes damage to peach and
apricots is the peach twig borer. The first brood of
this insect is found at the end of shoot growth caus

ing it to wilt and tum brown. The second brood is
found infesting the fruit.

Control of this insect may be obtained 7Jy apply
ing 2 to 4 pounds of 50% wettable DDT in 100 gallons
of water per acre. This is equivalent to 1/2 ounce

per gallon of water. Usually 1 to 1-1/2 gallons of·

spray covers a ��ture tree. The spray should be

applied when color is showing on the bloo� just
prior to opening.

Those varieties of fruit which ripen after July
are quite frequently attacked by a dried fruit beetle,
a small insect about 1/491 long that tunnels into the
fruit causing it to rot and sour. At present no con

trol measures are known for this insect. Fruit vari
eties that ripen before Juiy in Maricopa County are

seldom bothered by the pest •.

During the early spring the new growth is fre
quently covered with aphids. �hese insects vary in
color and are about l/32Vf long, clustering to the
te�nal growth and causing a sticky honeydew to
exude. Usually this insect does little damage. If
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control measures are desired, �alathion or nicotine
sulfate, used according to directions on the container,
are effective.

. Red spiders are very tiny forms of aniJr.al life
that-occur on the under sides of the leaves. Their
presence is usually detected by a small webbing on the

"under side of the leaf. The spiders are about the size
of a tiny pencil dot. If these spiders appear, they
may be controlled with dusting sulfur, calathion, or

by frequently spraying the tree with water.

During the months of June and July, very young
trees, especially apricots and plums, are sometimes

stripped of their foliage. People rarely see the in
sect but a large brown or green June beetle, that
works only at night, will chew the entire foliage from
some young trees. The only really effective control
that is known for the young trees is to cover them
completely with a cheesecloth netting. Spraying the
foliage and ground frequently with DDT or Chlordane
may reduce the damage caused by this insect.

Occasionally the foliage and bark of deciduous
fruit trees is destroyed by grasshoppers. These

grasshoppers work during the daytime, so may be seen.

They may be controlled wi.th chlordane or toxaphene
dust or spray.

Occasionally fruit, especially peaches, are

badly distorted with sunken areas. These sunken areas

are hard and are usually caused by a stink bug. In
most instances, peaches that have been injured by
stink bugs are called ficatface fruit. If The stink bug
is an insect about 1/2Vf long, shaped like a shield.
At present there is no effective-control for the
stink bug on deciduous fruit.
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DISEASES

One of the reasons why more decdduous fruit·
trees are not grown in Maricopa County is the fact
that they are subject to several killing diseases.
Many trees are planted and receive good care, but
within 3 or 4 years may suddenly die or have branches
die.

If the tree appears unthrifty and several bran-
'ches are killed, the usual trouble is crown gall, a

bacterial disease. This disease causes a cancerous

growth on the trunk near the soil line, or on the
main roots. Early evidence of this disease is a

gumming on the trunk or main branches followed by
some of the branches wilting and drying. The symp
toms become more severe during July, August, or

September and are sometimes followed by death of the
entire tree. This most frequently occurs when the
tree is from 3 to 5 years old. l-lhen t..�ese above
ground symptoms occur, it is suggested that the soil
be removed from the tree immediately adjacent to the
trunk and crown. If a large, corky brown out-growth
is present, crown gall likely is the cause of the
decline. Cro�m gall infected trees should be removed
to prevent the disease from spreading to other trees.

If the tree wilts and dies suddenly, it may
have been killed by a disease called Texas Root Rot.
This disease is evident by a sudden wilting of the
tree usually in July, August or September. In most
cases the entire tree wilts and if control measures

are not initiated immediately, the tree will usually
die wi.thin a rnatter of several days. Evidence of
this disease is indicated by examining the roots.
Infected roots turn brown with the bark easily
sloughing off. This disease may be indicated further
by a powdery, tan colored substance which appears in
patches on the surface of the "ground. (This does
not always happen; but, if this tan colored, powdery
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material" which resembles a small pile of chlordane
dust, is cbserved, it would be well to take protee=
tive measures against this Texas Root Ret.) If the
disease is noticed in tine, heavy applications of
fertilizer, using 1 pound of either �nium sulfate
or aumcnium phosphate for each ten square feet of the
root area should be applied. The root area is
.roughly indicated by the area covered by the branches.
This material should be broadcast evenly over the
ground surface and followed �ediately by a three
or four-inch irrigativn. If the trees are not

located in areas Where fluvd irrigaticn is available
a border should be throw up around the edge of the
branches of the trees, the fertilizer broadcast and
the whole area covered with from 3 to � inches cf
l1ater. l.long with this it is recemmended that 50%
of the branches be pruned f'rom the trees at this
time. This treatment,'tkile not a complete cure, llill
sometimes prclong the life of deciduous fruit trees
for several years. In areas where root ret is
known, heavy applications of barnyard manure shcul.d
be incorporated into the soil one to two n:onths be
fore planting time and a rather heavy annual ferti
lization program followed thereafter.

Minor disease problems effecting deciduous fruit
trees in Maricopa County include root knot nematodes
which are indicated by a poor viger sometimes result
ing in the death of the tree. Nematodes are indi
cated by small knot-like �lellings on the smaller
roots vf the trees. The swellings are caused by
microscopic eel-like worms that penetrate the root

restricting the water flow. No control for this
pest on growing plants is knvwn at present. It
should be stated that fig trees are very frequently
attacked by the root knot nematode and may be found
to have numerous galls on the roots. If the fig
trees are fertilized annually they may live for
Years with this parasite and still bear satisfactor
ily.
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Another CTisease that sometimes effects deciduous
fruit, especially plums, is shot-hole disease which
causes small leaf areas to turn �rown and drop out.
The d��ge is sinilar to that caused by sone beetles.
This may be partially corrected by applying a lime
sulfur' spray l'lhen the tree is dormant.

Another df.sease causing considerable damage in

J.'Iaricopa County is Peach l.fpsaic. This is indicated
by translucent spots observed in the peach leaves.
The leaves are usually curled or gruwth is distorted
and the fruit is extremely knotty. Mosaic-free
trees should be planted, once a tree has peach mosaic,
it cannot be cured.

If you have any problem or question that arises
whi.ch. is not covered in this publication" contact

your, county agent by calling ALpine 8-8651, or by
writing to 1201 "lest Madison Street, Phoenix,
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Acre-inch

Bud

Chlorosis

Commercial
fertilizer

Crown

GLOSSAP�

Amount of water necessary to cover one

acre one inch deep

...� Unopened flol_\'er, leaf or shoot

.Yellowing of leaves due to over-watering,
.: �lement deficiency or excess, or attacks

by parasites

A·material artificially prepared for use

as a plant food

That portion of the tree where main
roots and trunk meet

Dead Wooding Removing dead branches

Deciduous

Frass

Fruit spur

Head

Lopping
shears

Mulch

With leaves that fall in winter;
not evergreen

The refuse or excrement left by insect
larvae

Short stout twigs (rarely longer than
6") that produce fruit buds in apricots,
plums, apples and pea.rs

Portion of tree trunk from which the
main branches arise

Shears designed to cut branches from

1/4'" to 1" in diameter

Layer ·of organic roaterial on surface
of soil
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Pollination Transfer of pollen to the female parts
of a flower usually resulting in
formation of seed

Root Stock That portion of the plant below the bud
union usually selected for vigor,
insect and disease resistance

Scaffold One of $eve�al branches making up: the
maino-frame work �if the tree :directly
above the trunk

Shoot A stern usually formed within the present
year .

Sphagnum A type of moss
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During February 1955, Assistant Whitworth with Dr. Reynolds, Nematologist
from the United States Department of Agriculture Field Station at Sacaton
determined the extent of nematodes in deciduous fruit trees treated with the
material OS-1897� It was determined that, while many of the smaller roots
that had been infested with nematodes had been completely killed, a new

growth had developed which was apparently free of nematodes. The treated
trees appeared to be healthy. Continuing work in this commercial planting
a new demonstration was laid out. Six of the unthriftiest trees were treated
with OS-1897 at the rate of 4 gallons to the acre. Six trees that appeared
to be in a similar condition as the treated trees were marked and root

samples from all 12 trees were taken to have a determination of the extent
of nematode damage as well as to be photographed for future reference. It
was determined by Dr. Reynolds that heavy nematode populations were present
on 9 of these trees •. Two trees had moderate populations and 1 tree had a

trace of nematode.

During 1955, peach varieties showing a severe iron chlorosis were sprayed
with 1% iron sulphate and 1% citric acid solutions plus chelated iron and
chelated zinc and manganeze solutions. The 1% iron sulphate, 1% citric
acid solution sprayed on the trees showed a 50% improvement of the iron
chlorosis condition within 1 month.

During 1955, a topworking demonstration was established in a commercial
grove using 2 types of budding tape_ Where the con.ventional waxed muslin
was used a ve� small percentage of the buds took; however, using rubber
bands to wrap the buds over 90% of the buds took.

Insect pests are not generally troublesome to deciduous fruit ripening during
May and June. Fruit ripening later is generally attacked by June beetles,
dried beetles, and an internal rot.

D. Small Fruits

The strawberry growers in Maricopa County experienced a very satisfactory
season in both yields and prices received for the product. Because of the
cool late spring the strawber� plants continued to bloom and set fruit
from February until May.. Average yields were above 1,200 flats and the
average price was above $2875 per flat. The spring season was an ideal
period to establish plants in new strawberry fields. Plants always start
well during periods of lower temperatures.

The 1955 grape season was satisfactory for all growers; however, the harvest
started two to three weeks late. Sizes were generally smaller in Cardinal
grapes, however, the Thampson Seedless packed out premium grades all season,

Grape growers shipped 300,000 lugs of grapes from 1,000 acres giving a gross
income of I! million dollars.

The Extension program in small fruit culture was presented to growers by
newsletters, radio, television, meetings and personal visits.

The Agricultural Extension Service presented a program g1v1ng results of

completed projects for the annual meeting of the Arizona Grape Growers
Association in December, 1954.

Reports were given on work completerl in grape maturity studies, guid.ing and
thinning, plant disease, nematode control and weed control. Assistant Agent
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Milne worked with eaah project leader in completing this work and preparing
the data for the report. A plan of work was outlined for the growers of

projects to be completed in 1955.

Assistant Milne prepared a grape pamphlet g1v1ng the cultural procedures
for growers in Maricopa County. Proven varieties for desert regions were

recommended and all important cultural phases of grape production were

discussed in the publication,

Assistant Milne and Specialist Shields outlined a mildew control program
for one grape grower in the Scottsdale area. Liquid lime sulphur was

applied on the dormant vines in January. The material was used at the rate
of 10 gallons of liquid sulphur to 100 gallons of water. This spray was

applied to destroy over wintering mildew spores on the vines and trunk.
Wettable sulphur was used to control mildew on the vines during the growing
season. The grower applied the wettable sul�hur four times which gave,
complete control of the mildew.

Assistant Milne, in cooperation with Tal-Wi-Wi Ranch, established a nematode
resistant rootstock test in }�rch. The stocks were planted in two rows of
70 vines per row, One row was grafted to Cardinal and the second row

was grafted to Thompson Seedless in June. The stocks were replicated ten
times in each row. Six varieties of rootstock were used and the seventh
vine in each replication was produced on its own root. Some of these stocks
did not grow and will be replaced in 1956.

Assistant Agent Milne and Weed Specialist Fred Arle visited three grape
growers to discuss the use of weedicides for the control of Johnson grass.
Results of tests'in Arizona and California were given to the growers along
with recommendations for the use of materials this season. Weed plots
established at Tal-Wi-Wi in 1954 were observed in 1955 by Mr. Fred Arle and
Mr. Ray L. }1ilne, Johnson grass in these plots had been reduced over 90%
with one application of dalapon at the rate of 1 pound in 5 gallon.s of water.
Several grape vines were sprayed in 1954 with dalapon and all vines treated

developed nor:mally in 1955.

Assistant Milne cooperated with U.S.D.A. Entomologist Todd and Mr. McGregor
in establishing a pollination experiment in Cardinal grapes at Litchfield
Park. One row of grapes, 70 vines in length, was set aside for the five

replication test. Three grape plants were placed under tents in each
replication, Tents were used to cover vines with bees, tents with no bees
and one replication was left open without tents to show normal pollination
in the vineyard. The pollination plots were harvested twice during June.
Total weights were taken from each vine and samples were taken from each
replication for analysis in the laboratory. Each sample was checked for
number of shot berries per cluster and number of seeds per shot berry.

Analysis of the test will be completed by Mr. Todd and Mr. McGregor and
published for the growers.

Assistant Milne and Nematologist Reynolds established three new nematode
control plots at Tal-Wi-Wi Ranch. Nemagon was applied March 15, at rates
of 1, 2! and 5 gallons per acre. The 19,54 and 1955 plots were sampled
June 10. Soil samples were taken from each plot at each 6 inch level to a

depth of 30 inches. All replications were sampled at four locations in the
test.
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Soil samples were again taken in November to re-check the population after
one season development. This datum will be published in 1956 for the grape
growers in Arizona. All soil samples were taken to the Sacaton laboratory
for analysis.

Assistant Milne outlined a soil treatment test plot for a 'strawberry grower
in the Peoria District. Ferro-soil-til was used at rates of 500, 1,000,
2,000 and 3,000 pounds per acre. This material contains iron, sulphur,
zinc, manganese and trace amounts of copper. Five tons of barnyard manure

was applied on each acre of the entire planting. The barnyard and Ferro
soil-til was disced into the soil before the beds were made. The grower
planned to pre-irrigate; however, the soil received adequate moisture from
rain before planting time.

A sprinkler irrigation test was established to strawberries in May. This
field showed very high concentrations of salt in the beds. A sprinkler setup
was employed to reduce this salt concentration by leaching the salt to a

lower level in the soil. Soil samples were taken before and after irrigation
and the salt concentration in the surface soil was red.uced 75%.

Dates have continued as a minor commercial crop during the year with further
reduction in producing acreage due to plantings being subdivided. The labor
requirements of this crop have forced most of the larger producers to turn
to other crops. The crop this year was damaged by rains during July but the
more rain-resistant types produced a ��is[actar.r_crop.
E. Nuts

Pecans continue to be a commercial crop of very minor importance, although
the tree is widely used for nuts and for s hade in home plantings. Some
interest is shown in budding seedling pecans or shoots that have emerged
from below the bud union of trees that- have frozen"down to ground level.
During August 1955, Assistant Whitworth conducted a 30 minute television
program demonstrating the: 'method of topworking pecans and showing the best
varieties to plant in Maricopa County, On the following day Assistant
Whitworth conducted a pecan budding demonstration with 55 persons attending
this meeting. It was pointed out that August is the best month for topworking
pecans in Maricopa County and that the patch bud method of budding is most

successful. During 1955, 98 additional persons contacted Assistant Whitworth
and requested information pertaining to fertilizing and irrigating pecans,
identification and control of pecan rosette, best varieties Of pecans for
the Salt River Valley, when to harvest the nuts, how to cure the nuts, how
to transplant large trees, identification and control of aphids and identi
fication of woodpecker damage,

Pecan trees in the county set an unusually heavy crop this year. During
July and August natural shedding occurred cuasing many calls to the Extension
Office. Some breakage of trees occurred also and the pecan aphid continued
to be a troublesome pest; when not controlled, this pest caused improper
filling of the nuts.

'r, Omamentals

There continues to be a great demand for reliable infonnation pertaining to
cultural practices, insect, disease, chlorosis and weed control in turf and
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ornamental plantings and the best varieties of turf. and ornamental plants
for the Salt River Valley. To partially supply this demand Assistant
Whitworth, with much help from County Agent O'Dell, Extension Entomologist
Dr. J. N. Roney, Extension Plant Pathologist Dr. Ivan J. Shields, Extension
Horticulturist Tate, and other members of the University of Arizona Research
Staff and U.S.D.A. personnel, held 38 demonstrations and colored slide
talks with an attendance of 1,445 persons.

In addition to the above demonstrations 768 persons contacted Assistant
Whitworth by phone, office conference, letter or farm visit for information
pertaining to the following turf and ornamental subjects: Turf varieties and
methods of planting; ornamental and turf irrigation and fertilization;
control of nutgrass, crab grass, water grass, Johnson grass, Bermuda grass
and prostrate spurge; installation of lawn sprinkler system; control of

pearl scale, Bermuda weevil, Egyptian weevil in Bermuda, .se, Augustine and
White Dutch Clover, control of Southern Blight in lippia and dicondra; crown.

gall in. lippia; brown patch in Bermuda] how to make compost; soil preparation
for ornamentals; use of sawdust as fertilizer and mulching material; gopher
control; transplanting ornamental$; weed control; rose varieties; pruning
ornamental shrubs and trees; control of iron chlorosis in roses; pyracantha,
silk oak, eucalyptus and gardenias; freeze damage to silk oak and carob;
2,4-D damage to roses, pyracantha, mulberry and chinaberryj propagation of
oleanders and pyracanthaj leaf burn of roses; fire damage to oleanders;
hibiscus- bud drop; salt bum on ornamentals; woodpecker damage; eradication
of oleander and tamarisk; use of CMU as soil sterilant; boron excess; papaya
mango production; use of Dalapon as a control for Johnson and Bermuda grass.

Assistant Whitworth was also contacted for identification and possible
control of the following insects: Flatheaded borer in roses and pyracantha,
mirtle and poplar trees; caterpillar on cottonwoods; elm leaf beetle; aphids
on roses, pyracantha, verbena, Italian cypress, honeysuckle and flowers; red
spider on rose, pyracantha, ash, verbena, Italian cypress and violets;
thrips on sweetpeas and gladiolus; leafhoppers on ash and roses; mealy bug
on hibiscus; Arizona cypress bark beetle; crickets, sow bugs and snails.

Assistant Whitworth was also contacted for identification and possible
control measures of the following diseases: Crown gallon roses and lippia;
Texas root rot on elm, chinaberry, privot and bird of paradise; mildew on

roses, euonymous, honeysuckle and zinnia; nematodes on ash, willow, figs
and mulberry; bud rot of palm; oleander gall; scab and chlorosis of gladiolus;
rust, on snapdragons; limb flux of mulberries; silk oak guwndng and ash
bleeding.

During 1955 Assistant Whitworth has sent timely circular newsletters and
current applicable publications to all nurserymen in Maricopa County.

During August 1955 the Jackson Perkins Company, the worlds largest growers
of roses with 2,400 acres devoted to the culture of roses in the Deer
Valley area, contacted Assistant Whitworth for possible control of a severe

chlorosis on approximately 400 acres of their roses. Assistant Whitworth
initiated 7 treatments that day in an attempt to control this chlorosis and
on the following day Assistant Whitworth with Dr. W. D. Pew of the University
of Arizona Vegetable Research Staff made 8 additional plots. Within 3 days
of treatment complete control of the chlorosis was obtained by applying
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flmTILTZTI\TG BEBMUDA IN MARICOPA COUNTY

by

Lewis Whitworth, Assistant i'4aricop& County AgricultUl'�il Agent.

Turf fertilization has long been the subject of argument. There are

probably as many opinions on the matter as there are laws, and rightly so,
for each plot presents a different problem. What may be right in one situ£ticm
could'be unsuitable in another. Climate, soil, water, vC'.riety planted and the
use for which the turf is intended are but a few of the factors governing
fertilization.

Furthermore, any discussion of this subject must be prefaced by stating
tbat fertilizing is only one of the many maintenance practices necessary for
fine turt. Proper watering, mowing, and possibly aerating or renovating are

als¢ itlportant.

Bermuda, the summer grass most commonly grown in Maricopa Gounty, is no

exception in these respects, but a broad fertilization program for this area

can be outlined. The general recommendations to be given have proven successful
at Eneanto Country Club in Phoenix .. where the golf courses are largely Bermuda.
At present, all of the roughs and fairw&ys have been p'larrted in this hc:.rdy grass,
and 18 greens have been changed over from Bent.

Bermuda grass may be sown or sprigged in any time between April and

September, but best results are obtained during hot weather. Before sowing, it
is wise to spade , disc or plow into the seed bed at least one yard of well rotted
mnure per 1,000 square feet. The bed can then be leveled and the seed sown

broodcast at the rate of one-half to one pound of hulled seed per 1,000 square
feet. Follow this with a !-inch mulch of rotted manure" peat moss or similar
mterial and keep it wet until the seed has germinated.

During the first season, Bermuda grass frequently maintains a good growth
and a lush green color with no additional fertilizer. If the color begins to
fade to a yellowish-green, more is needed however. An application of appr�ximately
t1l9 pounds of actual Nitrogen per 1,000 square feet, should be adequate. This
may be obtained by applying 10 pounds of Am.7llonium Sul.f'at.e , 21-0-0; 13 pounds of
Ammonium Phosphate, 16-20-0; 6 pounds of' Ammonium Nitrate, 33-0-0; or 35 pounds
� mxed r�rtilizer 6-10-4. NH; I�onia) 82-0-0, at the rate of 21 pounds per
1,000 square feet, applied in :Irrl.gation water, also has proven very satisfactory,
but is not deemed practical unless the turf plots are larger than five acres.

Always follow applications of inorganic fertilizE:rs with a heavy irrigation.

Hard end fast rules concerning fertilization are hard to formUlate after
the first year. The governing factors mentioned earlier begin to take noticeable
effect at this time. Inform�tion gadned from observing test plots and tE:lking
with greenskeepers and ether "grass-men" does point the way_
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Most IG:.wns ca.n bE; mainta.ine.d sbtisfactorily with an annual a.pplication of

organic fert,illzer such as, manure, processed sewage 'Waste, or compost. This ma.y
be appli6d as a mulch to cover rye seed in the fall,. or, if the turf consists of
Bermuda alone, it can be applied in mid-February.

Several applications of inorganic fertilizer, as mentioned above) also �ppear
necessary each year to maintain vigorous, deep green Bermuda turf. Selection of'
material 'Will depend largely upon the user's preference and the cost. In e..ny case,
it is sensible to use materials which give the maximum results with the least
expense. Ammonium sulfate and other simple. fertilizers mny be purchased at less
cost per pound than many mix�s and often go three times as f&r, pound for pound,
with the same results. Itt s the amount of actual Nitrogen thc.t is importcnt.

The first �I.pplication of Lncrgsnf,c fertilizer usus-Ily should be made shortly
�fter growth commences in the spring, sometime between March 15 and April 1. ThL
next one should cone whenever color begins to fade and growth slows down. From.
six to dght woeks may e.Iapse before this happcn e . From then on, frequency of

application depends upon how green a lc'Wn is dcsd.red and how often it is to be cut
The more fertilizer, the more mowing." providing a proper watering schedule is
maintained.

Whether applying org&nic or inorganic fertilizer, doing it properly is the

key to a setisfactory and efficient ff;rtilizer program. Spreading it evenly is
imper�tive. M�nure can be �pplied 6£.sily with a scoop shovel end then spread
evenly with a rske , Processed sewage waste may be applied in like manner or with
e regular fertilizer spr�ader.

Inorganic fGrtiliz6rs can be handl&d in many ways. Spreading by hand,
difficult even for thOSE"; skilled, is best done in two operations. Half of the
material should be broadcast, whilE"; walking back and forth in a given direction.
Tht; remainder is then spread whilE; walking at right engl.es to the first di.re.ctd on,

Fertilizer CE..n also be sprbad quickly, evenly and inexpensively by using G. IICycloncll
seeder Qr a regular f�rtilizer spreader. Another good method is to mix in

"

solution and drip into the irrigation water.

Rem(;mbt:lr, fertilization will not, cure all Lawn ills, but when coupled with a

good irrigation program end frequent mowings, a well f�rtilized lawn is at its best
and seems to be Less susceptible to Lnscct.e and disease.

LW/mfr.
500 C.
6/25/55.



Turf demonstration plots, 12 of them in all, have been maintained at the
Phoenix Garden Center throughout the year. AssistEillt ��itworth has used
these to shmv variety, the effects of various fertilizers, and proper lavm
care.



The turf demonstration plots maintained by Assistant v!hitworth at the
Phoenix Garden Center are reported on periodically during a public service
radio program aired on Sunday. Making a recordLng for use on the program
is Jack WIlliams, program director of Hadio Station KOY. Assistant Whitworth
gives a progress report on dichondra.



one-fourth pound of iron sulphate with one-half inch mulch of manure.

Control of the chlorosis was also obtained by the use of one percent iron
sulphate and one percent citric acid spray; however, this last mentioned
material resulted in a burn to the leaves and stems so this treatment was

not considered. Another treatment using one and one-half percent Chel 330 Fe
was applied and a good even greening resulted. The grower decided that the
one and one-half percent Chel 330 Fe treatment was the most economical to
use for immediate results. It was applied to one acre of roses with control
of chlorosis within 3 days. This material was diluted so that one-third of
the suggested amount was applied to 60 additional acres and some control
resulted on part of this treatment but very little control with this diluted
solution on varieties on the Manetti rootstock. With a program of increasing
the time interval between irrigations and aerating the soil, chlorosis on

at least 95% of the chlorotic roses cleared up by mid-September.

During 1955, Assistant Whitworth, with the help of a committee representing
the Maricopa County Nurserymen's Association and a Committee representing the
Valley Garden Center, compiled a bulb planting outline.

On December 9, 1954 Assistant Whitworth gave a colored slide turf variety
talk to the 63 persons present at the annual University of Arizona Nurserymen's
short course.

During 1955 Assistant Whitworth fertilized and observed the treatments in
applying different fertilizers and different rates of application to Bermuda
grass. As was indicated the year previous, best greening resulted when 10

pounds of ammonium sulphate per thousand square feet was applied 4 times
throughout the year to Bermuda turf.

During 1955 Assistant Whitworth directed the maintenance and applied fertilizers
to the cooperative University of Arizona, Agricultural Extension Service;
Radio Station KOY and Valley Garden Center turf variety plots. During the
year the Centipede grass plot was discontinued and Magensii and T-35 Bermuda
plots were established. It was observed that the Common Bermuda plot fertilized
heavily was very satisfactory for turf plantings for Maricopa County. During
April 1955, Assistant Whitworth set up a turf variety educational demonstration
at the Annual Mesa Garden Club Fair. Varieties shown included Zoysia MatreIla,
White Dutch Clover, Lippia,Dichondra, A-53 Bermuda, U-3 Bermuda and St. Augustine'
grass. Much interest was shown in these varieties of turf covers and it was

emphasized that the combination Common Bermuda and Rye grass was the most

satisfactory turf cover known in Maricopa County to date in the opinion of
the University of Arizona, Agricultural Extension Service.

During 1955 a demonstration plot was established spraying a heavily infested
Nutgrass area with a 4% solution of low volatile Ester 2-4,D.

Assistant Whitworth worked with 4-H groups and individuals relating to home
beautification projects when requested •.

4. Livestock

A. Beef Cattle

The livestock program resolves itself into handling individual problems as they
arise. Most problems involve feeding, construction of buildin�s and equipment,
disease and parasite control and breeding.

- 16 -



SCRIPT FOR TELEVISION SHOW ON LIVESTOCK OPERATIONS

SJI)W: COUNTY AGENT'S NOTEBOOK

SUBJ: FEEDLOT OPERATIONS FOR CROP FAPMERS
DATE: April 25, 1955
PARTICIPANTS: Bob Halvorson, farm reporter; Otis Lough, assistant Maricopa

County agricultural agent; local crop far.mer who has successfully fit
a feedlot operation into his overall farming program.

SET: Regular office set with large table and greenboard

!!1?!&

CU OF PACKAGE OF MEAT BEING
UPWRAPPED ON DESK

TElOP: "COUNTY AGENT'S NOTEBOOK"
SUPER OVER MEAT UNWRAPPING
SCENE

PULL BACK TO INCLUDE VIEW OF
HALVORSON SEATED AT DESK AS
HE FINISHES UNWBAPPING MEAT
AND OPENS NOTEBOOK. LOUGH
IS SEATED BESIDE HD1

AunIO

MUSIC �UP (Puppet Serenade)

HUSIC SOFT

ANNOUNCER(Booth): Welcome to "County Agent's
Notebook," a regular weekly program designed
for you, the farmers, ranchers, homemakers
and urban dwellers of Maricopa County, the
heart of the Salt P�ver Valley.

Each Monday at this time, through "County
Agen.t's Notebook," we hope to bring you new

developments in agriculture and give you a

better understanding of this all important
element in our economy.

Let's find out what your farm reporter, Bob
Halvorson, has in his notebook this evening.
The subject appears to be a meaty one.

MUSIC �.:OUT

HALVORSON: Greets audience and introduces
Lough. Says that the meat just unwrapped is
a chuck roast and a mighty fine one. It is
the end product of centuries of selective
breeding, years of know-how and months of hard
work and intensive feeding. The latter is
what the program is going to be about. That
is why Otis Lough is there. He can "steer"
the people right on that score if anyone can.
Asks Otis how he proposes to show folks
months of feeding in just a half an hour.

LOUGH: Replies that perhaps by showing what
is considered a daily ration, he can get
the idea across.

SUGGESTS THAT THEY MOVE OVER TO THE TABLE
AND HE'LL HAKE UP A DAY'S RATION



PAN FROM DESK TO TABLE WITH
HALVORSON AND LOUGH

I-SHOT OF LOUGH -WEIGHING OUT
BARLEY AND PLACING ON TABLE

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AT BOARD,
LOUGH AT TABLE

LOUGH WEIGHS OUT COTTONSEED
�1EAL AND PLACES IT IN PILE
ON TABLE

LOUGH WEIGHS OUT MOLASSES IN'ID
BF..AKER AND PLACES ON TABLE

LOUGH MEASURES OUT;� CHOPPED
ALFALFA, PLACING IT ON TABLE

I-SHOT OF LOUGH AT BLACKBOARD

2-5HOT OF HALVORSON AND LOUGH
AS THEY LOOK AT BLACKBOARD

I-SHOT OF LOUGH AT BLACKBOARD
SHOWING THE AMOUNT (.18) A
FEEDLOT OPERATOR PAYS, HOW
MUCH THE : ENTIRE INVESTMENT
COST HIM AND HOW MUCH PROFIT
HE ULTIMATELY REALIZES.

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AND LOUGH
AT BLACKBOARD

(2) LIVES TO CK 0 PERATIONS

LOUGH: Says if Halvorson will get the cattle
feeding bulletin out of the notebook, they can

weigh out a sample daily ration. Halvorson
complies, cal.Hng off the amounts.

LOUGH: Explains what he is weighing out and
how much is required. Asks Halvorson to write
the commodities and amounts on blackboard as

th�y go along.

HALVORSON: Reads off the amount of cottonseed
meal needed in the daily ration, putting the
amount on board.

LOUGH: Explains the value of cottonseed meal.

HALVORSON: Gives the amount of molasses
needed as he writes the infonnation on the
board.

LOUGH: Explains the value of molasses.

HALVORSON: Reads off the amount of roughage
needed, placing this on board also.

LOUGH: Explains the value of alfalfa, men

tioning some substitutes.

HALVORSON: (adding up weights on board)
Asks hew much weight that amount of feed will
put on a beef animal. After receiving answer

from Lough, he asks how much it costs a feed
lot operator for that amount of feed. Lough
says he'll figure it out.

LOUGH: Breaks down the cost of feeding into
a daily cost picture, quoting the current
market price on each commodity.

HALVORSON: Says that with the beef prices
what they are, he doesn't see how any money
can be made that way. Two cents per pound
profit seems pretty slim margin.

LOUGH: Explains that a feedlot operator has
to know exactly what he is doing, for one

miscalculation could prove costly. However,
he makes his profit by improving the quality
of beef rather than by putting on poundage.

HALVORSON: Asks how the fellow from whom
the animal was pu.rchased can make out at only
.18 per lb. Lough replies that the grower
feeds a different ration which usually costs
about .12 per lb. of gain.



PAN ro PILE OF FEED ON TABLE WITH
LOUGH

I-SHOT OF LOUGH AS HE REMOVES
11»tS FROM PILES

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON A.t{D LOUGH
PAN WITH THEM AS THEY WALK

SLOWLY BACK 1'0 DESK

3-SooT OF HALVORSON, LOUGH AND
LOCAL FARMER AT DESK

I-SHOT OF HALVORSON SITTING
ON DESK AND HOLDING
NOTEBOOK

CU OF HALVORSON CLOSING NOTEBOOK

TELOP: "PRO DUCED By••••

SUPER OVER CLOSED NOTEBOOK
HELD IN HALVORSON'S HAND

SLIDE: THIS HAS BEEN •••••

(3) LIVESTOCK OPERATIONS

LOUGH: Says that for instance, a growing ration
needs less barley and cottonseed meal and more

hay or other roughage is substituted.

LOUGH: (as they walk) says that this is where
a crop farmer can fit into the picture if he

"analyses his over-all farming program and
acts accordingly. Says he has arranged a

tour of feedlots in the county tomorrow and
the next day 80 crop farmers can see how
others have fit it into their picture and
what problems they have run into. One of the
fanners to be visited on this tour Wednesday
is there tonight and it might clarify things
if he came up and told his story. ASKS
FARMER TO (X)}fE IN

LOUGH AL,,{D FAm1ER: Sum up things in discussion
of the farmers personal experience in the
feeding business.

HALVORSON: Thanks Lough and the fanner for

being there, announces next week's show, says
"Don't forget the feedlot tours tomorrow and
Wednesday and bids goodnight.

FADE

:t-1USIC UP

ANNOUNCER(Booth): "County Agent's Notebook"
is produced by the Maricopa County staff of
the University of Arizona Agricultural
Extension Service.

Bob Halvorson, your farm reporter, will be
back next Honday evening at 6:30, paging
through the "County Agent's Notebook."

KTVK director is Art Brock. This has been
another public service presentation of
KTVK ••••••••

HUSIC -UP

###



Assistant Lough attempted to develop a more specific cattle feeding project
in 1955.

He conducted a two-day cattle feeding tour April 26 and 27 with the cooperation
of the Central Arizona Cattle Feeders Association, University of Arizona staff
members and Mr. AI Lane, Extension Livestock Specialist.

The tour was designed to illustrate how cattle feeding can be fitted into a

cash crop farming program.

A brief outline and description of the various feed lots visited was prepared
by Assistant Lough. This was made available to persons participating in the
tour. A copy of this outline is attached.

The tour was successful with approximately 70 persons participating in the

two-day event.

The secretary of the Central Arizona Cattle Feeders Association cooperated
with Assistant Lough in mailing information to county cattle feeders.

Examples of information handled in this manner follow:

"Beef Measles" - Circular 230, by Dr. W. J. Pistor
"Com as a Cattle Feed" - by AI Lane
"Yellow Clover Aphid Control on Alfalfa" - by Otis G. Lough, Assistant

County Agricultural Agent
"Know and Understand Insecticides" - by Otis G. Lough, Assistant

County Agricultural Agent

Circular 131 "Cattle Feeding in Arizona" was very helpful to county cattle
feeders. Recommending feeding rations was the most frequent information
Assistant Lough supplied to individual cattle feeders. Many questions per
tained to silage production and feeding and the feed value of whole cotton

seed.

Approximately 225 individual contacts were made by Assistant Lough concerning
various phases of the livestock project during 1955.

B. Sheep

The sheep industry in the county has followed the usual pattern during the

year. Small fann flocks of pure-bred animals have been maintained to supply
range flocks with rams. A.few small flocks of cross-bred animals have been
used to pasture open ditches and provide some lambs for home use. The major
part has been the pasturing of range flocks on alfalfa and barley in the county
during the fall and winter months. Winter pasturing has decreased due to

difficulty by flock owners in finding adequate pasture in one locality, Pen
feeding of lambs was practiced to some extent by at least one grower during
the year.

C. Swine

Swine production continued to be a very minor phase of livestock production
during the year. With the increase in corn acreage, swine production may
increase slightly next year.

- 17 -



University of Arizona.
College ot Agriculture
U. S� Department of Agriculture
And l1ari4opa County Cooperating

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION HORK
IN

AGRICULTURE AND HOlvIE FCONOHICS
state of' Arizona

P. O. Box 751
Phoenix

Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work

County Agent Work

CATTLE FEED LOT TOUR

April 26, 1955
Sponsored by

Haricopa County Agricultural Extension Service
and

Central Arizona Cattle Feeders Association

FIRST STOP: Oscar 'Walls -- Broadway" 1/2 mile West of lUll 'Avenue (Tempe)

CROPS PRODUCED: 200 a.cres alfalfa; 138 acres cotton; 90 acres small grain doubled
cropped to sorghum and 60 acres early hegari.

FEEDS PURCHASED: Cotton seed meal and molasses (gin trash is also utilized)

FEED STORAGE: On the 'farm

FEED LOT OPERATION:

1. Capacity 550 head; pens for 250 head under construction - 125 head per pen.
2. One man could feed 1,000 head per day
3. Type of cattle fed - likes large cross-bred Brahman calv�s 450#.
4. Buys feeders through jobber.
S. 'Calv�s are uee� to pasture cotton stalks, clean alfalfa and grain fields,

etc. 'When no pas!ture is available, they are given ensilage and 1 to 2#
cotton seed meal per head per day until they weigh approximately 600/1.

6. Full Feed: S# barley Finishing Ration: ·10# barley
2# molasses 2# molasses

2# cotton seed meal 2# meal

8 to 10/1 hay 12# hay
1511 silage

7. Water source - domestic well with 1,500 gallon storage ta�.
8. Rate of gain checked every 30 days.
9. 'Watches closely for pneumonia in fall calves.

10. Manure applied to crop land by custom manure hauler. Approximately 1,200
tons available from 1,000 head.

11. Cattle sold to local packers or packer buyers.
12. Feed Equipment - hammer mill, feed truck with auger; graver percentage mill

(12 tons hay, 12 tons grain, 12 tons cotton seed meal capacity) with
molasses storage and mixer. Truck used to haul grain and cotton seed meal
aS,well as to feed cattle.

13� Construction coste and notes:
Cement trough - $2.56 per foot.



April 26, 1955

SFt;OIlD STOP: U. B. Swahlen Jr. -- HcC1intock Drive 1/2 mile South of Baseline Road.

T<>td acreage 160 - Seven acres in farmstead and feed lots; 153 in croJ)s.

CROPS PRODUCED: 40 acres alfalfa; 11.3 doubled cropped to barley and hegarf.,

FEEDS PU.RCHJi.SED: Cotton seed meal, nofasscs and some grain. Surplus hay sold last
year paid for most of grain purchased. Approximately sao head fed
on 153 acres per year. It is necessary to purchase 2# cotton seed
meal and 2# molasses per hoad per day.

ran STORAGE: Gra�n stored at mill--hay and silage stored on farm.

Est.imatcd cost of feed lot facilities including well and one tenant house, $15,000.

FEED LOT OPERATION:

1. Feed lot capacity 600 head--45 to 80 head per pen--l� feet of trough space
per anirta.l ,

2. Labor required for normal feed lot operation--onc �an � day.
3. Type of cattle fcd--Arizona "TOaner calves 400# to 450/1 bought in fall. Some

cross-bred Brah�ans fed in summer.

4. llses services of an order buyer to secure cattle.
5. steers and heifers sorted. Keeps cattle from same ranch together if possible

to determine gaining ability.
6. Starting on f089: - hay for 2 days then adds silage until they are getting

full f€cd of 'cilage plus 2# cot ton seed neal and 2# molasses' per head per
day. Kept on this re.tion for approximately 150 days.

7. Full feed: Gradua.lly reduces silage over a month's t Ine and replaces with
ration of 1/3 roughage ��d 2/3 conccntratQs. Cattle fed to grade choice.

S. Averago length of feeding period; heifers 7 months, steers 8 months.
9. Equipment - hammer mill grinds hay, mochanical feed wagon �ixes and

distributes feed; tractor with hydraulic lift to load concentrates and

silage on wagon.
Cattle arc fed 2 times a day.
Cattle arc fed 1 ounce salt-trace material mix (95-5%) per head per day
mixed into feed.
Water supply from well. Centrifugal pump operated with tractor, can pump
water from ditch in emergency.
Rat� of gain determined by weighing every 30 days.
Disoases and narasite control - watched closely for shipping fever.

Sprayed for fly control every 2 to 3 vcoks in summer.

Cattle arc sold at fead lot to packer-buyers.
Manure hundling: Sproad on crop land by custom manure spreading .service.
Estimated amount of manure produced per- month: (air dry bacf s )
Fattening caIvee 400#
Two year 'Old cattle 600#
st,eel' manure analysis
IIATER NITROGEN

78% 14.6%

10.
11.

12.

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

18.
PHOSPHORUS

4.2%
POTASSIUH

9.2%

19. Construction costs:



April 26, 1955

THlr:D STOP: Finley Ranches -- Greenfield Road 1/4 mile South of Elliot Road (Gilbert)

Ft£DS PRODUC�: 200 acres alfalfa; 200 acr-es of sraal.L grain double cropped to hegari.
This is the principle source of the cattle feed. The operators also
farm u large. acreage on their combined ranches.

FEED STORAGE: Grain is stored at mill. Hay and ensilage on farm. 1,500 ton
trench silo.

FEED LOT OPERATION:

1. Capacity 1,000 head ccttIc per pen.

2. Labor requirements - one man.

3. 'T�pe of c�ttle - Arizona white face; .350 to 400# in weight.

4. Cattle grown to approximately 700# and finished in commercial feed lot.

5. Source of cattle - From own cow herd and some calves f'rora Southern Arizona.

6. Feeding proc€duf&: Green chop feeding includos 3# hay per head per day.
\fuen hay and S� age are fod, l� of cotton seed necl is also fed.

7. Cattle are fed twice daily. Would like to feed 4 or 5 times daily when on

green-chop if possible.

S. Deily gain. check: Hay plus 2# grain - average ddly gain 1. 5#; cost 11
cents • Green chop c.lone - average daily gain 1.25#; co st 9. 7 cents.

9. Aim of feoding progr� is to produce most econonic�l gain with avcil�ble
feed.

10. \Tater s'ource -- one well

11. Rate of gAin checked every 2 to 3 weeks.

12. l1anure spread on crop land by custom hauler.

13. Cuttle sold to local buyers or shipped to west coast .

14. EstiIlc.ted replucement cost of cat.t.Le feed-lot equipment and corrals,
�J20,OOO.



April 26, 1955

FOURTH STOP: Uilliam H. Bond -- Warner Road I} miles East of Gilbert Road

CROPS ProDUCED: 310 acres cotton; 300 acres small grain doubled cropped to corn and

hegari; 120 acres alfalfa.

FEED STORAGE: Grain, hay and silage stored on farm.

FEEDS PURCHASED: Cotton seed meal and molasses.

FEED LOT OPERATION:

1. Investment including stand-by well, $40,000.

2. Capacity 1,200 head, average of 80 head per pen.

3. Labor requirements: 600 cattle, one man; 800 to 900 cattle, two men.

4. Type of cattle fed, Oakie-type from Texas, average weight 40011.

5. Bought by associate in Texas.

6. Cattle are started on feed--first few days hay and silage then 2# barley and
1# cotton seed meal added.

7. Finishing Ration: 4 to 5# cotton seed meal, 8 to 9# barley; 2/3 silage and
173 hay gradually changed to 1/3 silage and 2/3 hay for finishing.

8. Cattle are fed once a day.

Feeding Eouipment - hammer mill for hay and grain, truck with auger
conveyor mixes feed.

10.

11.

Water source - well with st�nd-by well for emergency.

Rate of gain determined by in and out weight and observations and experiann�

12. Fall calves are wormed vlith phenothiazene.

13. l�anure spread on land by custom hauler. Approximately 3,000 T applied
per year.

14. Cattle are fed to grade commercial and good.

15. Cattle are sold through a commission broker in Los Angeles.

16. Construction costs and notes:



April 26, 1955

FIFrH STOP: Grant Peterson -- Gilbert Road It miles South of \Jillia.r:1S Field Road

CROPS PRODUOED: 240 acres alfalfa; 365 acres cotton; 200 acres small grain doubled

cropped to sorghum; 85 acres early hegari; 100 acres sudan'grass.

FEED STORAGE: Hay stored in barns; grain stored at mill and brought back to farm
rolled. All straw is baled and fed to cattle.

FEEDS PURCHASED: Cotton seed meal, cotton see.d end some hay.

FEED LOT OPERATION:

1. Capacity: 1,000 head; - 2 feet trough space per hec.dl50 square feet pen
space per head.

2. Labor required to feed cattle, one man.

3. Type of cattle fed.- Brahman cross-bread calves 350# to 400# from Texas.

4., Bought through cattle broker.

5. started on feed with grass hay and l#-grnin straw.

6. Gradually worked up until receiving 1# grain for each 100# body weight until
600# weight is renched. Grnin is then incrcD.sed to 1.25# per 100# body
weight until cattle �re finished at upproxL�ctely 800#. Cattle ere watched
closely for signs of loosenoss or scouring.

7. Cattle fed 2 times dE'.ily unless feeder is needed for other work then once a

dey feeding is practiced.

8. Feed equipment: ��ill built by operator; truck with uuger conveyor.

9. stilbestrol being fed to some lots. Ash-minercl deposit fed to �ll lots.

10. \�ater source: Well

11. Rate of gai.n can be determined with ace.Lcs , No set program,

12. Disease end pcrcsite control--c�1ves treated for stomach wonns with pheno
thiazine. Feed lot mortality loss then 1%.

13. Manure sprec.d on crop lund by custom munure heuler at $1.00 per ton. This
includes cleaning corrals and loc.ding m�nure. Approxinutoly 1,700 tons
produced per yc�r.

14. Cattle nrc finished to grudo good.

15. Cattle sold to major packer buyern from west coast.

16. Construction cost cnd notes:
Corral 224 ft. x 60 ft.

Cement trqughs
Wire, sh�de, lumber

Approximate total cost (no labor included)

600.00
600.00

$1200.00



CATTLE FEED LOT TOUR

April 27, 1955

FIRST STOP: Curt Cooper -- Broadwa.y and 8) Avenue (Lc.terel 21)

CROPS PLANNED FOR 1955.: 100 acres cotton; 120 acres hegarf.] )0 acres corn; ]0 acres

At.Las sorgo.

FEEDS PURCHASED: Cotton seed meal end molasses.

FEED STORAGE: Gruin ut mill; roughuge at fc.rm. 2 - 1,000 ton silege
trenches.

Feed crops p'Lant.ed end utilized as need arises for grain, hay, aLLcge 'or green chop.
Diversity of utilization is important in this type of operation. Cattle normally
are fed for cheap gatn., Shipped to commercic.l feed lots for finish or to summer
range for additional growth.

FEED LOT OPERATION:

1. Cnpacity - )00 mature cattle; 400 calvcs--Cattle per pen - 75 heud.
2. �'In.nagemcnt - owner and foreman work out procedure together •

.3 • Lebar' required - I! men per da.y.
4. Type of cattle fed - likes Hereford cattle but market decides what kind of

cattle he buys.
5. Cnttle bought by owner; often Locat-ed by order buyer.
6. Cuttle fed to put on cheap gc.ins and condition for short finishing period.
7. Feed e%Uirment - 2 forage harvesters; 2 mechanical feed wngons; 2 tractors,

one \1i h rant end loader; hammer mill; elevator for silage, etc.
8. Cnttle fed 2 times daily when on dry feed; 4 to 5 times when on green-chop.
9. H�} ensilage fed first thing in morning then green-chop fed remafndcr of

duy. Grain and cottonseed me�l sometimes fed with hey and'ensilage
depending on weight of cattle crld qUQlity of green chop.

10. Complete minerc.l mix fed free choice.
11. \·lc.tcr source - pressure tank system.
12. Rate of gnin checked every 30 days.
13. Hunul'e handling - sprecd on crop Land by custom hauler. June to Deoember

1954; 200 hend produced 200 tons of manure.

14. How sold - cattle are topped out and sent to co�orcicl foed lot.
Remainder sold as commorcicl or good or shippod to mountQin range.

15. IJo definite selling pc.ttcrn cste.blished to dct.o ,

16. ·Construction c.nd crop utilization notos�



April 27, 1955

SECOND STOP: Q. E. Fleming & Sons -- Lauer Buckeye Road and 115th Avenue (Lateral 25)

CROPS PRIDUCED: 178 acres alfalfa; 39 acres ootton; 120 acres small grain double

cropped to hegari; 10 acres corn; 130 acres barley-sudan pasture.

FEEDS PURCHASED: Cotton seed meal and molasses.

FEED STORAGE: Grain on farm, 1,400 ton silage trench, 200 ton hay barn.

FEED LOT OPERATION·:

1. Capacity 1,000 head; cattle per pen, 60 head.

2. Labor requirements: one man can feed 500 to 600 head unless silage is being
fed.

3. Type of cattle fed: 375 to 400# Hereford calves, some yearlings from
Northern Arizona.

4. Cattle fed to grade choice weighing 1,000 to 1,050#.

5. Cattle are bought by the operators.

6. Feedinp: equipment: feed mill built by operator; mechanical feed wagon and
tractor.

7. Calves are started on pasture, green chop or enef.Lage and grown until they
reach 750 to 800#.

8. Feed lot rations: started on hay and ensilage and gradually worked on to
full feed of approximately 10# hay, 10# ensialge, 8# grain and 2# cotton
seed meal. Finishing ration: 12# hay, 12# grain; 3# cottonseed meal and
1# r.lolasses. No ensilage.

9. Range mineral mix is fed ydth green chop.

10. Stilbestrol being fed to one lot of steers. Average daily gain (first 30
daYD)
Standard ration -

Stilbestrol ration
11. \iater source - 2 wells at north feed lots; one well at south f'eed lots.

12. Determining rate of gain - in weight and weighed once during finishing
period.

13. Insect and disease control - dipping vat for tick and lice control.

14. Manure handling - applied to crop land by custom hauler. Approximately
1,000 tons per year.

15. Cattle sold to packer buyers from "\-lest Coast at feed lots.

16. Construction costs and, notes:



April 27, 1955

THIRD STOP: Floyd Smith -- l15th Avenue, 1/4 mile north of Thomas Road.

cr�ps PFnDUcED: 160 acres alfalfa; 427 acres cotton; 200 acres sm�ll grain double

cropped to sorghum; 80 acres carrots; 80 acres cantaloupes; 40
acres sudan grass.

FEEDS PURCHASED: Cotton seed meal and molasses.

FEED STORAGE: On the farm.

FEED LOT OPERATION:

1. Capacity 500 head; cattle per pen 50 head.

2. Labor requirements - one man.

3. Cattle are bought by operator; iroh."!1an,Cross-brcds and "hite face calves;
average in weight 400#.

4. Fed to grade commercial and good.

5. Started on feed - hay and green chop fed until cattle weigh 600 to 700#.

6. Finishing ration - one pound of grain is added to hay and green chop ration
.evory three days. Green chop is gradually reduced· and other feeds are

included until cattle are receiving approxL�ately 10# rolled barley, 6f1 hay,
2# cotton seed meal, 2# molasses and 2# cotton seed hulls per head por day.

7. Cattle are fed once or twice daily depending on availability of labor.

8. Feeding eauipmcnt: mechanical feed wagon mixes and distributes feed; forage
harvester, hammer mill, barley roller, molasses spray rig and tractor.

9. Water source - 30,000 gallon cistorn.

10. Rate of gain determined every )0 days.

11.· Dise�sc und parasite control - cattle are sprayed for lice control.

12. 1·1o.nurc handling - manure spread on crop land by custom hauler.

13. Cattle sold to local buyers or on consignment to Los Angeles Stockyards.

14. Construction costs ru1d notes:



April 27, 1955

FOURTH STOP: Lee Keyton -- 107th Avenue (Lateral 2�) 1/2 mile North of IfcDowell Road,

crops PRODUCED: 160 acres alfalfa; 20 acres cotton; 100 acres small grain double

cropped to sorghuo; 120 acres sugar beets for seed production doubll

cropped to hegari.

FEEDS PUf�HASED: Molasses and some prepared comnercial foeds.

FEED STORAGE: Grain stored at mill; hay and silage on the farm. 1,200 ton silage
trench.

FEED LOT OPERATION:

1. Capacity: 500 mature cattle; 600 calvo�C�ttlc per pen 100 head.

2. Labor reguirements - one man

3. Type of cattle fod - cross-breds; in weight, 300 to 350# •

•

4. Source of cattle - Arizona and Texas

5. Cattle fed for cheap gain and condition to 650 to 700#; finished in
cor.unercial feed lot.

6. Cat,tle are bought by operator.

7. Cattle fed chcifly roughage to gain 1�25# per head per day.

8. Green chop fod 5 times daily. When on hay and ensilage, cattle arc fed
once daily.

9. Feed eguipment and initial cost: Hechanical feed wagon, C2500; tractor,
$2000; forage harvester, $2600; No. 5 Miller Hill, C2/�OO; conveyor type
ensilage loader, $600--Total 010,100.

10. Water source - 20 inch well with 6,000 gallon storage tank.

11. Rate of gain determined by in and out weights.

12. Insect and disease control: sprays for lico. Operator feels that he has
less trouble with shipping fover and pneumonia in calves when they are fed
green-chop upon arrival at feed lot.

13. Manure handling: spread on crop land by custom hauler. Approximately 2,000
tons (wet) produced by 500 hend of cattle in 1954.

14. Cattle are sold to or finished in custom feed lots, and sold to local or

coast packer buyers.

15. Construction costD and notes:

Ono corral 180 ft. x 60 ft. cost approxL�atcly $1500.

200 c.



OOOPERATIVE EXTENSION UOr\!�
in

AGRICULTURE-AND HOME ECONOMICS
State'of Arizona

Tucson
University of Arizona
�llege of !griculture and
u. S. Department -of Agriculture
Cooperating

Agricultural Extension Service

FEED REQUIREMENT FOR 200# GAIN - YEArLING STEERS

1. Roughage: 1 C-one.
11 cwt. Barley - - -

11 cwt. Alf. Hay - -

No.2

6 cwt� Barley
5 cwt. Gr. Sorghum
1/2 cwt. Molasses

6 cvt, All« - Hay
5 cwt. Alf, Straw

�

5 cwt. Barley
5 cwt. Gr. So�ghum
1 cwt. C,S.M, or C.Seed

2 cwt. AI!. HCl_Y
20 cwt. Silage

,

2 cwt. Alf, Straw (1 }'.folasses

2. Roughage: 1 Cone.
8 cwt. Barley - - ... -

-

15 cwt. AI!. Hay - .,. -

.

4 cwt. Barley
3 cwt. G. Sorghum
1 cwt •.Molasses

8 cwt. Alf, Hay
8 ewt. Alf. Straw

4 ewt. Barley
3 cwt. Gr. Sorghum
I cwt. C.S.M. or C. Seed

3 cwt, Alf. Hay
25 cwt. Silage

3 cwt. Alf.Straw 5' Holasses

3. Roughage: 1 Cone.
6 ewt. Barley - -

18 cvt , Alf. Hay

3 ewt. rlarley
3 cwt. Gr. Sorghum
1 ewt. Molasses

9 cwt. Alf. Hay
9 cwt. Alf. Straw

3 cwt. Barley
2 cwt. Gr. Sorghum
1 cwt. C.S.M. or C. Seed

4 cwt. Alf. Hay
30 cwt. Silage

3 cwt. Alf.Straw (1 Molasses

B.Y dropping the ewt. this chart shows an average daily ration for an 800# steer with
an expected gain of 2# per day,I..:

Each 20 steers converts the cwt. to Ton units.

�lel Feed requirement for 200 hd - in at 700# and out at 900# or 200# gain each.
Using 2 to 1 ratio and #2 ration here is what is needed: (200 hd + 20 = 10)

Barley
Gr. Sorghum
Alf, Hay
Alf. Straw
Molasses

9/9/54 - 100 C.

4 cwt.
3 "

8 "

8 II

I "

x 10 == 40 tons
x 10 = 30 tons
x 10 = 80 tons
x 10 = 80 tons
X 10 : 10 tons

l'



D. Small Animal s

The small animal project resolves itself into solving individual problems
as they arise. Forty-five such contacts were made by Assistant Lough during
the year. Rabbit and chinchilla production are the chief concern. Commercial
rabbit production is not organized to any great degree.

Approximately 80 persons were actively engaged in chinchilla production in

Maricopa County in 1955.

Assistant Lough attended the monthly meetings of the Chinchilla Growers held
in the County Agents Building.

5, Dairy

Situation

Connnercial dairy�ng is a major .. agricul tural enterprise in Maricopa County,
Approximately 70% of the total milk cow population of the state is located
within the CountY. The average number of milk cows was 35,000 during 1955.
Of this number. 32,500 were kept in approximately 430 commercial Grade "A"
herds averaging 75 cows per herd. The remadnder represent grade "D" milk
producers and family cows, Holstein breeding predominates followed by
Jersey, Guernsey, Ayrshire, Milking Shorthorn and Brown Swiss.

Dairying is a specialized enterprise ranking fifth in agricultural income
in the state. The majority of dairy cattle are confined to corrals. All
feed, including green chopped forage, is hauled to the cows, There is a

definite trend toward two-level tandem milking parlors and pipeline milking
machines. Over 95% of all grade "A" milk is handled in refrigerated farm
tanks, The 10 gallon milk can is obselete,

Approximately 50% of the dairymen purchase the major portion of roughage and
all grain fed to their dairy stock.

While most dairymen raise some of their replacement�cows, the majority also
pruchase some replacements during the year.

About half of the commercial dairymen hire milkers and other farm labor.
Finding dependable labor is becoming more of a problem due to the relatively
low wages offered.

Hay prices remained relatively high throughout the year averaging about
$35.00 per ton due to short supplies. The spotted alfalfa aphid was ch:iefly
responsible for the short supply.

A general increase in the use of silage crops was apparent with many dairymen
feeding. silage for the first time.

Seasonal production is a problem. In the spring months a surplus of milk is
produced, During the late summer and fall months it is necessary to import
milk into Arizona.



Year Maricopa County
Gallons of milk imported

State

1951
1952
1953
1954
1955

96,500
440,000
32,100

105,000
326,750

170,100
800,000
200,100
335,000
486,150

Milk was purchased on a direct ratio or per pound of butterfat basis. The
average grade "A" price paid per pound butterfat was $1.37 for December 1954
through April 1955. From May through November 1955 is averaged $1.50 giving
an average for the year of $1.43 per pound butterfat.

In January Safeway Stores Inc. precipttated another milk price war by reducing
the store price of milk to eighteen cents per quart. Other stores did like
wise. This resulted in a producer price of $1.27 per pound butterfat in
February. At the end of February Safeway Stores Inc. raised tbe price of milk
back to twenty cents per quart. They":stated that they were doing so only to

protect the dairy fanner until some type of government control could be
effected. Studies by the Agricultural Extension Economist of the University
of Arizona indicated a production cost of approximately $1.46 per pound of
butterfat.

The Co-op Dairy and the Arizona Milk Producers Association supported the
enactment of a State Milk Control taw similar to the one in existence in
California. This effort was not successful.

The Arizona Dairyman's League in the meantime was busy circulating petitions
to have a Federal Milk Marketing Hearing called. They were successful and
the hearing was held in Phoenix during the week of April 19. Little
opposition was encountered by the supporters for the establishment of a

Federal Milk Marketing Order in Central Arizona.

The referendum vote was held in the County Agricultural Extension� Office
on October 24. The vote was affirmative placing the Central Arizona area

under a Federal Milk Marketing Order effective December 1, 1955.

, The order will establish a minimum price to be paid to dairymen for their
milk.

Much confusion exists in the minds of dairymen concerning how the order will
function. After December 1 the order will cease to be a controversial issue
and become a reality. The Agricultural Extension Service will then share the
responsibility of helping farmers understand clearly the basic provisions
of the order.

At the close of the year dairymen were in a better position to make future
plans. They have hopes that the Federal Milk Marketing Order will stabilize
their market allowing them to anticipate their needs more accurately.

In general, the dairyman is in a relatively better position with relation
to other agricultural enterprises than he was a year ago.

- 19 -



A. Dairy Herd Improvement Association

The primary purpose o'f the D.H.I.A. is to:

1. Supply the dairy farmer with records so that he may feed, breed
and cull his herd efficiently.

2. Provide the Agricultural Extension Service with an effective contact
with dairymen which forms the logical basis for a sound Extension
dairy program.

In Maricopa County the D.H.l.A. is an incorporated association of dairymen.
They employed 9 fulltime D.H.I.A. supervisors and a part-time manager and

bookkeeper in 1955.

Assistant Lough is responsible at the County level for training D.H.I.A.
supervisors, processing records and f'orwardfng them to the Extension Dairyman.
He must keep the Board of Directors and manager informed concerning state
and national D.H.I.A. requirements and procedure.

The most important responsibility is educating dairymen to utilize the
information supplied by their D.H.I.A. records.

At the Annual D.H.I.A. Meeting held February 23, Assistant Lough arranged
for Charles U, Pickrell, Director of the Agricultural Extension Service to

speak to the membership concerning the responsibility of the Agricultural
Extension Service to the D.H.I.A. and to dai�en.

Mr. W. R. Van Sant awarded certificates to members whose herd averages exceeded
400 pounds of butterfat for the 1954 testing year. The certificates were

made available by the Purebred Dairy Cattle Association.

Officers and Directors for the 1955 D.H.I.A. year were elected as follows:

Jack Cartwright - President
Angus Johnson - Vice President
George Blendinger - Secretary
James Hussey - Director
Alfred Austin - Director
Leroy Gavette - continued as Manager

Richard Williams was presented with a watch in recognition of 25 years of
service as a D.H.I.A. Supervisor in the Maricopa County D.H.I.A.

Assistant Lough met with the manager and Board of Directors 3 times during
the year to discuss D.H.I.A. organization and supervision. The Board voted
to continue to print the Annual Report in booklet f'orm, to change from the
calander month to the centering date method of computing production records
and various other matters,

Assistant Lough met twice with the D.H.I.A. Supervisors to discuss changes
in rules, reports and record keeping methods. He also enlisted the aid of
the D.H.I.A. Supervisors on a voluntary basis in conduc tdng the following
surveys of D.H.I.A. members.

- 20 -



1. A farm milk tank survey was made which indicated that the majority
of dai�en were satisfied with the refrigerated farm milk tanks.

2. A milking time surVey was started but has not been completed.

3. A forage production survey was conducted to aid in locating
cooperators for a forage harvesting project being set "up by the
Agricultural Economics Department.

4. "The Buildings" Equipment and Farm Practices Survey" was continued
in 1955.

Assistant Lough also keeps in contact with the D.H.I.A. Supervisors as a

means of discovering what current problems are bothering dairymen. This
aids in deciding what information should be publicized and made available.

One D.H.I.A. Supertisor resigned during November and a new man was trained
to replace him.

Approximately 190 contacts were made pertaining specifically to the D.H.I.A.
project during 1955.

MaricoEa Count! D.H.I.A. S��rI 1955 {with comEarisons}
Ave" No. No. of Average
of herds herds Cow milk percent Ave. fat No. cows

Year on test reported years per cow butterfat per cow sold or

per month per year reported culled

1955 203.0 187 14,,353 9,326 3.82 356.2 4,413
1954 211.6 205 13,764 9,176 3.88 355.0 3,022
1953 180.9 165 11,115 8,761 3.82 334.2 2,086
1952 168.3 159 10,160 8,698 3.93 342.0 1,681
1951 180.2 140 8,513 9,282 3.86 358.2 1,855

Nine D.H.I.A. Supervisors reported 14,353 cow years in 187 herds. This is a

increase of 589 cows and a decrease of 18 herds from 1954.

Average production per cow was 9,326 pounds of milk and 356.2 pounds of
butterfat.

This is an increase of 150 pounds of milk and 1.2 pounds of butterfat over

the 1954 averages.

During the year Assistant Lough placed less emphasis on D.H.I.A. testing in
itself and attempted to incorporate the D.H.I.A. records into a well rounded
dairy program.

B. Dairy Feeding and Management

Feeding and management of dairy cows was the largest project carried out by
Assistant Lough in 1955. Approximately 600 contacts were made concerning this
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project through phone� office and field calls. Many more were made through
meetings, radio and television programs, news articles and the monthly dairy
letter prepared by Assistant Lough.

Due to the efforts on the part of dairymen to secure some t}�e of government
milk marketing regulation, Assistant Lough anticipated the need. for production
cost figures.

Enlisting the aid of the Extension Agricultural Economist, Torn Stubblefield,
an attempt was made by Assistant Lough to determine the cost of producin2.' a

pound of butterfat. Mr. Stubblefield analyzed the records of nine county
dairymen and from these records a "synthetic cost" was arrived at. This
infonnation was prepared in a manner that would allow any dairyman to substitu.te
his cost factors and arrive at his costs for producing milk. A copy of this
for.m is attached.

These fonns were used as the basis for 3 meetings held in Glendale, Phoenix
and Mesa on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th of February. One hundred and ten persons
attended these meetings where Mr. Stubblefield and Assistant Lough discussed
milk production costs.

Assistant Lough feels that as a result of these efforts dairymen were able to

present a more realistic cost of production picture at the Federal Milk

Marketing hearing held in April. Dairymen were also made more cost clomcious.

May 17, County Agent O'Dell and Assistant Lough met with the Research and
Information Commdttee of the Arizona Dairymen's League. The Committee Chairman
Robert Birchett of Tempe, had requested that the Agents meet with them to
discuss possible research problems that the Experiment Station might work on in,
the field of dairying. The problems discussed were principally concerned
with forage production, insecticides and building and corral construction.

This information was forwarded to the various department heads through the
Extension Dairymen. Assistant Lough visited the University of Arizona in
October to discuss these problems with the department heads concerned.

Several dairymen became interested. in the possibilities of soybiilans as a

summer forage crop. Goodyear Farms, Mr. C. L. Phillips, Mr. Robert Birchett
and Cheatham Dairy cooperated with Assistant Lough in making trial plantings.

Cheatham Dairy and Mr. Birchett planted the soybeans in alternate rows and in
the same row with hegari to be harvested for silage. The soybeans were shaded
out to a considerable extenttmaking this practice unsatisfactory.

A poor stand was obtained at Goodyear Farms where the soybeans were drilled
in a flat seed bed.

The Phillips planting was made in rows. Insect control was not practiced and
the crop was ravaged by insects, Some forage was harvested as green chop and
was eaten satisfactorily by dairy cowstuntil the wonns became so numerous that
the forage became unpalatable.

Cheatham and Phillips plan to make a new attempt to grow soybeans for 'forage
in 1956. About the only real value of these trials was the identification of
the major problems in soybean fGrage production. It appears that they cannot
be interplanted successfully with sorghum crops. Insect control would be necessary.
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University of Arizona
College of Agriculture
U. S. Department of Agriculture
and Maricopa County Cooperating

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION woru�
in

AG�ICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
State of Arizona

P.O. Box 751
Phoenix

Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration �!ork

County Agent \lork

January 28, 1955

\llHAT DOES IT COST YOU TO PRODUCE MILK?

ITEMS

.. Sample Costs Your Costs

per per per per
pound cow pound cow

fat year fat year
� � � dols

49 165

27 92

Fe'ed
Alfalfa hay (30 lbs. daily at $30 per ton)
Concentrate (7 lbs. daily throughout year

@ $72 per Ton.)

Labor
��lking, feeding and care of cows and cost of

products and services furnished. !I 22 75

Replacement of cows Y 9 30

Depreciation of barns, corrals and equipment � 10 35
Interest at 6% on value of cows, on investment

in land and buildings and corrals and equip-
ment, and on cost of 3 months hay supply. !I 9 32

Miscellaneous costs

TaY.e�
Artificial insemination
Supplies and repairs
Fire insurance
Dairy f!erd Imp. Assn. fee
Veterinary fees
Electricity
Industrial insurance
Social Security
Telephone
Credit for manure

Credit for heifer calf

Management costs �
TOTAL

$ 4.00
7.50

12.00
3.00
3,00
8,00
7.00
1.65
1.20

.65
3,00
S.OO

40.00 12 40

__L

14.6

25

NOTE: TI-!IS BUDGET IS BASED ON A HEF.D OF 60 CmJS, HEIGHING 1,350 lbs. Et!.CH, �'!ITH LN
t.VEPJ.GE OF 50 COlIS lviILKING, l�D tilTH ANNUAL S/;.LES OF 340 LBS. FAT. THE D. H. I .1..
1954 L.VERAGE PRODUCTION IN L.RIZONA t'lAS 357 LBS. FLT, BUT SALES INCLUDING HU¥J\..N
CONSUMPTION ON THE Dl.IRY FARM AVERAGED 5% LESS THAN PRODUCTION AS lvlEhSURED BY
D.H.I.A. COSTS PEn CO':}, THEREFOHE, llERE DIVID� BY 340 LBS. TO GET THE
FIGURES OBTA.INED IN THE COLID1N ENTITLED npER POUND Fl.T" •

(Footnotes on other page)



Considerable Extension work was done on problems of

dairy managem�nt, in Maricopa County during the year.
Cost studies were made and meetings arranged to help
dairymen work out individual problems. Assistant
Agent Otis Lough, second from right, gave a series
of management lectures in February. Thirty-five
farmers attended the meeting shown here.
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I-tOH MUCH OOES IT COST you to produce a pound of butterfat?????

AP� YOU IN A POSI�ION to analyze your dairy enterprise?????

HHERE OOULD YOU HAKE improvements?????

No one can answer these questions for you. At the present time you may not be
able to answer them yourself.

With the hope that we may be able to help you analyze your dairy enterprise,
we have arranged to hold T�� DAIRY MANAGEMENT meetings as follows: '

\fJEDNESDAY, FEB?UJL1Y 2nd, 10:00 a.m., in the
Armory Building, just north of the Glendale
Union High School football field.

THUP.sDAY, FEBRUARY 3rd, 10:00 a.m., in the

County Agents t Building, 1201 Uest Madison,
Phoenix.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4th, 10:00 a.m., in the
Rendezvous Skating Rink, 235 North Center,
Mesa.



'9 PURPOSE OF THESE MEETINGS IS THREE-FOLD r r

1. Tom Stubblefield, of the Agricultural Economics Department of the Universit,y of
Arizona, will report his findings of a preliminary study on the cost of butter
fat production. This study involved nine herds in Maricopa ·County. He will
also discuss some basic prino.ipals in detennining the cost of milk production.

2. Alfred Austin, Scottsdale dairyman and fonner Professor of Dairy Husbandry at the
Universit,y of Arizona, If.ill discuss dairy management practice.s in the Los
Angeles area. The Universit,y sent Mr. Austin into the Los Angeles milk shed to
observe their ��thods and costs of milk production, He will discuss some very
interesting comparisons. 'between the Phoenix and Los Angeles milk sheds. He may
have some practical ideas that we might do well to consider.

,3. Each dairyman will be given a cost analysis fonn. The fonn will have listed
all normal costs and income pertaining to a dairy enterprise. The form will
also include the average costs for the various items listed as near as they
can be calculated. The preliminary cost study previously mentioned is the
basis for these cost figures • Opposite these calculated cost figures will be
a space for you to enter your costs for each item •

.

This analysis sheet will be thoroughly discussed. It will then be up to you to

take it home and calculate your individual costs.

we anticipate that most of you will have problems you
are not quite sure how to handle. If you wish� we will
hold additional meetings to carry this cost analYSis
through to completion.

I·feel confident that as we work this thing through we

will arrive at several definite conclusions that can

aid you materially.

The success or failure of this program rests largely "'lITH YOU. Milk production.
will, of necessity, become more of a specialized business in the future. This will
mean that complete, ac'Curate records will 'be necessary for success.

Out of this program may develop a practical set or reC\lnl:r that w.il� ��9U1'e

the progress and success of your dairy enterprise.

The ilgricultuJ'al Ext-ension Service will work with you to this end. Your

cooperation will be necessar,y.

580 c.

tma



The great increase in silage production resulted in numerous requests for
infonnation concerning trench silo construction, estimating silo capacity and
silage making equipment.

Assistant Lough aided Professor R. N. Davis and Mr. Gordon Harland of the
University of Arizona, Dairy Department in revising a bulletin "The Trench
Silo·1 in Arizona" which has been out of print for many years. Assistant
Halvorson aided Assistant Lough in taking several photographs used to illustrate
the bulletin.

Labor costs involved in milk production are higher than for any other major
agricUltural product,

An effert to find ways to reduce labor input will receive considerable attention
in 1956 by Assistant Lough.

Some preliminary work has been started along these lines.

1. Adaptation of self-feeding equipment for forage.

2. Milking time study.

3. Development of a recommended dairy far.m arrangement to allow for
most efficient utilization of labor. A preliminary outline is
attached.

Much of the dairy1etter space was devoted to recommended feeding practices.

During summer months sudan grass is the principal green chop forage fed.
Many dairymen have trouble maintaining production while feeding sudan. The
need for harvesting before the heading stage and increasing the protein level
in the concentrate mixture are the most often neglected facts in utilizing
sudan grass.

One of the major feeding problems centered around the increased use of
silage. Many dairymen wished to feed maximum amounts of silage. This

frequently resulted in lowered production. Assistant Lough studied the

problem throughly. The following feeding program was generally recommended:
10 to 12 pounds of alfalfa hay per cow per day; 14 to 16% protein concentrate
mixture fed according to production; all the corn or hegari silage the cows

would eat fed twice a day; 2 pounds of cottonseed meal sprinkled over the
silage. The cottonseed meal encourages maximum silage consumption and adds
the needed nutrients to maintain production. High moisture content was found
to be one of the most frequent limiting factors in allowing cows to consmne

satisfactory amounts of silage. This was nearly.always true when alfalfa
silage was being fed. Two Extension circulars were very helpful in this
project. They were, "Feeding Arizona Dairy Cows" and "Raising Dairy Calves
and Heifers."

\

Many requests were filled for infonnation concerning production and harvesting
recommendations for alfalfa and grass silage, small grain forage, sudan grass
and alfalfa hay,

Approximately 600 copies of the publication "Alfalfa' and Grass Silage in

Maricopa County," prepared by Assistant Lough, were distributed. Several
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1. \\torkin� ar-ranzement.s for the physical dairy plant.
24'1 l·lethods of providinr; adequat.e feed supplies.
;Q Horkin� arrsn�ement. of a combination dairy - farminq; operation.
4� The necessity of dair3 records.
5" Practice trends in' dairyin� p

1. �Jorkin� arran�ements for the physical dairy plant;
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G1!NERAL REQUIR&�ENTS:

!!2!1ing Pen "" 2� square fee't per cow shaded with water source.

Corrals - 175 square feet per cow on well drained site. Up to 300 sq. ft. or

as lar�e as economically possible.

Shade - Minimum of 50 sqe ft. per cow. 10 to l? ft. hi�h.
-

�1n�er space - 30 inches per cow. 10 ft. paved strip at man�ers and around water
tank.

'

Light - one 200 watt bulbQ 1,' hi�h for ever,y 10,000 to 15,000 sq. ft. of pen aresQ

Hay stora�e - Baled (loose) 2,0 to 300 cu. ft. per ton
Baled ( ti�ht) 135 to 200 It n " n

Chopped (2�n or more) 25'0 to:;6O eu, fto per ton
Chopped (2�n or less) 200 to 250 n " " n

Silage.... trench silo 60 cu. ft. per ton 35(1 per cu. fie

Mixed Concentl�tes = 45 eu. ft. per ton

Lane "'" 16 rt to wide

Individual Calf Pens.- L ft. by 6 ft�

Water - tank 3 ft. wide;. 2 ft. deep; 10 ft. long&
-

Between each eorralo float valve.

Trench silo - 12 fto deep; 14 fto wide; 160 fto long

Hay St�ra�e - 4 60 Ton stacks, 12 I IS X 70 fto

2. Providin� Feed for Dairy Herd (60 caws)

Rou�ha_ge requirements � Alfalfa hay and Si1o!Se

Table I. Hay requirements tor a 1()()()P cow for various feed1n� periods:

Type of Feeding I Feeding Period
D�ys

Hay alone - - - - [21017$

l?O

Amount of Hay Fed
I I TOflS

25 206

25 202

2, 1.5

151 1 .. 6

151 1.3

1;1 .. 9{210Hay & Sila�e - - - 115

120

IHay requirements will be lower if cows �t all the top quality s11a�e they wanto



Tabla 110 Sila�e requirements for loooH cow for various feedin� periods:

Feedin� Period
Days � Amount of Hay Fed

- Ji _ .. -,�-
�. 'J.�n.s

{�;:
210

Si18�e - - - - - - {175120

Hay & Sila�e ....

lAesuming that some good quality hay is fed (5 to 8#)

60 Cows

Hay & Sila�e (210 days)
Oct. throU.1h April

6.3 x 60 = 378 tons

.30

30

30

60

60

60

Hay (1$0 days)
May through S�tember

1.9 x 60 = 114 tons

lh heifers 1 to 2 years 404 x 14 � 62 tons

8# hay fed w.i.th silsf"{e (210 days) a 6 1C 60:::: 36 tons

4# hay fed with sila�e (210 days) .�1 x 14 e 6 tons

lL heifers 6 mos. to 1 yr. (12# hay daily 180 days)

TOTAL '440 T Sila�e

Purchase of Rou�h8�e:

Si18�e mnd hay fed � October throu�h April
Ha,y enly - fed May throu�h September

Sila�e purchased j.n September
Hay purchased in September - October
Haypurehaeed in April - May

440 tens
42 tons

1!J7 tens

1 x 14 = 14 tens

�89 T hay

It alfalfa hay is fed alone approy�mately 6 tons per cow will mem� requirements of
all cattle. 6 ton x 60 cows = 360 tons.

It mi�ht be wise to purchase 2bO tons in the sprin� and 120 tons in the fa110

Stacks 11m1t,ed to 60 tons per stack; 100 feet between stacks.

Coneentttate Re9'!irements:

Cow fed concentrates eecordmz to production. 1 pound of cencent.rates for each
S pounds of milk produced,



Average yearly production 10,000# milk
10,000 � 5 e 2000(1 concentrate or 1 ton

60 CO�"13 requi re
14 heifers 1 to 2 years old
lL heifers birth to 1 year

Total

60 "ions
5.25 n

--'072 VI

71cOO

concentrate yearly
tt· ft

" "

Barley is the pr-lncipal ino,'redient in concentrate feed"
It shoul d be purchased at ha rvest time.
Stora�e at feed mi' 1 and roll ine: cost approximately 70 t$ so cents per ton per yearo
If barley is· stored on the if: rm, spaee should be availahle tor 8'Oproximat.ely 75 tons

or 3Loo cu. ft/. Stora""e 10 x 12 Jt 30 feet.

). Combination Dairy - F�:min� Operation.

If 8 dair,y farmer produces his own feed supplies he has two far.min� operations.

1" I1.dlk production
20 Feed production

These two operations must be kept separate. The teed is produced and sold to
the dairy herd at market price. The difference between cost of production and market
price represents the net income from the f'8rmin� operation.

The dairy erlterpr1se buys the teed at market price and in tum should return
a profit to the far.mere

Two men are requiredo One should have the responsibility of the dairy
enterprise, the ot.her the crop enterprise." They should be able to relieve each
other for vacations and days off.

In a �all operation, the farmer owner will usually be the over-all mana�ero
However a share ·of the profit and responsibility a�reement li'ittrac-t,s more responsible
rarm help.

Land Requirements for a 60 Cow Dairy:

Appreximat.ely Po acres of crep Itmd wi th �ood water ri�hts would be dssirableo

Feed requirements previoualy daterndneds L40 tons of sila�e
189 tons of alfalfa hay

70 tons �rain

Cropping System:

�inter

ALFALFA.
1,0 A

BARL�Y
}JO A

Summer

ALFALFA
uO A

Sudan Hegari
10 A 30 A for Si1a�e



40 Acres or Alfalfa go 5 tons per aC!'I'3 e 200 '1' alf:llf'a hay
40 n n Bmrley <ta 1.S n f9 It f.'l: 60 T Grain
)0 " tt He�ad .... 1.5 n It n :: 4$0 T SilAge
10 n » Sudan for summer �reen teedo
.Alfalfa and barley may also be used fOOl· �reen chop or silage.

Summer cuttinr;s of alfalfa Make better sila�e than they do dQiry hay.

Barley planted by November 1st should give one cutting of green chop before
February 15th. Do not chop barley tor �reen feed after Feb ruary 15th, if a grnin
crop is to be harvested.

40 acres of alfalfa �l--een chopped tldce dur1n� June and July. 10 tons per
sere g Loo T �reen chop

or 300 T alfalfa silaqe

Lo acres of barley �reen chopped at 2 t.ons per acre S!: 80 tons of green ehep,

10 aerea of sudan '!rass R'reen chopped durin� July, Auq:ust and September IS tens

per acre :: 150 tons �reen ehep,

This e�ppin� system requires close attention and !nans�ementc

h. Dair.y M&na�ement Costs

Reter te "DailY P.1ana�ement Costs in }-1aricopa County"

So Dairy Trends

A. AV8I"3p,e Herd Size in DoHIA

191&7
1950
1953
19Sb

March 1955'

56 cow

5S COw"

67 cows

67 cows

13 cows

Bo Equipment trends DHIA (1952 to 195h)

2-1evel parlor barns
Pipe li.ne milker
Farm tank
Treneh silo
Fora�e harvester

6% increase
17% increase
5JJ% "

15% "

11% Q

c. Feedin� practices

Grass ail p�e
All sile�e5

17% incre�se
28% ineref2se

D0 Other Mana�ement Practices

Artificial ins�nation
Purehasdng repl�cem.ents
Hi ring mlkers

16% Lncrease
S% increll.\se
3% increase

Dai r.vin� is movint:t toward larger herds, labor ssv'.mg equipment and increased
specia11zationo

.



Plioenrx,

Sl·lnp·�.Ie Two concrete,- hI.OCk.... '�aIIs
tbl!l!llr(1eJcldlbt�:�J&�;2' and a row of .stanchions

'make up the self-feeder silo on the Luloff
mn.�,"".A1 farm. Total cost Was $650: Ltll�ff 'deans

out the silo every two or three days. but

otherwise finds little workconnected with
feeding. Because of the need for -cleaning

.out the trench" drainage is an' important
consideration when constructing this.type
of silo.

. r .'

..
,

Cattle Feeding
\7el�.�.'�J�Elall�ith dt now, Blng . originally erial and woulddevise a different

'·ir.:ir�eset\i.�v·,"}7J,��(i!l't intended to build a self-· method of locking them in place.
silo. It was a matter of He would .also -like tQ arrange it

Ine!.' li�LJ"" w '<fl'J�ll;lec:ess;ity if he was to have a silo SQ cattle can teed from both ends
:WfN.t:-reJ.lt�)l'C4ad.. pajp.et', His farm, located on Lat- of the trench. Otherwise, he has

14% and the Highline Canal, no complaint. TM cattle don't
very sandy soil.· Constructing either.

.

,

.

trench . or pit �ilo Otis L�ugh,: assistant .oou,ntyhave proven too expensive ..

agricultural agent, who inspected
WAS only trying to getaway Luloft's.handiwork recently, likes

digging a pit' and lining it the idea.

GunD;ite," BIng explained.. "It, certainty stmpllfles silage
I've .saved my.self .� lot of feeding," he remarked.

.

'

to boot .. Feeding SIlage to Loughpoirifs'out"that adequateof milk cows In the �r- aramage IS an important· factor
way would be no snap. in a silo

-

of this type ..
,

For this
So far as any modifications are reason, it isn't practicable to con

Luloff would make vert an ordinary trench silo in
out of heavier mat- a self-feeder. •

.



hundred copies of "Green Chop in lofaricopa County" were also distributed.
This publication was prepared by Assistants Lough and Carter in 1954.

Need for a general silage bulletin exists.

A survey of dairy building, management and equipment trends was made with the
aid of D.H�I.A. supervisors to detennine trends in dairy practices.

A total of 184 herds were included in the 1955 survey. They represent 43%
of the total dairy herds in the county. As a rule D.H.I.A. members include
the more progressive dai�enJ thus this survey helps indicate future infor-
mation needs of county dairymen.

Milking Barn Total % of Total % Change from 1954
Increase Decrease

Flat Stanchion 89 48.4 6.6
Flat Walk-through 3 1.6 .6
2-1eve1 parlor 86 46.7 6.7
3-leve1 parlor 6 3.3 .3

Milking Machine
Standard 98 53.4 5.7
Pipe-line 83 45.1 5.1
Vacuum tank 3 1.6 .6

Milk Storage
Milk can 11 6.0 11.0
Walk-in-box 5 2.7 3.3
Fann tank 168 91.3 8.3

Feeds Produced
Hay 77 41.8 14.2
Grain 47 25.5 4.5
Pasture 81 44.0 8.0
Green Chop 115 62.5 6.5
Grass Silage 36 19.6 8.6
Sorghum Silage 87 47.3 6.3
Corn Silage 55 29.9 3.9

Feed Storage
Trench Silo 139 75.5 11.5
Upright Silo 6 3.3 .3
Baled Hay Barn 75 40.8 10.8
Chopped Hay Barn 5 2.7 .3

Field Egui�ment
Hay Baler 33 17.9 4.1
Field Chopper •• 122 , 66.3 1.3

Breeding*
Natural 140 76.0 No Change
Artificial 87 47.3 4.7

Re�lacements*
Purchase 68 36.9 13.9
Raise Heifers 176 95.6 2.6
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Milking* Total % of Total
% Change from 1954
Increase Decrease

Hire
Does own

100
84

54.3
45.7

.3
5.3

*Some dairymen employ both practices� This accounts for the more than 100%
participation.

C. Dairy Organization

Assistant Lough cooperated with the dairy breed organization in their field
days, classification programs and other activities.

He served as an honorary member of the American Dairy Association of Arizona
helping plan the June Dairy Month promotion and the National Committee
Convention held in Phoenix in November.

He also worked with the Arizona DairYMan's League and the Arizona Milk
Producers Association on matters that benefit the whole dairy industry.

D. Disease and Parasite Control

The disease and parasite control project is handled primarily on an individual
problem basis.

General information concerning fly control, mastitis control, brucellosis and
tuberculosis programs was discussed in the monthly dairy letter.

Many problems were discussed with Dr. Jack King, State Veteranarian who was

very cooperative and helpful to Assistant Lough.

The series of University of Arizona circulars numbers 167 through 177, 185
and 230 discussing various livestock diseases and parasites and conditions
were helpful to county farmers.

In most cases involving diseases, Assistant Lough recommended the services of
a veteranarian.

Dr. W. J. Pistor, Animal Pathologist of the University of Arizona was consulted
on a number of problems and was very helpful to Assistant Lough.

Summer rains in August created a serious fly problem. Corrals did not dry out
and flys reproduced so rapidly that the most complete spray control program
would not control them.

One farmer in the Mesa area contacted Assistant Lough concerning possible
larvacides that could be used in corrals. Hydrated lime, super phosphate,
a super phosphate-calcium cynamid mixture and a 1% phenothiazine dust were

applied under the supervision of Assistant Lough. No control was effective
except the phenothiazine. Three days after application only a few fly larva
could be found. The test was repeated with just the opposite result of no

apparent control,

An effective larvacide that could be used in corrals would be of great benefit
to livestock producers in the COl:l!lty. This need is the largest loophole in an

effective fly control program.
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SCRIPT FOR TELEVISION SHOW ON DAIRYING

SHOW: COUNTY AGENT'S NOTEBOOK

SUBJ :·'i DAIRYING IN MARICOPA COUNTY
DATE: May 30, 1955
PARTICIPANTS: Bob Halvorson, farm reporter; Otis Lough, assistant county

agricultural agent.
PROPS: Notebook, Guernsey, Jersey, Holstein cow models, balloons, film strip,

large drawing of cow, charcoal, easel, 3 glasses of milk, nutrient
placards, drop cards.

SET: Regular office set with easel

VIDEO

CU OF MODEL DAIRY CO\vS AGAINST
WHICH NOTEBOOK IS LEANING

TELOP: "County Agent's Notebook"
SUPER OVER NOTEBOOK SCENE

PULL BACK TO INCLUDE VIEW OF
HALVORSON AS HE PICKS UP
NOTEBOOK

CU OF HALVORSON AT DESK

PULL BACK TO INCLUDE VIEW OF
LOUGH BESIDE HALVORSON

CUT TO FILH ON TYPES OF DAIRY
COWS

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AND LOUGH
AT DESK

AUDIO

MUSIC UP (American Hoedown-Rose)

MUSIC SOFT

ANNOUNCER (Booth): Welcome to "County Agent's
Notebook," a regular weekly program deSigned
for you, the farmers, ranchers, homemakers
and urban dwellers of Maricopa County, the
heart of the Salt River Valley.

Through County Agent's Notebook each Monday
at this time, the University of Arizona
Agricultural Extension Service brings you new

developments and timely suggestions to promote
better living on the fann and in the home.

Bob Halvorson, your farm reporter, seems to
have something interesting for us tonight.
Let's see what he has. turned up in the
"County Agent's Notebook."

l-IDSIC OUT

f�LVORSON: Greets audience, shows them what
he is looking at in the notebook, and says
that since June has been declared Dairy Honth
throughout the nation, he thought he'd get
an early start. Tonight's program is to be
on milk factories, the four-legged kind.

HALVORSON: Introduces Lough, explains What
Otis does with the County Agent's office.
Asks Lough what types of milk factories are

common in the County.

LOUGH: Narrates short film strip, explaining
different types of dairy cows, the breeds, etc.

LOUGH: Explains that although they still don't
know just how a cow FAkes milk, they have

.

found out how she gives it. This is important
to farmers. By knowing this, they can induce
cows to produce more efficiently.



(2) DAIRYING IN HARICOPA COUNTY

HALVORSON: Asks Lough to show how a cow

lets down milk.

PAN FROM DESK TO EASEL WITH
HALVORSON AND LOUGH HALVORSON AND LOUGH MOVE TO EASEL

2-S8OT OF HALVORSON JL�D LOUGH,AT LOUGH: (Utilizing chart of cow) Points out
EASEL AND CHART OF DAIRY COW how and why a cow lets down milk and the

importance of this to farmers. Cows should
CU OF DETAILED PORTIONS OF be milked fast and regularly and should be

CHART AS INDICATED kept calm and contented. This is the way·
to get best production.

PAN BACK TO DESK WITH LOUGH
AND HALVORSON HALVORSON AND LOUGH HOVE BACK TO DESK

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON ��D LOUGH HALVORSON: (Utilizing models and ballons)
AT DESK WITH COWS ��D BALLOONS Explains that the 35,000 dairy cows in the

county act as an anchor to the eco�omy,
stabilizing agriculture and other enterprises.
Without them, 4,000 people would have to seek

CU OF BALLOONS AS INDICATED work elsewhere (breaks balloon), crops raised
on 65,000 acres would have no market (breaks
balloon) and $10.5 million would be out of
circulation. (breaks balloon)

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AND LOUGH

CU OF GLASSES OF MILK AND
PLACARDS AS INDICATED

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AND LOUGH

COME IN TO I-SHOT OF HALVORSON
AND DROP-CARDS IN NOTEBOOK

CU OF HALVORSON

CU OF NOTEBOOK BEING CLOSED

TELOP: "Produced by ••••••
"

SUPER OVER NOTEBOOK SCENE

LOUGH: Explains that dairy cows are also
valuable to those not connected with the
business. Milk is the most nearly perfect
food. Three glasses of milk per day furnish
many of the necessary nutrients. Other dairy
foods such as cheese, butter and cottage
cheese also furnish th��e�nutrients vital to

health.

HALVORSON: Thanks Lough for appearing on the

program repeating that Otis works at the
County Agent's office.
HALVORSON: Says that to properly care for
milk, folks should remember their old :=report
cards. • • three "C' sft and a '!D"... Clean,
Cool, Covered and Dark. This is the least
they can do after the cow has gone to so

much trouble making milk.
HALVOPSON: Makes any other announcements for
which there is time and bids goodnight.

FADE
}IDSIC UP (American Hoedown-Rose)

}nJSIC SOFT

ANNOUNCER(Booth): "County Agent's Notebook" is
produced by the Maricopa County staff of the
University of Arizona Agricultural Extension
Service. Bob Halvorson, your farm reporter,
will return next Monday evenin� at 8 o'clock
with another interesting page from the "County
Agent's Notebook."



SLIDE: "THIS HAS BEEN ••••••
"

(3) DAIRYING IN MARICOPA COUNTY

KTVK director is • This has been
another public service presentation of
KTVK, Channel 3 •••••••

MUSIC UP AND OUT

###



Assistant Lough made approximately 100 contacts concerning disease and parasite
control in dairy cattle during the year.

6. Poultry and Turkeys

Situation

The production of market eggs and fryers are specialized agricultural enter

prises in Maricopa County ranking about seventh in agricultural income in the
state.

Egg production is a rather stable business while fryer production is highly
uncertain primarily due to marketing conditions.

Approximately 75% of all pOUltry products consumed in the county are imported.
Nearly all poultry products are readily transported by rail or truck. The
one product that is difficult to ship into Arizona is AA quality eggs.

Local poultrymen find the AA egg market relatively free from competition with

imported eggs produced in low cost areas. This AA market is the backbone of
the poultry industry in the county. The production of lower quality eggs or

fryers may be profitable for short periods. However, Phoenix is known as a

"dmnping ground" for poultry products produced in other areas. This "dumping"
procedure usually proves fatal to any enterprise attempting to compete with it.

The' fact that 75% of the �ggs consumed in the county are imported would indicate
that much expansion could take place.

However, it must be remembered that the AA market is the only one in which
local poultrymen have successfully competed with imported eggs consistently.

The productiort of AA eggs by local poultrymen to satisfy this premium demand
seems to be in a satisfactory balance at present. Some competition between
local poult�en is beginning to develop.

The standard operational plans for poultrymen in the county is to use confined
housing or individual cage management and purchase all feed supplies.

Replacement chicks are started every few weeks to enable egg production. to
remain constant.

Poultrymen produce, candle, grade and market their own eggs through stores,
resturants or direct to the consumer.

Two small groups of producers, one in Mesa and one in Phoenix are letting one

of their members handle all grading and marketing. This has allowed them to

develop a uniform carton, a,dvertise and increase the size of their flocks.
This trend is likely to continue.

Egg prices remained low during the first half of 1955 but strengthened con

siderably during the second half of the year. The egg-feed ratio was more

favorable than in 1954. Most egg producers had a satisfactory year •
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*

Average E�g Prices - AA Large Wholesale - 1953-1955
Ave. Jan. Feb. Mar. April 1-1av June July Au�. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

1953 .75 .71 .71 .71 .71 .71 .75 .77 .79 .81 .. 82 .78
1954 .63 .75 .72 .66 .59 .57 .58 .63 .65 .58 .61 .61
1955 .64 .60 .64 .64 ,.58 .56 .63 .73 .71 .71

*Suggested price quotations of Central Arizona Poultry Association

*

Egg - Feed Ratio by Months - 1953-1955
Ave. Jan. Feb. Mar. April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

1953 13.6 14.1 12.4 12.4 12.9 13.3
1954 11.0 14.S 14.3 12.1 11.8 11.2
1955 12.0 11.2 12.9 12.1 11.7 10.7

13.5 13.3 14.3 14.7 14.6 14.5
10.3 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.3 11.8 14.9
11.5 11.2 11.7 13.7 13.2 11.9

*Number of pounds of feed that could be purchased by one dozen eggs.
Agricultural prices A.M.S.

The Agricultural Marketing Service reported a total of 5e9,000 hens and pullets
on fanms January 1, 1955. This is a slight increase over 1954. According to

reports from the State Egg Inspectors Office, there are approximately 625
commercial egg producers in the state (producing at least 800 dozen eggs in at
least one quarter of the year). It is estimated that 45% (2eO producers) of
these producers are located in Maricopa County.

As previously mentioned, fryer production is quite speculative in the county.
A 1arge�pou1try processing firm, The Arizona Poultry Company, started operations
in January 1955. This firm had a potential capacity of processing 15,000
fryers a day. It was generally felt that this establishment would stabalize
the fryer industry in this area. After a few months of operation the plant
was closed.

A few local fryer producers who sold their birds to the firm were generally
dissatisfied with the price recieved.

About the only commercial fryer production that seems to re�Ain stable is the
group of 7 to 10 producers that supply Firpe's Market.

They are organized and supervised by Mr. Prat� of Pratt Feed & Seed in Phoenix.

Turkey production is not a large poultry enterprise in the county. There were

5 or 6 flocks of over 5,000 turkeys maintained during 1955.

Prices ,were slightly more favorable than in 1954 but little expansion in

turkey production is anticipated in 1956.

A. Feeding and Management

Assistant Lough aided approximately 200 persons with individual problems
concerning feeding and management of poultry.

'

Recommendations were made by phone, office or field contacts. These recommendations
were based primarily on research work of the University of Arizona and
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SCRIPI' FOR TELEVISION SHO\� ON CUllING FOULTRY

SHOW: COUNTY AGENT tS NOTEOOOK
SUBJ: CULLING POULTRY FOR EGG PRODUCTION
DATE: AOCrUST 1, 1955
PARTICIPANTS: Bob Halvorson, Otis Lough, Assistant County Agricultural Agents.
PROPS: Two dozen eggs, baby chicks, 4-6-weeks-01d birds, laying and non-laying

hen, carcasses of laying and non-laying hens, charts, suitable cages,
notebook.

SET: Regular office set with desk and two chairs, table, easel.

VIDEO AUDIO

ECU OF BABY CHICK AND EGG ON NOTEBOOK MUSIC UP (American Hoedown--Rose)

TELOP: "COUNTY AGENT'S NOTEBOOK"
SUPER OVER NOTEEDOK SCENE

eu OF HALVORSON AND NOTEOOOK

CU OF HALVORSON SEATED AT DESK

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AND LOUGH SEATED
AT DESK

i-snor OF LOUGH AND BABY CHICKS

Eeu OF BABY CHICKS AS INDICATED BY
LOUGH

MUSIC SOFT

ANNOUNCER (Booth): Welcome to "County
Agent's Notebook," a regular weekly program
designed for you, the farmers, ranchers,
homemakers, and urban dwellers in Maricopa
County, the heart of the Salt River Valley.

Agriculture, directly or indirectly,
plays an important role in the lives of all
of us. Maricopa County, producing nearly
half of the crops grown in the state, ranks

among the top five most important agricultural
areas in the nation.

Through nCounty Agent's Notebookl1 each

Monday at this time, the University of Arizona
Agricultural Extension Service brings you new

developments and timely suggestions to promote
better farming ••• and better living.

Well, it looks like Bob Halvorson has
hatched out something interesting for us

tonight. Let1s join him.

MUSIC our

HALVORSON: Greets audience, tells what the
show is going to be about.

HALVORSON: Introduces Otis Lough, asks him
where culling starts and what it is.

LOUGH: Explains that culling actually
begins before the poultryman receives his
birds and for thas reason buying more

expensive chicks may prove economical in
the long run.

LOUGH: Explains selective breeding and

culling carried on by hatcheries.



(2) CULLING POt.JLTRY

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AND LOUGH AT DESK HALVORSON: Asks when and how poultrymen
go about culling.

PAN TO TABLE WITH HALVORSON AND
LOlliH

I-SHOT OF LOUGH WITH YOUNG CHICKENS

ECU OF CHICKEN HELD IN LOlXili

ECU OF CHICY£N HELD IN LOUGH'S HAND

MLS OF LOOOH AND HALVCRSON AT TAH...E

LOUGH: Explains that culling is continuous,
being done every time birds are handled, and
is nothing more than a case of using common

sense. Suggests they take a look at some

4 to 6-weeks-old birds that are ready to go
into the growing pens.

LOlliH AND HALVORSON MOVE TO TABLE

LOlliH: Explains that at this stage of

development chicks can be culled in

conjunction with other operations.

LOUGH: Explains how to recognize a good
potential layer at this stage of development.

LOUGH: Points out which characteristics
found at this time indicate an unthrifty or

poor-producing bird later on.

HALVORSON: Suggests that culling at that

stage, if accurate, should just about do

away with the need for any more.

LOUGH: Points out why this isn1t true and

says that hens whose productive life is over

shoulQ be culled out regularly.

CD OF LOUGH WITH GOOD-LAYING HEN AND LOUGH: Explains how long and how much a hen
NON-LAYER can. be expected to lay.

ECU OF HEAD OF CHICKEN IN LOOOH'S
HANDS .AS HE COIVJPARES THE reo CHICKENS LOlliH: Points out identifying characteristics

of a laying hen, non-layer.

BCU OF SHANKS OF CHICKEN 'IN LOUGH'S
HANDS AS HE CmlIPARES THE TWO CHICKENS LOUlH: Describes appearance of the shanks

on a laying hen, non-layer.

2-SHOT OF LOUGH·AND HALVORSON AT
TABLE

CU OF LOIDH AND CARCASSES OF BIRDS

ECU OF CARCASS OF LAYING HEN

ECU OF CARCASS OF NON-LAYING HEN

HALVORSON: Asks if layers can be identified

any other way and receives answers.

LOUGH: Explains that body shape is one of
the best indications.

LOUGH: Shows what to look for in the
structure of a chicken which indicates the
hen is laying.

LOUGH: Shows the points that indicate the
hen had ceased to lay.



MLS OF HALVORSON AND LOOCrH AT TABLE

i-ssor OF LOOCrH DISTRIBUfING EGGS
IN FRONI' OF LAYER AND NON-LAYER

CU OF EGGS AND MATURE HENS

i-saor OF LOUGH AT CAGES

eu OF BABY CHICKS

PAN TO YOUNG CHICKENS

PAN TO MATlRE BIRDS

I-SHOT OF LOOOH

cur TO eu OF HALVORSON AT DESK

CU OF NarEOOOK BEING CLOSED

TELOP: tlProduced By•••••
n

SUPER OVER NOTE:ooDK SCENE

SLIDE: l1THIS HAS BEEN •••••
"

(3) CULLING POULTRY

HALVORSON: Asks about the importance of
culling.

LOUGH: Explains how much each hen produced,
what profit or loss resulted.

LOUGH: Exp�ains what a few loafers in a

henhouse can do to a poultryman's profit.

LOUGH: Summarizing the show, points out
that while important, culling is actually
only a necessary evil, just one of the steps
in good management, related closely with all
others.

LOUGH: Starting with good baby chicks helps
minimize culling.

LOUGH: Proper care and feeding is important.

LOlliH: Know your flock.

LOUGH: Suggests keeping records in order to
know what the flock is doing.

HALVORSON: Thanks Otis, makes announcements
and bids goodnight.

FADE

MUSIC SOFT (American Hoedown--Rose)

ANNOUNCER (Booth): "County Agent's Note
book" is produced by the Maricopa County
staff of the University of Arizona
Agricultural Extension Service. Bob

Halvorson, your host, will be back next

Monday evening at 6:30 with another

interesting page from the nCounty Agent's
Notebook.n

KTVK director is Don Tuch-wood. This
has been another public service presentation
of KTVK, channel three ••••••••••

fJIUSIC UP AND our

############



University of California; the Southwest Poultry Experimental Farm at

Glendale, Arizona; and practices used by successful poultrymen in the county.

Some 60 persons contacted Assistant Lough to seek information relative to

starting a poultry enterprise in the county. As a general rule new egg
producing enterprises are encouraged while fryer production is discouraged.
A review of the foregoing "Situation" explains why this seems logical.

Numerous out of state requests for infonnation concerning "Fanning and

poultry raising in Arizona" were answered by Assistant L-ough.

The mimeographed leaflet "Poultry Possibilities in Arizona" and "Poultry
Raising in a Semiarid, Subtropical Climates," a U.S.D.A. bulletin, were

helpful in answering these requests.

Assistant Lough participated in several activities of the Central Arizona
Poultry Association.

Extension Economist Theo Ellis revised the "trial" poultry record book
originally prepared by Thomas Stubblefield for Assistant Lough. He also
added a monthly summary form to be used in a flock reporting project as

requested by Assistant/Lough.

The Central Arizona Poultry Association was asked to adopt the record
keeping and flock reporting project as part of their 1956 program.

The Association aided Assistant Lough in locating cooperators to keep the
records, in making unified rules to govern uniform reporting and have

promised aid in seeing that flock sunnnaries are turned in each month. The
results will be tabulated by Assistant Lough and reported to the poultrymen
through the monthly poultry letter.

The primary purpose of this project is to encourage poultrymen to keep records
and to sununarize them. Many poultrymen keep records of one type or another
but they fail to summarize them, thus most of their value is lost.

Assistant Lough feels that if a few poultrymen can be encouraged to keep these
records for one year, gradually more and more poultrymen will corne to realize
the importance of record keeping.

Several news releases, television and radio broadcasts concerning recommended
poultry practices were made (f An example of a typical news story follows.

Dr. MYron Pasvogel, Head of the Poultry Department of the University of Arizona
initiated the preparation of a monthly poultry letter in March. This letter
is called the "Chic Chat." It contains timely infonnation and suggestions for
poultrymen. The "Chic Chat" is mailed from the County Office to approximately
175 county poultr,ymen. Frequently Assistant Lough adds sup�lemental infor
mation concerning problems that seem to be troubleing poultrymen at that
particular time.

B. Disease and Parasite Control

The incidence of disease in county poultry flocks was comparatively low during
1955. No serious or general disease outbreaks were encountered.
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Nay 4, 1955

Dear Poultryman:

The fOllowing report appeared in the April, 1955, issue of Agricultural Researct,
official publication of the Agricultural Research Service of the United States De
partment of Agriculture. This report is entitled "Promi.se for Control of LYIlphoma
tosisl! (Leucosis).

"Immunized Hens Pa.ss on Resistance to Their Chicks

I�SDA Scientists h�ve succeeded for the first time in imcunizing chick�ns

against the costly cancerous disease called visceral lymphomatosis, or big-liver
disea.se.

"In experiments at the Regional Poultry Research Laboratory, East Lansing, Bien.,
resistance to lymphomatosis was passed from vaccinated hens to their chicks through
the eggs.

liThe ARS researchers hope this discovery may eventually bring the $50 million-a
year disease under control. Their findings must, of course, be verified first ��der
a variety or conditions, the vaccination technique greatly simplified, and vaccine
production put on a practical basis.

"These results from vaccination follow closely another significant development
at the East Lansing Laboratory--a diagnostic technique that may prove important in

identifying the visceral form of lymphomatosis. •

UIn the recent work on this disease, biologist B. R. Burmester and associates
vaccinated hens with a dilute preparation of tl:e visceral-lymphomatosis virus. This.
preparation was made from diseased chicken livers. In due course, the hens' chicks
showed high resistance when tested with potent injections of the virus •.

"Burmester thinks that vaccination resulted in a buildup in the hens' blood of
protective antibodies, substances which the body creates to inactivate disease organ
isms. Apparently these antibodies were passed in through the eggs to the chicks.

"The evidence .In this s tudy was gathered from 300 chicks, the progeny of 14 test
hens. The chicks from eggs laid before vaccination of the hens proved highly sus

ceptible to the disease. Two-thirds of these chicks died of the disease after
reced,ring injections of the virus.

"In marked contrast to this, chicks of the same parentage from eggs laid after

� mothers � vaccinated--in fact, only a few weeks after the laying of the
first batch of eggs--had a ouch smaller incidence of the disease. Only a few of
them died of the tumors. Mother-vaccination was the only observable difference
between the two groups of chicks.



lIthe East Lansing study used Uhi te Leghorn hens of a highly-susceptible strain.
These birds-like all other chickens--gain resistance to lymphomatosis as they get.
older. Therefore, the researchers chose mature birds, which would have a good chance
of surviving vaccination.

"Before vaccination began, the hens' eggs were collected for 6 weeks and incu
bated, Then vaccination was started. A preparation containing Iive virus in ].pw
concentration was injected into the hens. veins on alternate days for a week. For
the following 3 weeks, thrice-weekly injections were given, using a lO-times-larger
dose of the virus prepaparation. After 10 days, a final injection of this strength
was given. Then, starting a week later and continuing for 6 weeks, test eggs from
the vaccinated hens were collected and incubated.

II·To check susceptibi1ity of the chicks, researchers inoculated them with prepa
rations of the active virus that in previous studies had proved potent enough to
induce the disease in a high percentage of susceptible chicks. Forty-one to 70
percent of the chicks from non-vaccinated hens receiving inoculations developed
tumors and died. Or�y 3 to 13 percent of chicks from vaccinated hens developed the

disease, and on the average they survived longer than susceptible chicks in the other
group�

nAll diagnoses of lymphomatosis were established through post-mor-tom exami
nations in the laboratory. III.

This article may be too optimistic. However, I felt you wOlud be interested to
know that some progress is being made in controlling Leucosis.

This could develop into a valuable tool for the good poultry breeder. In turn,
you should benefit by having fewer birds die or cease to be productive due to
"Leucosis. fill

Otis G. Lough, Assistant
County Agricultural Agent

OGL:SR
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All common diseases of poultry do occur from time to time in the county.

New drugs, vaccines and questionable preparations are widely used in efforts
to prevent, control or cure various diseases and conditions.

One of the chief problems in treating poultry disease is obtaining an accurate

diagnosis', Most poultrymen will not spend the time and effort required to
send poultry specimens to the University of Arizona diagnostic laboratory.
They feel the time interval is too great. before they can receive advise on

proper treatment.

Some manifestation of the leucosis complex was the disease most frequently
encountered. Colds or Coryza was noted frequently following cold and rainy'.
weather. Foul pox was quite troublesome in the late summer and fall in many
small flocks that did not use a vaccination program.

With one exception, all cases of Newcastle disease observed by Assistant Lough
were in game birds that had attended the same show.

A general sanitation and vaccination program is recommended for most commercial
flocks unless they are quite isolated and have no history of Newcastle or foul
pox. Ma,ny poultrymen are using the "drinking water" method for mass inoculating
their flocks against Newcastle and bronchitis.

Blue bug, lice and worm infestati. ens were quite troublesome to many "back-yard"
flocks during the hot summer months. Host commercial poultrymen have learned
to make periodic inspections and treatments for control of these parasites.

The poultry disease and parasite control project is conducted primarily through
individual pontacts with specific problems.

Many diagnoses and prescribed treatments are rr�de by phone when common disease
or parasite control is the problem; however, quite frequently it is necessary
to visit the flock to observe the conditions, obtain a history of the flock
and preform a post-mortem examination. Control measures are then prescribed,
sometimes with reservation until a laboratory diagnosis can be secured from
the University of Arizona.

Bulletins that were particularly helpful in carrying out the Disease and
Parasite Control Project were: "Prevention and Control of Poultry Diseases
and Parasites", University of Arizona, Circular 112; "Diseases and Parasites
of Poultry", U.S.D.A., Fanners Bulletin 1652; "Control of Poultry Parasites",
by J. N. Roney, University of Arizona, Extension Entomologist.

Newsletters from the major phannaceutical companies proved helpful in keeping
informed of new drugs and treatments for diseases.

A total of 65 calls were made by Assistant Lough concerning poultry disease
and parasite control during the year.

7. Agronomy

A. Cotton

Because of the national program of _ _acreage controls and price support, cotton

growers in Maricopa County were given a smaller acreage allotment during the
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1955�56 season. Even with this reduction; however, cotton holds its position
as the leading crop in the county. There are approximately 1,000 Upland cotton

growers in the county and 200 American-Egyptian cotton growers.

In order to give an account of the Upland cotton situation in the county over

the past 10 years, the following table is included.

Yield in Pounds Lint
Year Acreage �er acre

1946 33,200 570
1947 59,350 649
1948 84,600 624
1949 126,500 789
1950 83,000 965
1951 212,000 736
1952 232,500 762
1953 244,000 855
1954 145,760 1128
1955 122,000 980 (estimated)

An estimate of the various varieties planted each year is made by the Cotton
Branch of the Agricultural Marketing Service. They have made the following
report on the total cotton acreage for the past 3 years for Maricopa County.

Variety Percent of Total Acrea�e
1953 1954 1955

A-44 71.8 87.0 rf 90.8
California 4-42 10.9 6.5 �:...z_ 3.9
A-33 3.9 1.9 Z 1.4
A-28 0.6 0.1 \ 0.1
P18-C 2.0 1.0 II 0.2
Pima 32 10.5 0.0 0.0
Pima s-i 0.3 3.5· 3.6

The American-Egyptian cotton acreage and yield in Maricopa County for the
past 10 years is given in the following table.

Yield in Pounds Lint
Year Acreage per acre

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955

200
40

130
500

18,300
11,500
22,000
14,100
6,865
7,900

420
142
207
317
471
373
422
450
788
750 (estimated)

A 100% sign-up of all cotton gins and growers was obtained by Assistant Carter
in the Smith-Doxey Cotton Classification Program. This program is now

sponsored by the Maricopa County Fam Bureau. Members of the cotton committee
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appointed to aid in this program are:

K. B. McMicken - Litchfield
Ivan Cluff - Queen Creek
Cliff Dobson - Mesa
Spencer Wilson - Buckeye
Willis Moore - Peoria

There are now 49 saw type gins (Upland cotton gins) in the county with 21,050
saws on 245 stands. There are 7 roller type gins (American-Egyptian gins) in
the county with 112 stands. Four gins have standard density presses; five are

weighing seed for the growers; and one has an automatic sampler. All gins
are equipped with dryers �nd 40 of the short staple gins have lint cleaners.

The following table gives a summary of the grade and staple lengths of the
Upland cotton samples classed in Maricopa County.

Year Bales Ginned
% of Total

Bales Classed *Grade Index

Average
Staple Length
(32.0 inches)

168,182
332,130
372,424
445,110
353,243

99.60
99.80
99.75
99.86
99.70

98.80
90.80
93.97
97.00
94.80

33.4
33.0
33.3
33.2
33.2

1950
1951

, 1952
1953
1954

*Middling white is 100. Larger index indicates higher grades

Injurious insects reached serious population highs several times during the
1955 growing season. The poor growing weather during the spring and the
excess rains in late July and August seemed to increase insect numbers. In
order of being most injurious, the following insects caused loss to cotton

growers in Haricopa County during 1955: Thrips, Lygus, wooly-wonns, leaf
roller, fleahopper, armyworm, bollworm, stink bug, leaf perforator, aphids
and mites.

Assistant Carter and Specialist J. N. Roney held five field meetings for
cotton growers at Buckeye, Peoria, Laveen, Mesa and Chandler. At these
meetings both beneficial and harmful insects were identified and growers
were instructed on how to check fields and to determine when to control
and what to control with.

All cotton growers in the county were given a copy of Specialist J. N. Roney
and Specialist Ivan J. Shields Circular 223, "Insec1S and Diseases of Cotton.'"
Six hundred and fifty interested persons were placed on the mailing list to
receive the weekly newsletter on cotton insects and diseases.

In the following table are the estimated cotton disease Losses, '. 1954 and 1955
as submitted by Assistant Carter.

Disease 1954 1955
Verticillium Wilt
Seedling Disease
Texas Root Rot
Root Knot Nematode

0.0
2.0
0.5
1.5

0.0
3.0
0.5
LO
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MARICOPA COUNTY COTTON REPORT
July 21, 1955

Maricopa County cotton made-only fair progress during t�e past week, for
although vegetative growth was marked, the humid weather s10wed setting considerably
and some shedding of squards was observed in the more mature fields.

l�ost of the crop has reached the stage where open bolls are easily found in
stub cotton and large green, bolls are comeon in plantings. Nematode-irJested'fields
are showing characteristic reduction in rate of growth, but otherwise the diseeBe

picture remains good. Insect pests are the principal problem facing growers.

COTTON INSECTS

� and bollworms continue to be. the most serious pests in cotton. Lygus
counts throughout the county ranged from 6 to 24 per 100 sweeps. Feeding punctures
w�re found on .10 to 25 per cent of the squares examined. ,.

Bollwurms in all stages of development and damage caused by them were found in
nearly every field visited. All fi�lds should be watched closely in order that
control measures can be s ta);-ted in time. Once a bollworm gets into a boll, it is
almost impossible to kill. One: bollworm can damage as many as 25 squares, flowers,
and bolls during its life cycle,

Entomologists in the HCotton !lelt" have made considerable research into the
possibility of developing biological control of the bollworm by introducing certain
predators and parasites into cotton fields. Trichogramma riinutum, an egg parasite
has been most often used in these eJ�eriments, reports Dr. J. N. Roney, Extension
Entomologist.

The female Trichogramma. attacks the eggs of over 150 species of insects. Hhen
she finds an egg, she climbs on it, inserts her �tingor and deposits an egg. As the
larva develops it destroys the egg. Development of the larva is very rapid under
summer conditions and the entire life-cycle may be completed in one week.

In recent years, efforts have been made to extend the usefulness of this
parasite by rearing·them in enormous numbers and liberating them in infested fields.
The results thus far haven9t been especially effective and the work is still in the
experimental stage. AT PRESENT, IT IS NOT RECOMMENDED TO GRm'�1EFS AS A FIELD
P�1ACTICE.

Other insects causing trouble around the county are fleahoppers, stink bugs,
loopers, mites, aphids and wooly worms. Farmers in the Tolleson, Litchfield,
Avondale and Deer Valley areas continue to be plagued by the leaf roller.

�Il. A. Stevenson and fellow workers with the U. S. Department of Agriculture
made sweepings in Maricopa County last week. The count on injurious sucking insects
in various sections' were as follows: Buckeye 17.9; Palo Verde 9.7; Perryville 13.4;
Avondale 13.2; Mesa 9.0; Chandler 8.3 and Gilbert 5.5. (Figures represent averages).

(OVER)



Lygus and black fleahoppers were the principal ,insect peats ccllected.

COTTPN DISEASE· REPORT .:

nematode test plots are beginning to show some resul.ts, and Dr. Ivan J, Shields,
Extension Plant Pathologist., makes the f)llowing report on. them:

Nematode Fumigation Test

To determine how much damage can bo expected from the Root Knot Nematode on

short staple cotton, U.S.D.A. and the &.tension Service combined forces with
iY�voodyn Jarnagan, Peoria.

Jarna�infs Field - Peoria

Dr. Harold Reynolds, Nematologist, U.S.D.A. Field Station, Sacaton, furnished
the "know how" on soil fumigation and Jim Carter, Assistant County Agent arranged
to have the test put on Mr. vI. H. Jarnagin's sandy loam cotton field, west of Peoria.
Several soil fumigants, injected at different gal10nages are compared with unfumigated
checks.

Plots Revisited

On July 19, plots were examined. Differences do exist, The poorest growth
occurs on the unfumigated cotton and ,some of the rates of fumigation look better
then others. The best cotton growth is beginning to close across the furrow, wpile
there is ita lot of daylight" between rows of the unfumigate� cotton,

,

Yields � be Taken

Of course green appearance isn't what is harvested, The,se different treatments
will be harvested separately and the data analyzed by Dr. Reynolds who will deternune
the importan�e of any differences in yield,

You ¥�y Visit �

The different treatments are marked on the concrete irrigation ditch, You may.
check the differences yourself. The best way to get to the Jarnagin field is to

drive past Peoria on toward l'lickenberg about one and one-half miles, cross New
Faver bridge and turn left or south for three-fourths mile. The cotton field is on

the left side of the road.

LoLdO£?t2zS
�=es R. Carter, Assistant

.,

County Agricultural Agent

JRC:KL
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Weekl� Cotton Heport
.

By JIM CARTER

,As�istant County Agricultural �gent
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persons attendedjl Also during 1955 Assistant Carter spent 6 days with
members of the Experiment Station Staff and the Ariz·ona Cotton Planting
Seed Distributors in rogueing foundation fields of Pima S-l and. A-44 cotton.

B. Alfalfa

Alfalfa is grown primarily for forage in Maricopa County but seed is malie
by many growers each year, The following tables give the situation for'
hay and. seed production.

Maricopa County Alfalfa Hay Production

Yea.r Farms Reporting Acreage Tons Tons Per Acre

1919
1924
1929
1934
1939
1944
1949
1954
1955

1703
1367
1260
1177
1117

66,071
60,955
57,841
77,034
59,631

110,499
83,792
89,490
80,OOO(estimated)

160,099
216,768
167,503
316,2:92
288,037

2.8
2.8

.

2.8
2.8
3.4
2.9,\

Maricopa County Alfalfa Seed Production

Year Farms Reporting Acreage Pounds
Pounds

Per Acre
1944
1949
1954
1955

109
174

16,659
21,694
16,160
20, 000 (estimated.)

1,873,680
4,222,360

113
195
237

Assistant Carter made 219 personal contacts with alfalfa growers concerning
their production problems. At 15 meetings held or attended by Assistant
Carter, 880 persons interested in alfalfa attended. The most pressing problem
that these growers faced was in.sect control -- mainly control of the Spot,ted
Alfalfa Aphid (Yellow Clover Aphid).

All thirteen of the local Fam Bureaus devoted one of their meetings to
alfalfa insects. Other insects that caused consid�rable damage to alfalfa
during the year were the Three-cornered Alfalfa Hoppers, A�o�s, Cut
woms, �, Woolywonns, Leafrollers and Mites. Where poor insect control
was done, there were extreme losses in yields and in many cases fields were

plowed up. It is estimated that all the alfalfa that is now in production
had some type of insect control during the year.

In checking grower's fields and from samples brought in foridentifieation,'
Assistant Carter found the following diseases most common in the county:
Crown Rots, Root Rots, Leaf ",.spots, Wilt, Dwarf and Texas Root Rot. Loss of
stand due to insects and/or diseases is �he reason given by growers as to 'why
alfalfa rarely is productive more than 3 to 5 years.

'

,� ,

During the year, two meetings were held:by Extension personnel on alfalfa'
production and a report was prepared. This report gave the principal problems
that face alfalfa growers and users as:found in this area.
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Thirty-two growers with 6,501 acres entered the certification program of the
Arizona Crop Improvement Association. The varieties entered are divided into
the following acreage:

Hairy Peruvian
Buffalo
Chilean 21-5
Ranger
Rizoma
Vernal
Williamsburg

133
420

2015
,'3��J

27
130
153

C. Small Grains

Barley is the most important small grain grown in the county. The most common

variety planted is Arivat. Wheat is the number two small grain and oats for
grain is third; however, approximately half of the winter pasture that is

planted is Markton Oats. The following tables give the small grain situation.

MaricoEa Coun!! Barle! Production

100# Bags
Year Farms Reporting Acreage 100# Bags Per Acre
1919 12,595
1924 10,140
1929 149 5,337 78,240 14.7
1934 377 18,674 278,890 14.9
1939 348 16,098 286,179 17.8
1944 552 46,818 956,807 20.4
1949 839 74,452 2,036,098 27.3
1954 120,795 27.5
1955 100, 000 (estimated)

Marico�a Count! Wheat Production
100# Bags

Year Fanns ReEorting Acreage 100# Bags Per Acre
1919 17,866
1924 9,460
1929 462 10,266 155,627 15.2
1934 866 25,954 365,184 14.1
1939 507 14,884 263,786 17.7
1944 205 5,991 118,520 19.8
1949 223 13,488 266,820 19.8
1954 3,964 20.8
1955 6, 000 (estimated)

MaricoEa Coun!! Oats Production
100# Bags

Year Fanns Reporting Acreage loot Bags Per Acre
1919 1,257
1924 744
1929 20 482 3,585 7.4
1934 32 1,201 11,118 9.3
1939 58 1,726 23,533 13.6
1944 68 .2,772 38,215 13.7
1949 81 -Z,513 46,910 18.7
1954 2,876 14.4
1955 3,000(estimated)

•
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Maricopa County Small Grain Hay Production

Year Farms Reporting Acreage Tons Tons Per Acre
1919
1924
1929
1934
1939
1944
1949
1954
1955

121
107
176
100
221

2,726
4,139
2,125
2,111
4,883
4,832
7,159
6,101
7,000(estimated)

3,646
3,140
7,427
7,581

13,018

1.7
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.8
2.4

Assistant Carter aided 184 small grain growers with their production problems.

1955 seemed to be an especially good year for small grain production because
of its cool spring. Several barley growers reported yields of more than 6,000
pounds; two checked yields on wheat went over 4,500 pounds and two oat growers

reported y�elas of almost 4,000 pounds per acre.

The English Grain·Aphid (Aphis granarium) did considerable 1nJury in small
grain fields, particularly in wheat. It was easily controlled with BHC when
necessary.

One field of Palestine Oats was produced in the county and it grossed more

than $160 per acre (about 4,000 pounds @ $4.00 cwt.). This variety is
somewhat shorter than the common reds but does shatter easily.

The local flour mills have found they can use the Ramona wheats very well.
They are contracting this wheat to be grown for them. Wheat sold during the
harvest season at $3.25/100.

Little or no small grains were put in "On=the-f'arm-s to rage ,"

D. Grain Sorghum

The second most important grain crop in the county is grain sorghum. Usually
grain sorghum will out yield the small grains on a per acre basis. Sorghums
are �rown both for grain arid for silage.

Maricopa County Grain Sorghum Production

Year Fanns Reporting Acreage 100# bags
100# Bags
Per Acre

1934
1939
1944
1949
1954
1955

829
480
575
501

13,584
9,169

34,399
38,776
53,332
60, 000 (estimated)

223,992
195,809
746,144

1,102,449

16.7
21.4
21.1
28.4
30.1

Maricopa County Sorghum Silage Production

Year Fanns Reporting Acreage Tons Tons Per Acre
1939
1949
1955

93
128

3,028 33,881
5,149 60,859

20,000 (estimated)

11.2
11.8
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SCRIPT FOR TELEVISION SHa� ON SEED CERTIFICATION

SHav: COUNTY AGENT'S NarEOOOK
SUBJ: SEED CERTIFICATION
DATE:· MARCH 11, 1955
PARTICIPANTS: Bob Halvorson, Farm Reporter; Jim Carter, Assistant County Agent;

Harley Reader and Cliff Adams from the Agricultural Seed Laboratory.
FROPS: Seed cleaner, divider, purity board, seed counter, germinating oven,

blackboard, notebook.
SETS: Regular office set wi th table and two platforms.

VIDEO AUDIO

CU ON SEED POURING FROM SPOUT OF SEED MUSIC UP (Puppet Serenade--Rose)
a..EANER

TELOP: ncoUNI'Y AGENf IS NOfEBOOK"
SUPER OVER SEED CLEANER

, PULL BACK TO INa..UDE SEED CLEANER
AND THOSE AROUND IT

CU ON HALVORSON

PULL BACK TO INa...UDE CARTER, READER,
AND ADAIt1S

2-SHOf OF HALVOHSON AND CARTER

CU ON CARTER

cur TO SLIDE OF SORGHUM TEST a.or

cur BACK TO HALVORSmJ AND CARTER
AT SEED CLEANER

MUSIC SOFT

ANNOUNCER (Booth): lrJe1com.e to "County
Agent's Not.ebook," a regular weekly program
designed for you, the farmers, ranchers,
homemakers and urban dwellers throughout
Maricopa County, the heart of the Salt
River Valley.

Let's drop in and see what your farm

reporter, Bob Halvorson, has turned up in
the nCounty Agent's Notebook.tt

}\IDSIC our

HALVORSON: Stops machine, says hello and
intr�duces Jim Carter, Harley Reader and
Cliff Adams. Says that the program is to
be on seed certification but otherwise
doesn't know what that means.

CARTER: Says that in order to explain seed
cer t.If'Lcat i on, he will have to start at the

beginning. Test plots are the beginning of
the story, and here is a slide of one.

cur TO SLIDE OF TEST n.or OF SORGHUM

CARTER: Briefly explains variety testing
and growing of seed under supervised
c ondi ti ons •

cur BACK TO HAL\JORSON AND CARTER AT SEED
CLEANER

HALVORSON: Says that the seed cleaning
machine should logically come into the
picture about now.



CU OF MACHINE OPERATION

CU ON FIELD TAG HELD BY CARTER

1-SHOT ON CARTER

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AND READER
AT TAILE (DIVIDER)

CU OF DIVIDER OPERATION

2-SHOT OF HALVORSON AND READER
ECU OF PURITY BOARD

3-SHOT OF HALVORSON, ADAMS, AND
READER

ADAMS PLACES SEED ON TABLE.
SPREADS SEED AND PICKS IT UP WITH
SUCTION DEVICE

ECU OF SUCTION DEVICE AS SEED IS
PICKED UP AND PLACED ON WET PAPER
WHICH IS THEN ROLLED UP

2-SHaf OF ADAMS AND HALVORSON

ECU ON GERMINATED SEED SAMPLES
WHICH ADAMS TARES our OF PAPER ROLLS

3-SHOW OF HALVORSON, .ADAMS, AND
CARTER

CARTER AND HALVORSON MOVE TO
ELACKOOARD

ECU OF SACK OF SEED, DIVIDER,
PillITY IDARD, SEED COUNTER AND
OVEN AS CARTER INDICATES

CU OF CARTER AND BLACKBOARD

CU ON HALVORSON

(2) SEED CERTIFICATION

CARTER: Explains and gives brief
demonstration of machine. Shows how field
tag goes with the seed on any further operations
and says that Harley Reader and his crew takes
over now. Hands seed sample to Reader.

HALVORSON AND READER AT DIVIDER ON TABLE

HALVORSON: Asks Reader to explain what goes
on and Reader explains while going through
the dividing operation. From here Reader

goes right into the purity board operation,
explaining the steps.

HALVORSON: Asks if seed is now certified.

READER: Says that Cliff Adams takes over

from here for germination test. Hands seed
to Adams.

HALVORSON AND ADA}1S AT GER1'lLINATION OOARD

ADAMS: Explains to Halvorson what he is

doing, explaining random selection and

counting.

ADAMS AND HALVORSON AT OVEN

ADANS: Explains the operation of

germination oven as he places roll of paper
in it and extracts another one.

ADAI�: Explains sample of germinated seed,
showing them as he does so.

HALVORSON: Turns to Carter and sums up
what has been shown and discussed. Asks
Carter what the value is to the farmer.

CARTER AND HALVORSON MOVE TO BLACKBOARD

CARTER: Explains the value to farmer and
what is recorded on the blue tag found on'

bags of certified seed.

CARTER: Fills out tag as he explains the
various items. Completes his summary.

HALVORSON: Thanks everyone for being there
and makes necessary announcements including
what will be on next week.

FADE



TELOP: SUPER OVER CU OF NOfEBOOK
HELD BY HALVORSON
�PRODUCED BY•••• ETC.

(3) SEED CERTIFICATION

MUSIC UP (SOFT)

ANNOUNCER (Booth): nCounty Agent's Noteboo};rn
is produced by the Naricopa County staff of
the University of Arizona Agricultural
Extension Service.

Your farm reporter, Bob Halvorson,
will be back next Friday at 6 o'clock with

something interesting in the "County Agent's
Notebook."

SLIDE: THIS HAS BEEN ANOI'HER
PUBLIC SERVICE •••••• ETC.

KTVK director has been Bob Cauley.
This program is another public service

presentation of KTVK•••••••••••••••

MUSIC UP

########i###



Assistant Carter aided 95 growers in their grain sorghum production problems.
Many growers have shown an interest in double harvesting sorghum. It is
estimated that 2,500 acres of sorghum were double harvested this year. Grain
yields under 1his practice are estimated to average 6,000 pounds per acre

and silage yields about 20 tons per acre. Early plantin� of sorghum usually
results in lower silage yields because it does not make much vegetative
growth. Seven fields of sorghum were checked where approximately 50% of the
seedling plants were killed by the Lesser Stalk Borer. Insect control is
being practiced by more sorghum growers than before. Where high populations
of worms are found in sorghum heads, it more than pays to control them.

The grain sorghum certification program of the Arizona Crop Improvement
Association was entered by 101 growers with 10,150 acres. The varieties by
acreage are as follows:

Cap rock
D.D. 38
D.D. Yellow Sooner
7078 Milo
Early Hegari
Hegari
Martin
Plainsman
Redbine 60
Redbine 66

715
1,042

856
120
758

4,401
1,416

649
70

123

Premiums being paid to sorghum growers are fifty cents over market for Martin,
thirty-five cents for Plainsman and twenty-five cents for others.

E. Pasture

Assistant Carter aided 30 growers in establishing a pasture program. These
were primarily small land owners looking for permanent pasture. The most

reasonable programs for these land owners (1-10 acres of pasture and no

equipment) is to establish a Bermuda sod and plant it to }mrkton oats in the
winter. This program requires minimum tillage but has a high water use and
needs 100-200 pounds of Nitrogen per acre.

f. Corn

Assistant Carter had 65 calls for corn production information in this area.

Funks, Pfister, Bear, Pioneer and Texas Hybrids were generally available
to growers,as well as Mexican June Corn. It was estimated that 5,000 acres

were harvested for grain and about the same acreage went as silage.

Grain harvesting equipment was available and it is estimated that grain loss
at harvest time averaged 15%. All grain was harvested as shelled grain -

picker shellers or modified combines.

G. Castor Beans

Castor bean acreage about held its own in 1955. Assistant Carter had 2

requests for information on their production. The estimated acreage for
1955 is 600 acres.
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INTOOjUCTION

The material presented in this publication is an

attempt to �te out general an�rs to questions
concerning the production of Field Crops in Maricopa
County. Every effort has been made to secure the
best and the latest info�tion available from the
College of Agriculture of the University of Arizona,
the United States Department of Agriculture and local
growers.

The recommendations found here should be used as

a GUIDE. There are about 55 different types of soil
food- in Maricopa County. Our vater supply varies
from gravity flow; pumps that yield better than grav
ity flow water; to pumps that yield wters that test
in exces s of 5000 parts per million of salt. Com
bined with experience and judgement, however, this
guide should prove of some value.

A very sincere "'Dlank You" is extended to all
persons who aided in the collection of this material
for their valuable assistance and guidance. We are

especially indebted to our research workers who have

brought our present day agriculture to the high plane
of its profitable production.

If any reader of this publication wishes more

complete and detailed infonnation, he is directed to

call upon the Agricultural Extension Service, of the
University of Arizona. '!he Maricopa County Office is
located at 1201 W. Madison Street, Phoenix, Arizona.
'l1le telephone nmnber is ALpine 8-8651.

James R. CarterJ AssisUDt
County Agricultural Acalt

Phoenix, Arizona
January - - 1955
2000 c.
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;\ L Ff\ L F }-\
(For Hay, Pasture and Green Feed)

VAPJETIES (in order of general preference)

1. Chilean 21-5: A selection out of an alfalfa
that was introduced t� this area �ore than
50 years ago. It has been 2.Il outstanding
yielder in the tests run at the Mesa Experi
ment Station. It is an "all around" alfalfa.
It makes a fine quality hay and has a rapid
re-growth after cutting.

2. Hairy Peruvian: An alfalfa that is distin

guished by the hairiness of the entire plant
and its grayish-green color. This variety
will grow when the temperature is as low as

490 F., while the Chilean types of alfalfa
will not begin growth until 580 F. It is a

vigorous grower and recovers quickly after
cutting. It does not have as Fany stems or

branches as other alfalfas. It must be
planted thick and cut early as it is a

coarser stemmed variety.

3. J...frican: A variety that also makes consider
able winter growth. Tests at the USDA Field
Station at Sacaton have shown African to be

quite resistant to both kinds of the root

knot nematode, which we have encountered in
this State. It is more subject to frost .

damage than Chilean. Where nematodes are a

problem, African is the reconunended variety.

- 1 -



Variety Test, University of Arizona
ertment Station, Mesa, Arizona

(Yield of Ray - Tons per acre

Variety 195i 1952 1953 1954 Avg.
:-Iairy Peruvian 4.55 8.09
Ariz. Chilean 4.39 8.96
Chilean 21-5 4.29 8.68
India 4.86 7.64
African 4.36 7.40
Atlantic 4.20 8.28
auffalo 4.05 7.84
Ranger 3.84 7.74·

9.60
8.58
8.55
7.96
7.86
7 ..32
7.06
6.66

5.72
5.32
4.85
4.48
5.04
4.80
5.40
5.04

6.99
6.81
6.59
6&24
6.17
6.15
6.09
5.82

Planted: February 13, 1951
Fertilizer: . February 12, 1951· .;: 200# Treble Super

,

phosphate per acre

Rate of Seeding

For hay and pasture - 15 to 25 pounds per acre.

Hairy '. Peruvian should be planted 20 - 25 pounds per
acre, "There are about 220,000 seeds per pound and a

bushel of seed weighs 60#. USE CERTIFIED SEED! Be
sure 'that all seed is treated with a seed disinfectant.

Inoculation

Inoculation is not always necessary, 'but by add
ing a fresh culture of effective strains (alfalfa
group) of bacteria to the seed, the bacteria will be
there when the seeds germinate. Inoculate in aJJ
cases if in doubt and on land that has never grown
alfalfa. If the bacterial culture dries out, the
bacteria will die. Seed that has been inoculated must

be drilled into a moist (pre-irrigated) seed bed. The
inoculation will have no effect if the freshly inocu
lated seed is broadcast and then irrigated. Special
directions for using commercial culture are found on

the label of each container. it. thorough mixing is
.essentfal in all cases;' do not use too much water;
avoid soaking the seeds.
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Seed Treatment

All seed sho�d be treated with a good seed dis
infectant before planting. This will help reduce seed
decay, damping off of the small seedlings and give . .

better stands. By following the correct procedures ;

seed that has been treated can be inoculated with fair
to good res�ts.

Date of Planting

Fall Planting: October IS to November 15.
October plantings usually produce more hay during the
first year. Fall planting of alfalfa is preferred
because a greater yield is secured the first year and
the alfalfa becomes established before summer weeds
start their growth.

Spring Planting: February 1 to 25.
Spring plantings should be made only 'When necessary
and on relatively weed-free ground. Always drill in
a spring planting on a pre-irrigated seed bed. T�e.
higher rate of seeding should be used.

Companion Crops

Barley or oats are sometimes planted with new

seedings of alfalfa. They are of no help in protect
ing the young alfalfa and many times will crowd it
out. If winter pasture is needed, plant oats on a

different field. If barley or oats are planted with
the new alfalfa do not exceed 20 to 30 pounds of the
small grain seed per acre.

Land Preparation

Alfalfa is usually grown for 3 t� 4 years and it .

is important that the land .be well prepared before it
is planted. The field should be leveled and other�
wise prepared so that irrigation water can be spread
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evenly and penetrate to a good depth. Deep plowing
is usually advisable in preparing land for alfalfa
as it leaves the soil in a desirable condition to

take water.
"

Ridges and deep furrows should be
avoided when plowing. After the land is plowed, it
should be disked, if plowing left the ground in a

rough condition. To smooth out small irregularities7
the ground is sometimes "planedvt or floated. Bor
ders should then be built. A scraper or some imple
ment which will not leave a furrow along the side
should be used in building the borders. The actual
height of the border will depend upon the level of
the land and the size of, the head of water used. A

well-rounded, low border' is best. It is relatively,
easy to cover this type of border with alfalfa.
Machinery can also be'operated more efficiently;
seeding is made easier; fewer weeds and grasses will
grow on the border; and the alfalfa can be cut

cleaner. Width· between borders is usually set by
multiples of mower swaths, chopper widthsj or width
of rakes, less a small overlap (about 2 feet between
borders). 'There should be no side fall in the
borders.

- - - -- -- - -

Planting Practices

Alfalfa should be planted on a finn seed bed.
Depth of seeding should not exceed I! inches in a

. sandy soil or 3/4 inch in heavy soils. Alfalfa may
be seeded in either moist (pre-irrigated) or d�
soils. Planting following a pre-irrigation is

especially desirable as the weed seeds will sprout,
and the water will show up the high and low spots
that require re-leveling. The irrigation'will also
finn the seed bed. After the irrigation, the land
should be harrowed to the depth the seed is to be
planted, The seed should then be drilled in slightly
below the bottom of the mulch. Where rapid drying
occurs, this operation should be followed with a cul
tipacker trailed with a harrow with the teeth set

well back. All operations should be done at right
angles to the borders. - 4 _



The dry seed bed is more nearly nfool-proof" and
a stand" is usually obtained when this planting method
is used in the.fall. "Seed'"by""broadcasting (hand seeder
endgate seeder, "airplane or open drill) if this method
is used and then cover the seed by harrowing lightly
at right angles to the borders. Irrigate thoroughly
following broadcasting on a d� seed bed and attempt
to wet the borders completely. A second light irri
gation should be �ade in 4 or 5 days if there is

any surface soil crUsting.

Interplanting Old Alfalfa

In established stands that are beginning to thin
out, it is common practice to renovate or disk the
alfalfa in the fall and plant 50 to 60 pounds per acre

of barley or oats. 'Ibis is followed with a harrowing
and an irrigation. By following this practice; there
is usually an increase in the amount of winter pas
ture ana gives a large ffrst cutting alfalfa-grain hay
in the spring. tHu!re there is a perfect stand (5 to
6 plants per square foot), of alfalfa and little
trouble from weeds in the spring, it is doubtful
whether it pays to sow'winter grains.

SUDIIler hay tonnage Or pasture is sometimes
increased in old alfalfa fields by renovating in the

spring and inte�lanting .With Sudan grass (15 to 20

pounds per acre).
'.

Fertilization

Nitrogen __ 0 .:
"

Phosphate :_ 60 to lOOlpoUnds per acre

The best results have been obtained from the
application of phosphate to Maricopa County soils.
Check the alfalfa field each fall with an application
of phosphate to a couple of borders. If there is a

bale count difference in the sprdng, fertilize the
rest of the field.
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�f alfalfa is to be planted in a field Where
there is considerable straw or stalks, 30 to 40

pounds of nitrogen per acre should be plowed under
with this crop residue. This will prevent any
"nitrogen tie-up" of the young seedlings.

Irrigation

There should be 2.light irrigations (4 acre inches
each) between cuttings. Irrigate as soon after cut

ting as is possible. Irrigate early enough before
cutting so that soil compaction by harvesting equip
ment will be held at a minimum.

Irrigation of alfalfa 'during the winter has shown
an increase in hay production during the following
year. vlater can be stored in the soil to the root

depth and it will be available for swmner use. Apply
one acre foot of water (two six-inch irrigations)
during the winter months (after frost in the fall
until about April 1st).

lJ.falfa is not usually watered after the mid-July
cutting until the first part of September; or until
the nights begin to cool. '!his practice helps to
control sUlllYle� -,.grasses and saves water for use later
when the water, .r,equirement of the alfalfa plants is
not so great in comparison with the amount of hay
produced.

Scalding and drowning of alfalfa plants occurs

in low spots where water stands or -where penetration
is slow. Scalding occurs during the hot, ,��
moeths.

�

!'
,
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APPOOXDfATE ALFALFA IRRIGATION UATER REXlUIREMENTS
Acre inches per acre by months

Established Fall Planting Spring Plant
Month Stand Oct.1S-Nov.1S Feb.I-Mar.l

September ) Pre-planting
) irrigation

October ) 12

November )
)

December ) 4 - 5 Pre-planting
) Winter irrigation

January ) irrigation 12
) 12

February ) 4 - 5

)
March ) 4 - 5

April 8 - 10 8 - 10 4 - 5

May 8 - 10 8 - 10 8 - 10

Jun� 8 - 10 8 - 10 8 � 10

.'

July 4 - 5 4 - 5 8 - 10

August

September. 4-5 4 - 5 4 _. 5

October 8 - 10 8 - 10 8 - 10

November 4 - 5 4 - 5 4 - 5

- 7 -



Hay Making

Most growers cut alfalfa for hay "When it is in
about one-tenth bloom, or before the new growth from
the crown is tall enough to be clipped by the �wer
or stunted by the shade of the old growth. - ...

The .most common causes of low grade in alfalfa
hay are the following.

1. Thin Stands of alfalfa on fields in which weeds
and grasses have taken the place of alfalfa.
Thin stands also cause relatively coarse, hard
stems, and a lower percentage of' leaves is borne
on coarse stems than on fine �s�ems. .

2. Heather damage, .which causes loss of green color,
leaf shattering from extra handling and musti
ness or moldiness, if stacked, baled, or loaded
while wet.

3. Over-ripened at time of cutting which causes a:
relatively low degree of leafiness) hard and
fibrous stems) 'and a faded color.

4. 'Over-drying in the swath or windrow, which causes

a severe shattering of the leaves, brittle stems
and a loss of green color from sun bleaching.

5. Baling under-cured hay from windrows followed by
immediate storage or loading into cars, which
causes heating, mustiness and moldiness.

6. Stacking distinctly under-cured hay, which causes

.severe fermentation, often resulting in extensive
mustiness and moldiness.

7. Baling dry hay during very hot, dry or ,dndy
weather, which shatters the leaves and causes

stemmy appearing bales, or bales with a low
�erc�tage of leaves.

- 8·-



Yields

The average yield of alfalfa hay in Maricopa
County is about 5 tons per acre per year. .As alfalfa
is also used to make seed, silage, pasture, green chop
and green manure, it is almost impossible to arrive at

an accurate estimate of yield when cut only for hay.
Many growers report yields of S and 9 tons per acre.

Alfalfa usually produces the highest during its second
year of growth. It. stand is usually productive for 3
to 5 years.

Hay Prices

The following information from the Federal Crop
and Livestock Reporting Service for Arizona may be
of some value.

.
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Alfalfa Hay, Arizona No.1, Average Price Per Ton
baled at the ranch in the Salt River Valley

(dollars per ton)
,

Year Apr. May Jun. luI. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Avg.

44-45'24.00 23.00 20.50 17.10 15.50 17.50 20.00 21.00 23.00 22.00 21.00 20.00 20.38

45-46-17.50 17.00 17.00 17.00 18.00 19.00 21.25 24.50 25.50 30.00 30.00 30.50 22.27

46-47'28.50 25.00 26.00 25.00 26.00 26.00 30.00 30.00 29.00 26.00 25.00 25.00 26.79

I 47-48°21.00 19.00 18.00 15.75 18.00 22.00 22.00 28.00 29.00 29.00 30.00 31.00 23.56
b
I 48-49 30.00 25.00 22.75 22.75 21.00 22.00 28.50 30.00 .�4.00 33.00 ll.00 29.00 27.42

49-50 22.'50 19.50 17.00 16.00 15.70 17.00 20.00 20.00 �2.50 22.00 20.00 20.00 19.35
t c

"

..

50-51 17.50 17.50 17.00 16.00 15.00,18.00 22.25 26.00 29.00 28.00 32'.60 33.00 22.65

51-52 34.50 34.50 32.00 30.00' 30.00 30.00 35.00 45.00 45.00 42.00 42.00 40.00 36.67

52-53 41.00 34.00 31.00 28.00 30.00 32.00 38.00 39.00 34.00 30.50 30.00 25.50 32.75

53-��,24�50 23.50 22.50 21.00 19.50 21.00 23.00 26.50 29.00 30.00 31.00 29.50 25.��



ALFALFA SEED PP.ODUCTION

Certified Seed Program

Certified alfalfa seed is produced under the
standards and regulations of the Arizona Crop
Improvement Association.

"The Arizona Crop Improvement Association is an

organization of fa�ers and others Who are interested
in growing and making available to the public, through
certification" high quality seed, so gI'OlI'D as to
insure genetic purity and identity. lhe Arizona Crop
Improvement Association, cooperating with the College
of Agricultural units of the University of Arizona·
and the USDA is named as the active agency in carry
ing out this work.".

Varieties

The varieties recommended by the AIi%ona Crop
Improvement Association (listed·in order of prefer
ence) are:

1. Chilean 21-5 ) Grown for Arizona conditions . �

2. African ) as well as for shipment out
3. Buffalo ) of the State.

1. Atlantic )
2. Hairy Peruvian )
3. India ) Grown primarily for
4. Ranger ) shipment out of State.
S. Others may be )

approved )

Planting Practices

The cultural practices that apply to alfalfa hay
production apply also to alfalfa seed production •

.Alfalfa for hay and alfalfa for seed .differ in two

main production practices -- row plantings and

irrigation
- 11 -



Ro� plantings in this area are those planted from

.24U to 38" apart, Growers in this area plant 24" rows

on lettuce type beds and the 38" rows on cotton type
beds.

Row planting should not be used by the general type
farmer. who is growing alfalfa -- but by the grower-
who is specializing in seed production of the North
ern varieties.

The planting rate for 24" rows is 5 to 6 pounds
of seed per acre, When the 38" rows are used, rates
would be 2 to 3 pounds per acre.

Timing a Seed Set

This is the most difficult part of producing
alfalfa seed in this area, Generally, the time that
alfalfa should be in full bloom is from the 1st to

the 15th of June. Harvest would then begin about
July 15th to August lst�

To achieve full bloom during the first half of
June, a cutting of hay is usually taken during the
latter half of April.

Irrigation

Normal irrigation procedure is carried on with
alfalfa for seed as in alfalfa hay production, until
the alfalfa is "turned for seed".

On most soils two irrigations are necessary for

good seed production -- one just after the hay crop is
taken off, in late April, and one just before the

crop begins to bud. Never allow alfalfa to show signs
of water stress before budding. On sandy soils an

additional irrigation may be necessary for good seed

production.
Winter irrigations should be given, wetting the

soil down to about 6 - 8 feet (about 1 acre foot of
water, _ 12 -



Apply irrigation water carefully. Too much water
stimulates rank growth; too little water will result
in a poor seed set. ConditIons that favor slow and
continuous growth generally favor seed production.

Second Seed Crop

If a second seed crop is to be made, the alfalfa
should be irrigated as soon as harvest has been �om
pleted. Usually two �Dre irrigations are required to

complete this seed crop_

! second � crop is !!2! advisable. Alfalfa
turned ��" seed, �l\ late July or August runs into

excess�v�l,. ho� weather and high humidity which seems

to effect' pollination and seed setting. These late
crops also have more serious insect problems and
many more insecticide treatments are necessary to

produce the crop.

If a second seed crop is not made, the alfalfa is
not irrigated after harvest until the nights begin to

cool in September. A fall hay cutting is then made ,

Insect Control

Good insect control is essential for good yields.
The insects that are the most harmful in alfalfa
seed production are: Lvgus, stink bugs, spider mites,
leafrollers, corn earwor.ms, aphids, alfalfa cater-

.

pillars, chalcid fly and armyworms.

Fields should be checked regularly for insects.
A check should be made every 3 or 4 days in four or

more represent�tive points in the field.

The.�irst important check should be just as the
alfalfa begins to bud. For insect control recommen

dations, growers are directed to contact their

County Agricultural Agent.

- 13 -



Harvesting Meth�ds

There are tWo common methods of'-hatvesting
alfalfa seed in this.area:

1. S�ray-cured and direct-combined
2. Mowing and windrowing and combining from the

windrow.

Direct �mbining
Spraying an alfalfa seed field with some type of

"weed killeru in No. 2 diesel fuel to reduce the
moisture content of the plants enough to permit dir
ect combining and safe seed storage is becoming a

common practice. The "weed killers" used are not
translocated to the alfalfa roots.

The chemicals used for this type of drying are

classified as contact herbicides. This means that
sprays kill only the leaf, stem tissue and green seed
pods that are contacted by the spray solution. Dry
pods and mature seed will not be affected.

The sprays most commonly used are the dinitro
compounds at the rate of 1 to 3 pints in 8 to 10. gal
Ions of diesel oil per acre by airplane. Other chem
icals that have been used are: 1 gallon of 40%
pentachlorophenol in 8 to 10 gallons of diesel oil;
1 gallon of Endothal in 8 to 10 gallons of water; 7
to 10 pounds of sodimn chlorate-borate mixtures in
8 to 10 gallons of water. The dinitros and penta
¢hlorophenol have given the most consistent results.

For spraying to be most effective, the stands must
be mature, open and erect. Spraying is started when
most of the pods are brown. �-r.aere conditions warrant
the expense, two applications of spray are practical
and desirable; the first to kill the external growth.
the second a day or two later to hit the lower and

�rotected foliage. In the case of two applications;
1 quart of the dinitro in 8 gallons of oil per appli-

- 14 -



cation is adequate. Spraying following rain or high
humidity usually does not react satisfactorily.

..

Threshing for alfalfa seed is usually started 3
to 5 days after spraying, and should be completed
within 8 to 10 days"after the treatment.

Work done in California shows that harvester
efficiency is greater when direct-combining a spray
cured crop for the following reasons.

(a) The flow of the direct-combined material' through
the machines is more unff'orm, reducing the
chancesf'of overloading any part ot-·the machine.

(b) The higher moisture content of the seed makes
them Less

.

suse'eptible to raechanfcaf,' damage,
In general, a SOO'foot per minute hi��er cylin
.der speed can be used with the spray-conditioned
crop"

(c) '!be higher tr.oisture content of the straw keeps
it from breaking up as badly on being threshed.
As a result, more material is handled by the
straw-walkers, vhich generally reduces the load
on the:"shoe by 20% to 40%. This reduction in

s�e load materially decreases the loss of free
seed.

Mowing and Windrowing

YlOWing and windrowing usually begins when about
3/4 of the pods are brown. To avoid shattering,
wind�w;i�g should be done during periods of high
humi.dity' 9.r when dew is present on the plants •

.

" ...... _

In order to minimize shattering losses, windrow-

ing is generally done in conjunction with the mowing
operation. However, the material can be put into a

windrow by fonowing the mower iImnediately with a

side-delivery rake. Care must be taken that equip-
ment, does not pass over the swath or windrows exces-
s1vel.y. �-l.".�



'.!he two most commonly used types of equipment for

molting and windrowing are the standard mower with
'curler attaclur.ent and the windrow-swather. The curler

attachment consists of a series of curved bars at

tached to the rear of the mower cutter bar and drag
ging behind it) which rolls the cut inaterial over into
� fairly tight windrow. The windrow-swather has a

cutter bar on the front edge of a cross conveyer
(similar to t�e header of a combine) and is usually
equipped with a. pick-up type reel. The cut material
is conveyed to one side and.deposited in a fiuffy
windrow.

. .

The windrow-swather is the more expensive' of the
two types of equipment, and for that reason is less
used. However, it can be used successfully on all
types of 'stands , whereas the curler tends to give
bunchy and non-continuous windrows in fields that are

p1apted in rows or where the stand is sparse or weedy.
The tightly-rolled windrows from the curler do not

cure as rapidly as the other, and are more susceptible
to

.

wind and rain damage.

the alfalfa should be allowed. to completely dry
in the windrow before harvesting. In order to' pre
vent excessive seed shatter in handling the windrow}
the pick-up attachment should be driven from a ground
wheel and have a peripheral speed about 10% to 15%
greater than ground speed.

Cylinder Adjustments

Most seed damage in harvesting alfalfa seed is
due to excessive cylinder speed. As alfalfa seed is
small, cylinder clearance is generally not too cri
tical. The University of California studies give
the following recommended adjustments.

- 16 -



l.'ithout FlaT. Rolls

Cylinder Cylinder Peripheral Clearance between
Diameter speed speed cylinder and con-

{inches} h]!m} {ft.l!er min.} cave {inches}

14 1228 - 1364 4500 - 5COO 1/8 to 5/16
15 1146 - 1273 " " n "

16 1074 - 1194 " " n "

17 1011 - 1123 n IV " "

18 955 - 1061 " " II "

19 905 - 1005 " " n "

20 859 - 955 " it " "

21 ·819 - 909 " " " "

22 781 - 868 " " n "

23 747 - 830 " " If It

24 716 - 796 " " " "

With Flax Rolls

14 1091 - 1228 4000 - 4500 1/8 to 5/16
15 1019 - 1146 " II " "

16 955 - 1074 " " " "

17 899 - 1011 " " n II

18 849 - 955 " VI " "

19 804 - 905 " " " if

20 764 - 859 " n Ii if

21 728 - 819 " II n "

22 694 - 781 " VI it "

23 664- 747 " n u iI

24 637 - 716 " n n n

- 17 -



Varieties

Arizona Acala 44 is the recommended variety for
Maricopa County. It is a high yielding cotton with an

excellent mill acceptance. It has a high gin turnout
and good staple length (1-1/16"). It is the most
"stonn proof" of all the varieties tested. A-44 has
out-yielded all ·other commercial varieties. Califor
nia 4-42 is second to A-44. 4-42 is a fairly upright
growing variety and has a darker green leaf than A-44.

Only seed selected and approved by the Arizona Crop
Improvement Association, Inc., and by the Arizona
Cotton Planting Seed Distributors should be planted.

Summary of Ten Variety Tests (1947-1951)
U. S •.Cotton Field Station, Sacaton

and the University of Arizona,
Mesa Experiment Station Cooperating

1bs.
Variety lint %

/acre lint

Bolls per
lb. of

seed cotton

% crop in
first

picking*
Ariz. 44 941 38.1
Ca1if�4-42 902 38.1

66
71

67
69

'*Summary of seven tests

Date of Planting

March 15 to May 1. Plantings made the first part
of April seem best.

Upland or short staple cotton seed will not ger
minate unless the soil temperature is 580 F. or more.

It geminates better at 65°. As the soil temperature
increased to about 900, the rate of germination in
creases, Temperature readings should be taken at the

depth seed is planted. Before planting" the tempera-
ture at 6" (before ridge is Imocked off) should be

.
... ......



650 F. at 8:00 a.m. for several days and no cold
weather forecast.

'lhe practice of following a small grain crop with
cotton is becoming more coemcn, These late plantings
Oune 1 to July 1) do not yield as well as those that
use as long a frost free period as is available. Add
50 pounds of nitrogen to the stubble before plowing it
under to hasten decomposition.

Rate of Planting

Acid delinted seed - 15 to 20 pounds per acre

Machine delinted seed - 20 to 25 pounds per acre

Use of fuz� planting seed is not a recommended
practice. If it is done, the planting rate would be
about 30 to 35 pounds of seed per acre.

All seed should be treated with a seed disinfec
tant. Extra seed will not replace proper planting
procedures.

Method of Planting

Any method of planting which places the seed in a

moist, firm seed bed is satisfacto�, When care is
taken that the seed is not placed too deep. Cotton
is planted in rows 38" to 42" apart. 'Whether cotton
is planted on beds, in furrows, or "on the flat"
makes little difference, as shown in data obtained
fr� various tests at the Mesa Experiment Station.
Ideal planting places the seed in about an inch of
finn, moist soil and allows some of the dry soil
(about 1" of dry soil) to re-cover the moist portion.

Late planted cotton should be planted slightly
deeper than early planted cotton because the higher
temperatures dry the soil more rapidly.

- 19 -



Irrigation

Proper irrigation is essential for a high yield
of good cotton. It is tied directly to the plant and
the plant's development. Irrigation practices will

.

vary with the soil, with the availability of irri

gation water and weather conditions.

It is impossible to set up an irrigation schedule
that would come near satisfying all conditions -- but
the following points should be kept in mind.

1. A heavy irrigation prior to planting should be
made, wetting the soil evenly to a depth of six
feet (a full acre-foot of water on most soils).

2. If an irrigation is given in late spring, before
the soil warms up, it will retard plant growth.
If delayed until after June 1, (with nonnal
planting time) decreased yields will usually

: result. Best data seems to show that the first
irrigation after planting should be made between
May 15 and June 1.

3, Withholding irrigation water after planting, and
before blooming, until plants show definite water
stress is'� poor practice. Roots do not develop
in dry soils.

4. Cotton plants should be allowed to use up avail
able moisture supplies more corrpletely between
irrigations during the fruiting period than
'earlier in the season.

5� Regulation of irrigation will aid in controlling
excessive vegetative growth during the fruiting
perdod even though the plants had been stimulated
into rapid growth prior to heavy fruiting. .,

l

6. Plants which grow most rapidly from planting to

fruiting and continue with slow even growth from
mid-summer to September, are the highest producers,

.
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7, Once the lower root zones are filled with water

during the irrigation prior to planting, they
may be forgotton for the balance of the season,
so long as the "working depth" (top 3 feet) is
kept refilled.

'

8. The heaviest'water use is from the first foot of

soil; the second heaviest is from the second foot,
and the amount decreases as the depth increases.

9. The"reserve water" in the fourth to si:rth foot of
soil plays an important part in protection against
temporary water stress between Lrrdgatdons',

10, The plant indicates when it is becoming water
stressed by a change in its color to a darker':
green and by the loss of a cool feeling of the
leaf.

..

11. "The best time t� iri'igate, .Ls just before the
plant needs iU;' Irrigate to the plant, and its
growth.

. .

APPROXIMATE COTTON IRRIGATION WATER FlXlUIRF>fENTS
(Acre inches per' acre by months)

Month Planting Date
March 15 - April 15

January )
February )
March )

pre-planting
irrigation

12

April
May
June
July
August
September
October

4 - 5
8 - 10

12 - 15
8 - 10
4 - 5
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Cotton Spacing

Cotton should not be thi��ed to less than 150

plants for 100 feet of row (8" apart) on rich land or

more than 300 plants for 100 feet of row (4" apart)
on light.soils. Closer spacing) up to 3 to 4 plants
per foot of row, will aid in machine harvest.

Fertilization

Nitrogen - 50 to 100 pounds per acre

Phosphate - 0 to 50 pounds per acre

Nitrogen and phosphate are the only conmercial fer
tilizers that are recommended for cotton in this area.

It is not possible to give a general recommendation.
There are cases where commercial fertilizer should not
be used at all, and there are cases where 100 pounds of
actual nitrogen (300# of ammonium nitrate for example)
and 50# of actual phosphate (100# treble super-phos
phate for example) should be used. The most profit
able response usually be from nitrogen alone.

As a general rule, 50 to 100 pounds of nitrogen per
acre should give the best results unless the land is

just out of alfalfa or other crops where a reservoir
of nitrogen is left and then no nitrogen should be
used. There is·little or no difference be�een the
types of nitrogen fertilizer commonly used. Use the
type that gives the least cost per pound of nitrOgen
and the one most easily applied.

Where there is a known phosphate response, SO· Ibs.
of actual phosphate should be used.

Fertilizer should be applied early enough to get
good plant growth before fruiting. A good program is
to apply fertilizer at planting time.

If the plants are side-dressed, it should be done
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early (before flowering) and not closer than 6" from
the plants. Side-dressing works better on sandy typE:
soils than on clays.

Each grower can leave a check plot and that will
give him the story on his fertilizer program. "Don't
let the plant fool you, weigh the cotton -- there's
the profit or lossr"

Cultivation

Cultivation is done:

1. To control weeds.
2. To break up surface crusts.

l, To hill the plants, to cover small weeds and
to help prevent lodging.

4. To open the middles and prevent debris
collection.

5. To kill insects that live in the soil at
certain times of the year.

6. To shape beds for irrigation and
harvesting.

One thing that cannot be over-�hasized is
"avoid cultivation when the fields � � �."

Insect Control

Ask for Circular #179 for co�lete recommendations.
Learn to check your own cotton for both the "good
bugs" and the "bad bugs". Use only recommended dusts
or sprays. Application is the "key" � good insect
control. In addLtion to sweeping counts, look for
fallen squares and small bolls �hat have insect
injuries.
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Yields

Yields of two and one-half bales per acre are

conmon, However, the average yield per acre in

Maric�pa CountY is as �ollows�

Year

.",

1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954

Yield in
lbs.lint
per acre

*Average price
received per
lb. ¢ per lb.

Acres
Harvested

512
542
465
431
428
417
452
343
570
649
624
789
965
738
.762
855

93,3jO
88�270
91,710
�6,460
82>640
56,100
40,403
41jOOO
33,200
59,350
84,600

"126 500
83,000

211,500
232,500

,244,000
146,000

8.33
9.20
9.30,

15.80
18.30
18.80
'20.40
22.30
33.40
31.80
'31.10
28.40
41.50
39.15'
35.82
32.90

Data from the FederaI Crop and Livestock Reporting
Service for Arizona.

",

*Average price- per pound received by.Arizona producers
for strict middling, 1-inch, upland cotton at Phoenix,
during the marketing' season (September - December).
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;\J'yj E J\ J C }\rJ EG Y rr J .f\ pJ
(Long Staple)

Variety
. Pir.1a 8-1: . A new variety 'of long staple cotton

that has completely replaced Pima 32. It is a semi
dwarf type and has out-yielded the varie� it replaced
by 20�. It has a good mill acceptance. Its most out

standing characteristic is its high "gin turnouc",

Sumnary of Seven Variety Tests (1950 - 53)
U. S. Cotton Field Station, Sacaton and the
University of Arizona Experiment Station,

Mesa, Arizona Cooperating

Ibs. Bolls per Upper.�alf
Variety lint % lb. of seed mean length

/acre lint cotton in inches

Pima S-1 710 32 •.4 144 1.-35
Pima '32 561 27.7 171 1.39

Date of Planting

March 15 to April 1, or as soon as any danger from
frost is over. Long staple cotton requires a long
growing season.

Rate of Planting

Acid delinted seed - 15 to 20 pounds per acre

Machine delinted' seed - 20 to 25 pounds per acre

·Gin-run seed � 25 to 30 pounds per acre -- n2!
. recommended

All seed should be treated with a seed disinfec
tant. Use only certified seed.
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Method of Planting

Same as for short staple cotton

Irrigation

Similar to short staple cotton but long staple
cotton can go longer :without ..water during heavy fruit
ing than can short: staple cotton.

Spacing

Trends of tests at Sacaton indicate that close
spacing (200 to 300 "plants per 100 feet of row) re

sults in earlier maturi� and higher yield but
slightlY'coarser and weaker fiber. In no case should
there be fewer than 100 plants per 100 'feet of row.

Fertilization

Of its nature, long staple cotton is a tall grow
ing plant and it should not be over-watered or over

fertilized. The most economical yields are with
ni trogen alone • Seventy-five .- pounds of actual nitro

gen and 50 pounds of actual phosphate would be maxi
mum amounts. Do not add nitrogen following alfalfa
or when soil contains residual nitrogen.

Cultivation-

Same as for short staple cotton.

Insect Control

Same as for short staple cotton, but early control
is highly desirable in order to prevent shedding of
the first bo'l.Is , which in tum helps the plants from
growing too large.
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Yields

The following is the average yield and acreage for
¥.aricopa County.

Yield in *Average price
Year 1bs. lint received per Acres

per acre lb. I per lb. Harvested

1938 227 18.6 29,200
1939 303 22.2 22,790
1940 176 27.8 24,530
1941 208 28.3 29,800
1942 177 43.3 45,160
1943 154 46.4 27,560
1944 214 45.9 3,147
1945 171 43.7 800
1946 420 46.5 200
1947 142 53.4 40
1948 207 Not available 130
1949 317 " " 500
1950 471 65.1 18,300
1951 357 99.0 12,000
1952 422 103.8 22,000
1953 450 73.4 14,100
1954 6,950

Data from the Federal Crop and Livestock Reporting
Service for Arizona.

*Average price per pound received by Arizona producers
for Number 3, American-Egyptian cotton in Arizona

during marketing season (September - December).



Varieties

Arivat: Best variety m grain., A six-row, semi
smooth awned variety with. white kernels.' It has
erect heads; heads early and'has an average height of
about 40", It is fairly resistant to lodging. It
does not produce much growth during the fall and
winter months.

Vaughn: � varien for winter pasture. A sdx
row,. semi-smooth awned variety with white thin-skinned
kernels, Its heads nod at maturity. It is not as

resistant to lodging as Arivat and it has an average
heig�:t of 40". It is not as heavy a grain producer
as Arivat, but gives 20% higher yield in fall and
winter green feed clippings.

California Mariout: A six-row, rough-awned'
variety with hard kernels and a bluish seed coat. It
has a short, weak straw and is susceptible to exces

sive lodging, when sown early on fertile soil. This
variety should be grown only 2! ! � spring seeded
crop � it·fs

..

'too��rate for planting the lon.e:er
season Arivat 2! Vaughn varieties. It germinates
better than hrivat on salty ground.

,Average of ,Barley Variety Tes�s
Mesa Exper-iment Station 1950 - 1954-

(Average yield in poun�s per acre)

Variety 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 Avg.

Arivat 2643
Vaughn 2264
Calif .}!�riout

4360
4134

4273
3903
3970

4275
3976
3976

5418
�·930
5039

4194
3841
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Planting Dates .

For Grain: Arivat - December 1 to January 15
Y..ariout - January 1 to ¥.arch I

For Pasture: Vaughn - Sept. IS or as soon as

weather cools.

Ra:te C'f Pla.'lting

For Grain: 60 to 80 pounds (heavier rates on

late plantings)
For Pasture: 90 to 120 pounds

Use certified seed. All seed should be treated
with a sedd disinfectant.

P1�ting and Seed Bed Preparation

To prepare the seed bed, the land should be plowed
to a depth of not less than 8", and preferably 10" to
12" I then bordered and irrigated. If the land has a

tendency to crust, it should be harrowed after irriga
tion as soon as the moisture will permit.

Just before planting, the field should be harrowed
to a depth of 2" to 3". Care should be taken not to
break the ground deeper than the depth at which the
seed is to be planted. The seed should be drilled in
on the moist, undisturbed ground at the bottom of the
mulch. Drilling shoul� be done across borders.

The usual practice for seeding broadcast is to plow,
disk, border, plant, harro� and irrigate up. At least
20% more seed should be used for broadcast seeding
than when a drill is used.

A method of seeding broadcast immediately after
plOwing and bordering and then irrigating up has some

times given good results •. If the field is left in too

rough a condition, however, some difficulty will be

had at harvest time.
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On ground, where the land dries out unevenly,
irrigatir-g up is recommended. lVhenever the practice
of irrigating up is used, care should be taken to

irrigate again in 4 or 5 days if the land crusts over

or dries out too fast.

Fertilization

Nitrogen - SO to 100 pounds per acre

Phosphate - 0 to SO pounds per acre

Fertilizer should be applied to barley at, or

shortly before, planting time except on sandy soils.
On sandy soils, apply all the phosphate and one-half
the nitrcgen at or before pl��ting and one-half the

nitrogen at the time of the first irrigation after

planting. Sandy soils will require more fertilizer
than light soils.

Phosphate has increased grain yields in many parts
of the County, but not'in all cases. Phosphate should
be used only with nitrogen.

As when fertilizing all c�ops with commercial
fertilizer, previous crop grown and fertilizers added.
playa large part. in determining what to apply.

Barley does not need fertilizer following alfalfa
or a green manure crop unless it is planted immedi
ately following plowing under of these crops. Under
such conditions 50# of.nitrcg�n should be plowed under
with the crop residue •.When barley follows any crop
that leaves a large amount of' residue (sorghum stalks,
cotton stalks, etc.), 50# of nitrogen should be broad
cast before the residue is turned into the soil.

When barley is pastured, an additional 50# of

nitrogen following the last pasturage will increase
grain yields.
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Irrigation
. '!be first irrigation, either pre-planting or irri

gating up, should be heaVy, wetting the soilS to 6
feet deep.

APPROXIMATE BARLEY IRRIGATION WATER P.EQUIRmiENTS
(In acre inches per acre per month)

Fall Planting Spring Planting
Month Nov. 15 - Dec. 15 Ian. 15 - Mar. 1

October ) Pre-planting
November ) irrigation - - 12

December ) Pre-planting
January ) irrigation - 12

February
March 4 - 5 4 - 5
April 8 - 10 8 - 10
Mal 4 - 5 4 - 5

. The first irrigation after planting or irrigating
up 'is given when the barley is jointing; the second at

heading;' and the last when it is in the dough stage.

l'lhen barley is being pastured, it should be irri
gated after each pasturing if it is growing well. Do
not irrigate wen cold weather stops plant growth.

Harvesting

For Grain:" Begin combining when the moisture of
the grain is about l2% - 13%. If�the grain tank shows
much green material, the percentage of moisture should
be lower, unless the green material is removed before
the barley is stored. Combining for grain usually
begins" "the 1st part of May.
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For Pasture: Begin pasturing when plants are

about 8" to 10" tall and before the jointing stage is
reached. Barley ,has a winter re-growth interval of
about 40 days, and a spring. re-growth interval of
about 20 days.

For Pasture and Grain:

Do not pasture after February 1st.

Yields

The following table gives the estimated barley
yields and acreages in Maricopa County.

Yield in 1bs.
of grain per

acre

*Average market
price per 100
pounds

Acres
HarvestedYear

1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943.

·1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954

1500
1600
1500
1500
1600
1500
2000
1800
1900
2100
2400
2400
2400
2400
2600
2600
2500

1.00
. .98
1.13
1..25
1.34
1.95
2.40
1.93
2.91
2.76
2.76
2.08'
2.04
2.87
3.07
2.60
2.19

16,098
24,000
31,400
39,600
351000
"8,500
53,000
60,000
79,000

131,000
99,000
97}QOO
57,000
65,000
80,000

137,000

Data from the Federal Crop and, Livestock Reporting
Service for Arizona.
*Average price (dollars per 100 pounds) received by
Arhona producers during June and July.
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Varieties

Baart 38: A stem rust and bunt resistant variety
of soft, white wheat. It .has a high test weight and
excellent milling and bread-baking characteristics.

Awned Ouas: A soft, white wheat that has given
the highest yields in the wheat varie� tests. It
has a short, plump kernel and gives excellent weight
per bushel. It does not head out as early as Baart
38; does not grow as tall; and it is more resistant
to lodging, It is an excellent feed grain, but
does not have the milling and bread-baking qualities
of Baart 38.

\fflEAT VARIETY TESTS, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

Experiment Station, Mesa, Ariz�na
Yields (average) in pounds per acre

Variety 1950
°

1951· 1952 1953 °1954 Avg.
Awned Onas
Fedawa
Lemhi
Baart 38
Ramona 44

3512 3646 3752
3454 3669 3471
3791 3493 3334
3151 2876 2935

2395 2779

3569 4501 3796
3614 4546 3751
3714 3331 3533
3038 3736 3147
2904 4006

Planting Dates

December 1st to January 15th.

Planting ·P.ates

60 too 80 pounds per acre. Thick stands of wheat
compete with weeds more effectively. Use heavier
rates with late plantings. Use only certifi�d seed
and be sure that the seed is treated with a seed
disinfectant.
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Cultural Practices

Same as for Barley.

Irrigation

Same .as for Barley.

O.f\ -r s

Varieties

Palestine: An oat introduced from Palestine that
is early maturing; has short straw; is shatter resis

·tant; but is susceptible to rust. It will lodge.
Best as a' variety for grain.

,

Ventura: An oat that is resistant to both stem
and crown rusts. It tillers well and has small stems

with a high proportion of leaves. The kernels are

small, yellow to light reddish-yellow in color and
are generally awnless.

California Red: A red oat that is susceptible
to a rust attack in some areas. It is a late matur

ing oat. It is fairly resistant to lodging.

Markton: The best variety for winter pasture.
A white oat introduced from Turkey. It is -.highly
resistant to smuts. The average date of heading is
about the same as California Red. It has a stiff
straw; is resistant to l�dging; and is tall and leafy.
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OAT VA..�JETY TESTS, UNIVERSITY OF A.'UZONA
Experiment Station, Mesa, Arizona
(Average yield in pounds per acre)

Varie�, ]951 1952 1953 1954 Avg.
Palestine 30S3 3C34 3820 4483 3600
Ventura 3334 3038 3208 4124 3426
California Red 3294 2716 3100 3676 3197
Markton 2688 2542 2382 3183 2699

Plar.t�.ng D:\tes

For Grain: December 1 to January 15
For Pasture: September 15, or as soon as weather

cools.

Planting Rates

For Grain:
For Pasture:

60 to 80 pounds per acre

80 to 110 pounds per acre

Use heavier rates on late planting. Use only
certified seed and always a seed disinfectant.

Cultural Practices

Same as for Barley.

Irri!ation Practices

A heavy irrigation, either pre-planting or irriga
ting up, is necessary, wetting the soil deep.

For Grain: Four more 4" to 6" irrigations are

enough on average soils.
1st - after planti:a.g - at jointing stage
2nd - at beading stage
3rd - at early dough stage
4th - at late dough stage.
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For Pasture: Irrigate after each pasturing.
Do � irri�ate during cold Winter months.

For direct combining, oats must be fully ripe be
fore,they'can be threshed. Oats do not survive
delayed harvest well, because the stems break over or

crinkle 'readily, 'It is therefore not advisable to
leave ripe oats in the field. ¥�isture should be
12% - 13%.

F L ;\J<

Varieties,

Ilpperia1 Punjab: An improved selection of Punjab
released by the California Agricultural Experiment
Station.

Planting 'Dates

November 1 to November 15.
Most good flax growers feel that early planting

makes a strong plant that stands f'rost better and
makes a bigger crop.

Planting Hates

40 to 50 pounds per acre. Use only certified
seed. Treat all seed with a seed disinfectant.

Planting and Seed Bed Preparation

Prepare the' seed bed as you would for small grain.
Flax should be planted on clean, fertile soil. The
heavy type soils seem to produce better than the
sandy types.
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A pre-planting irrigation is given around October
15 - November 1 when the seed bed is prepared. This
irrigation will sprout a crop of weed seed which can be
destroyed at that time. \-leeds!!,£ the greatest single
limiting factor in flaxseed production.

In most cases flax should be drilled In to 2" deep
in a firm, moist, well-mulched seed bed. A grain drill
is satisfa�to�. It is usually best to run the drill
at right angles to the borders.

Fertilization

50 to 90 pounds of nitrogen and 0 to 50 pounds
of phosphate. Apply all the phosphate at planting
time. A split application of nitrogen is usually
best -- half the total nitrogen at planting time and
the other half When the flax begins to bud.

Irrigation
. .

Always pre-irrigate! When flax is planted in a

moist seed bed, it is not irrigated again until the
ground is quite dry (30 to 45 days) depending on soil
and weather conditions; flax should then be irrigated
every 15 to 30 days. If the soil gets too dry flax
will not continue to bloom and set bolls. Flax should
not be irrigated after ripening has begun.

(See irrigation chart, next page)
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APPROXIMATE FLAX IRPJGATION �iATER REQUIP�TS
(Acre inch�s per acre by months)

.�: ,'. Month

,
October' )

)
November )

December

January

February

l1arch

April

May

Harvesting

Planting
Oct. 15 - Nov� 15

pre-planting
irrigation

12

4 - 5

4 - 5

.4 - 5

8 - 10

4 - 5

Flax should not be combined until completely dry.
In weedy fields, it is a common practice to cut and
windrow flax in May. Later on, when the crop is dry �

it is threshed with a combine equipped with a windrow

pick-up attachment. Moisture content should not

exceed 11%.
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Varieties for Grain

Hegari: J.. leafy, freely tillering, medium tall,
good grain producer and the best dual purpose variety
grown in the County.

Double Dwarf ·38 }lilo: A mid-leafy, freely ti11er
ing, short, good grain producer that is resistant to
Milo disease.

Early Hegari: A mid-leafy, freely tillering,
medi1B1l tall "Variety and usually rnatures earlier than
Hegari.

Caprock: A mid-I.eafy, DlO.derately tillerin�,
dwarf varie� that has given good yields.

Plainsman: A mid-leafy, slightly tillering,
dwarf variety that is a good grain producer. It is
resistant to Milo disease.

Double Dwarf Yellow Sooner Milo: A mid-leafy,
freely tillering dwarf, very early maturing variety.
It has the ability to produce a crop on a very
limited supply of water and can be planted up to

August 1. It is resistant to Milo disease. Best

variety to use when producing two grain crops from an

early planting.

Martin: A mid';"leafy, slightly tillering> dwarf
variety that is usually a poor producer. It is re

sistant to ¥.ilo disease. It is grown primarily for

planting seed, - �.
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Variety Tests, Universlty of Arizona
Experiment Station� Mesa) Arizona

Yield in Ibs. Maturity Height
Variety per acre (June (June

1951 - 1953 planting) 'Plap._'ti_ng)
DD 38 Milo 5197. 120 days son

Iiegari 4982 120 days 7Sit

B
Early Hegari 4935 110 days 60it

I Caprock 4354 115 days 4Su

DD Yellow 3736 95 days 35"-40"
Sooner Milo
Plainsman 3623 110 days 4091

Martin 3131 100 days 3599-4091

Sterns Tillering

mid-stout freely
mid-leafy
mid-slender freely
to stout.

leafy
mid-slender freely
mid-leafy
mid-stout moderate
mid-leafy
slender freely
mod-leafy
stout slightly
mid-leafy
slender seldom
mid-leafy



Varieties for Silage

Hegari: Dual purpose variety with excellent grain
yields and good silage production (14 to 16 tons per
acre). The stalk is juicy, slightly syeet� and makes
a v�ry palatable silage.

AtLas e Sweet, juicy stalks , leafy) good grain
producer and produces a high tonnage of silage (18 to
22 tons per acre). Has a tendency to lodge. Needs
long growing season. (Plant June 1 to July 1).

YlCUlktl: An excellent grain yielder with a Large,
leafy, juicy stalk. Produces high yield of silage
(IS" to 22 tons per acre). Has a tendency to lodge.
Needs long growi.ng season. (Plant June 1 to July 1).

Sumac: Less subject to lodging, but does some
times lodge, and the stalks are more easily handled
and harvested than most of the taller varieties. It
has a short compact head and very SU!a1l dark reddish
brown seeds. It produces well (16 to 18 tons per A.)
and can be planted up to July 15.

Planting Dates

June 10 to July 10. Sorghum planted for silage
should be planted earlier (June 15). Planting too

early may cause some varieties to head out wi. thout
making much vegetative growth.

Planting Rates

1. Hegari ) 6 to 8 pounds per acre in 30"
2. Early Hegari) to 36" rows, for grain
3. DD 38 Milo )

) 10 to 15 Ibs. per acre in 20"
) to 24" rows for grain. These
) varieties are conmonLy planted
), flat: and: irrigated between '.

) . borders. They are also p�t-
ed on "lettuce typeu beds.
�,,"41 -

DD Yellow
Sooner Milo

Caprock
Plainsman

4. Martin:

1.

2.
3.



�. Atlas
2. �Ianko
3.

)
}.

Sumac )
4. Hegard )

8 to 10 pounds per, acre in
36" rows, for ·silage

Use only certified seed and treat all seed with a

disinfectant. Choose row width that best fits avail
able equipment for planting and cultivating.

Planting and Seed Bed Preparation,
The field should be well plowed, bordered or

furrowed-out and irrigated. l�en the land is dry
enough it should be harrowed. Any method of V1anting that will place the seed in about In to l-r' of
mOist soil will be satisfactory. Do not plant !Q.2.
deep. The seed must make good contact with moist
soil. The soil above the seed should be firmed down
but not compacted. Planting on top of beds following
a barley crop is sometimes not successful as the
trash turned under causes "air pockets" into which
the seedling root will not grow.. Planting in the
furrow to allow early irrigation for control of
lesser corn stalk borer is a common practice.

Irrigation

A heavy pre-planting irrigation is the ideal
method, wetting the soil deep. The first irrigation
(411) following planting is made in about 14 days if
planted in a moist seed bed. Thereafter, irrigations
(4" to 6") should be frequent (about a 14-day schedule
on medium soils). The last irrigation is given when
the kernels are in the soft dough stage. Irrigation
after maturity usually causes branching and tillering
which delays harvesting.

Plants should never be allowed to stress for
water. '!he amount of water and the frequency of irri
gations will depend upon weather conditions and soil

type. ·Do not mistake curling of the leaves during
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the hotter part of the day as an indication of water

stress. For maximum yields, 2! to l.acre feet of .

water are required.

APPROXIMATE SORGHUM IRRIGATION WATER RFllUIP»mNTS
(Acre inches per acre bYF-Onths) ,

Months Planting
Iune 15 - July 15

May )
)
)

Pre-planting
irrigation

12

8 - 10

8 - 10

8 - 10

June

July

August

September

October

Fertilization

If sorghum is to follow a crop that leaves a

large amount of stubble or, stalks, apply at least. 50
pounds of actual nitrogen per acre before turning the
residue under. General recommendations are:

Nitrogen - 50 to 100 pounds per acre

Phosphate - 0 to SO pounds per acre

Only apply phosphate � nitrogen, never as the

only fertilizer.

Harvesting

For Grain: The kernels should be well dried� as

the grain will not be likely to keep in storage if
it contains more than 11% moisture. \t/here facilities
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are available to move the grain in storage from one

bin to another, moisture may go up to 14%. Grain
sorghums,do not ripen uniformly •. The seeds at the
tip of the heads ripen first and the ripening pro
ceeds downward. Tiller heads ripen after the main
heads.

For Silage: Cut for silage when the seeds are

in t�e hm. dough stage. As the heads do not mature

miformly, judgement is necessary when the most of
them are in the hard dough stage. As they say for
regard "when half the head is gray". This is
..lsually 30 - 45 days after blooming.

Double Harvesting.

The practice of planting grain sorghum early
(April 15 to ��y 1) and harvesting a crop in mid
summer and then irrigating, fertilizing and harvest
ing a second crop in December is. being tested at

the Mesa Experiment Station, Yields varied from a

little over 2 tons of grain per acre for the two
harvestings to over four and one-fourth tons. The
varietii;s'" that seem best suited are Double Dwarf
Yellow Sooner Milo or Double Dwarf 38 �J.lo.

: � ..
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Yields

The following table gives the estimated average
yield per acre of sorghum, the average market price
per 100 pounds and the County acreage.

Year

1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954

Average yield
in pounds
per acre

*Average
price per
100 pounds Acreage

1700
1900
1500
1800
2000
2000
2100
1900
2000
2300
2200
2500
2500
2400
2700
2700

0.80
1.23
1.10
1.33
1.45
2.40
1.79
2.40
2.37
3.65
2.28
2.20
2.23
·3.03
3.35
2.58

9,169
19,500
38,000
31,300
30,,000
50,400
37,000
47,000
44,500
67,000
56,000
70,000
24,000
24,900
42,000
97,000

Data from the Federal Crop and Livestock Reporting
Service for Arizona.

*Average price (dollars per hundred pounds) received
by Arizona producers during October � December.
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Varieties

Common Sudan: The sudan grass that is imported
into the United State� and the seed increase from

the'original seed importation is usually called'
"Common". It heads earlier and is more .variable than
the improved varieties •.

Sweet Sudan: A grass with broad, d�rk.green
leaves and thick juicy stems which often.�how a

It'nitish ·"bloomfi• The. midrib of sweet sudan leaves
is' cloudy or milky colored, while those.of other
varieties ,is clear. '

Sudan 23: A variety from California.· Later

heading·and more unifo� in growth than Common Sudan.
It rec�vers quickly after grazing.

Tift Sudan: A vari�ty from Georgia. It is
highly resistant to the .leaf diseases found in the
�arm, humid regions. L�aves are broad and deep
_green in:color�

Planting Dates

April 1 to April 15, is about the earliest it
can �e planted. It can be planted any time during
the summer. Plantings made after'August 15th
usually do not produce enough to be profitable.

Planting Rates.

35 to 40 pounds per acre is sufficient_ if a

good seed bed is prepared. Use only certified seed
and :reat with a seed disinfectant.
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Planting and Seed Bed Preparation

Prepare seed bed as for alfalfa or barley. A
firm seed bed is best. Best depth of planting is 1"
to It" deep. Best method of planting is with a drill
and drilled in across borders. A vide, low border is
best where the grass is to be chopped green or hay
is to be made.

Fertilization

As with all grasses, Sudan is a heavy feeder of.

nitrogen.

Ni trogen - 100 to 150 pounds per acre. On light
soils a split application may be advisable, using
7S pounds at planting and 7S pounds after second

grazing or harvesting,

Phosphate - 0 to 50 pounds per acre. Never use'

just phosphate alone. It should alwa1S' be

applied with nitrogen�

Irrigation

.Pre-irrigation, followed by planting in the wet
is the best practice although Sudan can be irrigated
up. The first irrigation following planting should
be made as soon as the plants are well established
(when they are 6" to 8" tall). Irrigate inunediately
after each cutting or pasturing, and once again be
fore pasturing or cutting. (Two irrigations between
cuttings).

Harvesting

For Pasture: It is essential that Sudan be pas
tured off in an established rotation grazing program.
Dividing the area into several small plots allows for
more complete use of the pasture available and gives
a steadier supply of the same type of forage to the
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grazing animals. If there is an excess of plant
growth, one or more of the plots sho�ld.be mowed. It
is common practice to clip each. F��t .,�t�t ..

�he animals
are taken out and before irrigation to cut coarse

.. , .

" .

growth and weeds. Start pasturing when plants " are 12"
to 18" tall, The re-growth interval is about 25 days.
One acre can carry 3 head of cattle for six months if
properly cared for.

For Hay: Sudan grass makes a good hay, though
lower in protein content than alfalfa. It should be
cut when in the boot stage of growth. Because of the

large amount of juice in the stems of Sudan grass, the
leaves cure first. However, do not bale until the
s terns dry out. '1b.ree cuttings are usually obtained
and from 6 to 8 tons of hay per acre per season are

not unconmon,

For Green Feed: Sudan is an excellent producer of

green field-chopped forage. It should be cut When
about 16" tall. Irrigate as soon as practical after
cutting. Should the grass get to the boot stage, hay
should be made of it.

For Silage: .Cut Sudan for silage when it starts
to head (5% to 10% head�d out). MOlasses or ground
grain can be added.

.'

CAUTION: . If sudan grass growth is checked because
of drought 2.!: frost, there may be danger of Prussic

� fonnation, and it should !!2! be grazed � �
green. DO!!2! graze extremely fast growing Sudan.
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Varieties for �·!inter

Hubam Clover: A stemmy, upright, annual that makes
most of its growth in the spring but has proved to be
of excellent value to the crops following it. It is
excellent for opening up heavy s�ils. (10 to 16 tons

of green material per acre.) (Lorum to heavy soil.)

Purple Vetch: A vigorous viny species that makes
good growth in winter and early spring. It gives a

consistent perfor.mance. (10.to 14 tons of green
material per acre). (Loam soil·.)

. .

Alfalfa (Hairy. P�.,,:·nvia.n): This hay crop, -when

grown as a green manure, has shown excellent benefits
for the crop following. (8 to 10 tons of green
material per acre.) (Loam to heavy soil.)

Sbur Clover: An erect stenmy plant that has a

good tap-root and is valuable for opening up heavy
soils. It is only moderately resistant to cold.
(10 to 16 tons green material per acre.) (Loam to

heavy soil.)

Papago Peas: An Arizona variety of the English
pea that makes very heavy growth. (15 to 25 tons of

green material per acre.) Seed is not readily avail
able at present. (Loam to heavy soil.)

Varieties for Summer

Gu�r (Mesa Var�_etrl: A summer growing annual
legume. It grows about 3! to.4 feet tall and has a

distinct tap-root which penetrates even heavy soil.
It is the .best summer growing green manure crop.
(10 to 14 toas of green material per acre.) It is

susceptible :to . the root-knot nematode.
.
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Sesbania: A -suemer growing legume that requires
WCl� water and does not give the results that Guar

,ives. (10 to 14 tons green material per acre.) It
1s susceptible to the root-knot nematode.

Planting Dates

Winter: October 15 to November 15·
Sununer: April 15 to Ju�y 15

Planting Rates

Hubam Clover -- 20 to 30 pounds per acre

Purple'Vetch -- 40 to 50 pounds per acre

Alfalfa (Hairy Peruvian) - 20 to 25 pounds per acre

Sour Clover --- 20 to 25 pounds per acre

Papago Peas --- 50 to 60 pounds per acre

�uar ��-----_-- 30 to 40 pounds per acre

Sesbartia �----- 20 to 30 pounds per acre

Inoculation

Inoculate all winter varieties � plant with �
drill.

Species Inoculant Group

Hubam Clover

Purple Vetch
41falfa
Sour Clover
?apago Peas

Alfalfa
Pea and Vetch
Alfalfa
Alfalfa
Pea and Vetch

Planting and Soed Be9 Preparation

� seed bed considered satisfactory for alfalfa will
also be satisfactory for the small seeded Legumes , For
�he larger seeded crops, like vetch and peas, which can

be planted deeper', a more loose and open seed bed can

be·used. Plant on a.firm, moist seed bed. Large seeds
can be planted 2" deep and smaller seed 1". They shou'If
be dri)1�� in and in contact with moist soil.
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Fertilization

Fertilizer is usually not recommended for green
manure crops; however, phosphate can be used to a

good advantage on all winter Legumes , Some growers
are su�e they realized a profit by using a nitrogen
phosphorous combination on guar. When following a

cash cr�p (cotton, ba,ley, sorghuo, etc.) fertilize
with nitl�gen and phcsphorous.

Irrigation

All plantings of a green manure crop should' re-"
ceive a heavy pre-planting irrigation, or if irri:
gated up, the first irrigation should wet the soil
to a depth of six feet. Winter varieties should be
irrigated (4 acre inches) shortly after the crop is
established and then about every six weeks to insure
a continuous water supply. Do not over irrigate
Vetch, Peas or Guar.

The following is an assumed irrigation schedule
for Guar that can be used as a guide.

1. Assume planting between June 10 and 20 into
a seed bed, wet to a depth of 6 to 7 feet.

2. First irrigation (4 acre inches) after plant
int, July 15 to July 20.

3. Second irrigation (4 acre inches), August
5 - 10.

4. Third and last irrigation (4 acre inches),
September 1 to 5.

Time to ''lork in a Green Manure Crop

Winter: Not before April 1. Turn the crop
under when in full bloom to get the

most out of it.
_ c;.1 _



Swnmer: :Ninety days of growth should be given if

there is time enough in the rotation and
if there is water enough.

\1orking .. In

These heavy crops should be chopped up with a

chopper. and incorporated with the soil by plowing.
After that a seed bed can be prepared for the follow
ing crop.

If a crop is to be planted immediately, 50 pounds
of nitrogen should be applied before plowing.
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SUGGESTED READING

General Bulletins (Agricultural Experiment Station) .

209. Fertilizer Handbook for Arizona Farmers (1951)
210. The Irrigation of SxP Cotton on Clay Loam

Soils in the Salt River Valley (1947)
212. Root Knot in Arizona (1948)
228. Grass Seed Production (1950)
233. Cotton Planting (1951)
234. Cotton Fertilization (lS51)
235. Cotton Cultivation with Tractors (1951)
237. Irrigation Ditch Management on Arizona

Irrigated Farms (1951)
240. Soil Organic Matter (19Sl)
246. The Cost of Pumping Irrigation \'later, Pinal

County, 1951 (1953)
247. Fertilization of Field Crops in Arizona (1953)
257. Tillage Practices for Irrigated Soils (1954)
259. Cost of Harvesting Upland Cotton in Arizona

(1954)

Circulars (Agricultural Extension Service)

127. Fitting Cropping Systems to Water Supplies in
Central Arizona (1950)

179. Cotton Insect Control (1955)
203. Defoliating Cotton in Arizona (1954)
205. llater Management (1952)
208. Fertilizer Recommendations for Arizona (1954)
210. Arizona Insect Control Recommendations (1955)
211. Soil Management (1953)
217 • Kill ''leeds in Small Grains (1954 )
218. Sorghums in Arizona (1954)

Quarterly Publication of the College of Agriculture
"Progressive Agriculture in Arizona"
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Significant amounts of corn for grain were grown in

Maricopa County this year for the first time.

Inspecting a hybrid test planting are, left to right,
Royce Richardson and Dick Siegler of a local seed

house; Fan McKelvey, grower for the Arena Farms; and
James Carter, Assistant County Agricultural Agent.



H. Soybeans

Thirty-three growers With 1,184 acres entered the certification program of
the Arizona Crop Improvement Association. This sunnner legume, that is also
a cash crop, could be an extremely valuable addition to the county's economy.
&eel prices are being quoted at four cents per pound. Early yield reports
indicate yields of 2,000 pounds per acre. Assistant Carter had 31 requests
for information in soybean production.

8. Irri.e:ation

Irrigation projects were conducted under various crop projects. Growers of
the several field and horticultural crops and ornamentals were given advice
and assistance on problems as they arose.

Checks on melon fields seriously affe�ted by crown blight revealed that the
severity of the condition was in direct porportion to the lack of adequate soil
moisture. Fields showing only a slight blighting were found to have good soil
moisture while those severely blighted were invariably deficient in moisture.

10. Entomology

See 3A.
See 3B.

See 3C.

See 3D.
See $E.
See 3F.

See SD.
See 6B.
See 7A.

See 7B.

See 7C.
See 7D.

Citrus - thrips, cottony cushion scale, soft brown scale, leafhoppers,
Vegetables - corn earworm, vegetable weevil, cabbage looper, grass
hopper, leaf miner.
Deciduous Fruit - flatheaded apple tree borer, June beetle, stink bug,
dried fruit beetle, red spider, katydid.
Grapes - bee pollination
Pecan - aphids.
Ornamentals - pearl scale, flatheaded aj:'"p-le tree borer, elm leaf
beetle, aphids, red spider, leaf hopper, mealy bug, thrips, crickets,
sow bug, snails, cypress bark beetle.
Dairy - flies.
Poultry - blue bugs, lice.
Cotton - thrips, Lygus, wooly worms, leaf rollers, flea hoppers,
anmyworms, bollworms, sting bugs, leaf perforators, aphids, mites.
Alfalfa - aphids, three-cornered alfalfa hoppers, cutworms, Lvgus,
wooly worms, leaf rollers, mites.
Small Grain - English grain aphids.
Grain Sorghum - lesser stalk borer.

13. Agricultural Economics

Assistant Milne completed cost of production guides for sweet corn, lettuce,
potatoes and cantaloups. These guides have been published with each commodity
bulletin of the Experiment Station Vegetable Research Staff. They were also
well received by experienced and new vegetable growers alike.

In cooperation with Specialist Stubblefield, Assistant Lough, in an attempt to
determine the actual cost of producing butterfat, analyzed the records of nine
dairymen. From this study, a form was prepared which gave the dairymen an

opportunity to compare his costs with the average of the nine studie� (A copy
of this form appears in this report).

Assistant Lough cooperated with Specialist Ellis in preparing a poultry record
book and a monthly summary form to be used by poultrymen. It is hoped that
from this record book may come some figures on production costs which will be

helpful to all poultrymen.
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14. Plant Pathology

See 3A.
See 3B.
See 3C.
See 3D.
See 3E.
See 3F.

Citrus - scaly bark, Rio Grande gummosis, foot rot.

Vegetables - early blight, nematodes, crown blight.
Deciduous Fruit - crown gall, nematodes, Texas root rot.
Small Fruit - mildew, nematodes.
Pecans - rosette.
Ornamentals - southern blight, brown patch, crown gall, Texas root

rot, nematodes, palm bud rot, scab, rust, oleander gall.

VI. Outlook and Reconnnendations

Vegetable acreage will probably not increase over 1955; however, there will
be some decrease in cantaloupe acreage which will probably be taken up by
increased plantings of honeydews. This is due largely to the crown blight
which has not been solved at this time. Intensive work should be done on this
problem. Vegetable growers seem to be interested in sweet potatoes as a

commercial crop and an increase is expected in this crop. There will also
be a five to ten percent increase in white potato acreage.

Grape plantings are expected to increase by one hundred and forty acres of
which the major portion will be Thompson Seedless with lesser acreages of
Perlette and an unnamed black grape known as G':':830. The increased plantings
will be in the Gilbert, Deer Valley, Litchfield Park and Rainbow Valley areas.

Tests on root stalks, nematode control, weed control with chemicals and
girdling and thinning of Thompson Seedless grapes will be conducted on

grape vineyards in cooperation with growers.

There is an increased interest by commercial vegetable growers in strawberries
and studies on fertilization and varieties are recommended.

More infor.mation is needed on weed control in vegetables with the newer

chemicals as well as that on the. use of the systemic insecticides for insect
control.

Citrus growers have installed a great number of wind machines, both gasoline
and electric powered, for frost protection in their groves. An. attempt will
be made to collect records' to detennine the effectiveness of this type of

protection when used as the sole means of cold dispersal. Research comparing
wind machines used alone, wind machines and a small number of orchard heaters,
heaters alone and irrigation water as to effectiveness and economy is badly
needed.

The soft brown scale occurred in several groves this year and. caused staining
of fruit from honeydew and mold. Research on the most effective means of
control of this insect is needed.

Wheat acreage will be inereased for next year's harvest with a new variety,
Ramona 44, being pushed by the mills. It is claimed that Ramona is a better
milling wheat than Baart 38, but yields of this variety have been below that
of Baart 38 on a five-year average.

Double harvesting of grain sorghum will likely increase with one crop being
harvested for silage. This practice has proven very satisfactory if planting
is done early in the year -- early April.
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Beef cattle feeding will likely increase as fanners take this means of
marketing grain and grain sorghum to obtain a more profitable return.
Lamb feeding should also increase to some extent.

Corn and soybean acreage will increase slightly due to the success of better
growers with those crops during the past year. Some work on control of the
southwestern corn borer is needed as this pest is very damaging to late
planted corn. Further study on the lesser stalk borer is also needed as this
is a serious pest of soybeans, corn and grain sorghum in the early stages of
these respective crops.

A more stable year for the dairymen is anticipated due to the Federal Milk
Marketing Order which will be in effect for the first time this year. A

program to explain to the dairymen the workings .of this order will be put
into effect. Some study of labor saving methods used on dairy farms should
be made.

Indications are that pOUltrymen in egg production will have a rather profitable
year due to the egg-feed ratio being more favorable than last year. Broiler
production will probably remain at a low level due to unsatisfactory prices.
Turkey production will undoubtedly remain stable.

Alfalfa acreage will increase materially as fanners are now con.vinced they
can control the spotted alfalfa aphid economically. New acreages will be
devoted largely to hay rather than seed production. The Extension program
on alfalfa will emphasize better management of this crop for maximum production.

Control of nematodes in all crops will be continued through cooperative tests.

Crop rotation as a means of control will be stressed throughout the year.
Tests using chemicals will also be continued.

Castor beans as a cash crop have not proven. too profitable. The acreage will
remain about the same as last year unless the contract price is raised.

Cost of production studies are, needed on all crops in order that such records
may be used by farmers in imp�ving management practices. It is recommended
that more such studies be made on those crops not now so covered.

The information program in the county will be increased and strengthened by
more releases being made to weekly newspapers. A television program will be
conducted when suitable time is available. The daily radio program will also
be re-established as soon as time during the early morning hours is available.
County mimeographed material will be kept up to date by frequent revision by
staff members.

Newsletters will be continued and improved as this has proven a very satisfactory
means to keeping timely topics before the growers.

�__
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sU}�y OF ACTIVITIES - 1955
of

J. H. O'DELL, COUNTY AGRICULTURAL AGENT

The County Agricultural Agent has administered the Agricultural Extension

Service program in the county during the year. This has been accomplished

with the assistance of six capable Assistant County Agricultural Agents, ani:

office staff of five, the staff of the Home Demonstration Agent and two

Assistants and the part time help of two Specialists.

Few changes in personnel during the year and the addition of an Assistant

Agent has led to a highly effective program. With the employment of an

Assistant Agent to assist with the infonnation program, this phase of the

county program. has been rnaterially strengthened. A weekly television program,

written and given by staff members, has been used to better acquaint all

people with the agricultural picture.

Through the media of meetings, field days, farm visits, phone calls,

office calls, news letters, bulletins, circular letters, television, radio

and newspaper articles, the farmers have been kept up to date on new

developments in crop production and marketing.

Weekly staff meetings have served to keep each member fully acquainted

with work in all fields, thereby making a well-rounded program. Cooperation

with state, federal and producer organizations has been excellent and helpful

in conducting the Extension Service program in this county_
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES - 1955
of

RAY L. MILNE, ASSISTANT COUNTY AGRICULTURAL AGENT

Assistant County Agricultural Agent Milne was responsible for the

Extension program in small fruit culture and vegetable production during the

period of December 1, 1954 to November 30, 1955.

The Extension program for grape and strawberry growers was centered

around new infonnation which would be useful in the production of these

crops. The information was presented to the growers by television, radio,

news articles, newsletters and personal contacts. A grape meeting was held

in the spring in cooperation with the grape growers to plan the years work

and present the data from recent grape work.

Extension information was presented to vegetable growers by newsletters

and personal contacts. Research data was received from the College of

Agriculture and the United States Departmen.t of Agriculture and presented

to the growers by television and radio. Nematode and weed control trials

were established in cooperation with U.S.D.A. workers. Field surveys were

conducted with cantaloupe growers in an attempt to determine possible causes

of the crown. blight problem.

Extension meetings were conducted to train 4-H boys and girls in vegetable

judging. The teams were selected and trained to compete in the vegetable

judging contest at the annual 4-H roundup.
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES - 1955
"

of
LEWIS WHITWORTH, ASSISTANT COUNTY AGRICULTURAL AGENT

Assistant Whitworth was primarily responsible for projects in the

field of horticulture relating to citrus, deciduous fruit, nuts, dates, turf

and' ornamentals.

A general program was followed to bring information to growers by office

conference, letter, phone, circular letters, farm calls, by timely radio and

television p�ograms, demonstrations, newspaper articles'and by preparing and

revising publications.

A program was followed to assist citrus growers with their marketing,

cultural, insect and disease 'problems. In cooperation with Specialist Roney,

Specialist Shields and Entomologists of the Sunkist Citrus Marketing Exchange,

intensive surveys of citrus insect and disease problems were conducted through-

out the year. Circular letters were mailed to citrus growers describing the

citrus thrip and its damage and giving control measures.

Citrus topworking and budding demonstrations were held and the citrus

topworking circular was revised by Assistant Whitworth.

Assistant Whitworth has continued to plan, plant and direct �intenance

of the cooperative University of Arizona, Agricultural Extension Service;

Radio Station KOY and Valle� Garden Center vegetable garden, turf variety and

turf fertilization demonstration plots which have been the basis of a 25

minute weekly radio broadcast for the past 15 years.

Assistant Whitworth conducted deciduous fruit demonstrations relating to

pruning, varieties, fertilization, minor element� sprays and disease control,

In conjunction with this, a program followed presenting information to interested

growers dealing with cultural practices and insect and disease control.
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A deciduous fruit bulletin was written by Assistant Whitworth during

1955,

To meet the demand for reliable information pertaining to turf, ornamentals,

and home plantings, Assistant Whitworth with the assistance of other University

of Arizona and U.S .D.A. per-sonnel, held 42 demonstrations to brin.g information

to the public.

Publications pertaining to bulb plan.ting, bermuda grass fertilization and

turf varieties were written by Assistant Whitworth during the year.
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES - 1955
of

JAMES R. CARTER, ASSISTANT COUNTY AGRICULTURAL AGENT

Assistant Carter was in charge of the Agronomy Projects in Haricopa

County from December 1, 1954 through November 30, 1955.

Cotton acreage allotments were cut once again and growers were more

than ever at a loss as to what they should plant. During this same period

there was a shift away from alfalfa due to the difficulties growers had in

controlling the Spotted Alfalfa Aphid. Both of these situations emphasized

the need for efficient and economic production of other crops with a more

limited profit pos�ibilities.

�ssistant Carter gave assistance to farmers in selecting alternate crops;

selecting adapted varieties of crops to be grown; seed bed preparation;

planting practices, the various cultural practices; the selection of proper

fertilizer and fertilizer applications; the identification of harmful and

beneficial insects and insect control; the id.entification and control of crop

diseases; the proper use of available irrigation water; harvesting methods and

marketing practices; an.d in planning for proper balance in their whole

farming operation.

Farmers were encouraged to treat their operations as a business, as well

as a way of life, and to plan for long tenn problems of production at the same

time they solve immediate cropping problems.

The annual revision of the Maricopa County cropping guide was completed

by Assistant Carter. Approximately 2,000 copies of this publication were

distributed to fanners and interested persons during 1955.
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Assistant Carter cooperated where possible in all programs of Federal

and State agencies and with all local, State and National organizations.
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SUNHARY OF ACTIVITIFB - 1955
of

OTIS G. LOUGH, ASSISTANT COUNTY AGRICULTURAL AGENT

Assistant Lough is responsible for the County Extension Program in the

fields of livestock production, dairy and poultry.

The livestock program related itself into making recommendations to

individuals concerning feeding, �management, equipment plans and construction,

marketing and disease and parasite control of beef cattle, swine and sheep.

A two-day cattle feeding tour was conducted to demonstrate how cattle-

feeding could be fitted into a cash-crop fanning program.

The dairy program is the largest conducted by Assistant Lough. Major

projects carried out in 1955 were:

1. Dairy Herd Improvement Association - providing production records to

dairymen for use in dairy management.

2. Production Cost - }�eetings to discuss f'o rmul.a for detennining cost of

producing milk for individual dairymen.

3. Research and Infonnation Planning - Work with dairymen's organizations

to determine present and future needs.

4. Soybean Forage Trials - Check possibilities of soybeans as a forage

crop for the county.

5. Trench Silo Bulletin - Cooperated with the Dairy Department of the

University of Arizona in revising this bulletin.

6. Reducing Labor Cost - Studying possible use of self-feeding equipment

and efficient dairy layout.

7. Balancing Dairy Rations - Recommend proper feeding methods.

8. Forage Production - Recommendations for production, harvesting and

feeding of forage crops.
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9. Trends in Dairying - Survey to help anticipate needed information

and recommendations.

10. Disease and Parasite Control - Recommended practices to maintain

healthy cattle.

The poultry program is placed into two major projects.

1. Feeding and Hanagement - Recommendations are made concerning

feeding, housing, equipment, marketing and record keeping.

2. Poultry Diseage and Parasite Control - Recommendations are made

concerning maintaining a healthy poultry flock.

Assistant Lough aids with 4-H club work and other Extension activities

when requested.
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES - 1955
of

ROBERT L. HALVORSON, ASSISTANT COUNTY AGRICULTURAL AGENT

Assistant Halvorson joined the Extension Service and the Maricopa County

staff on February 1, 1955, and from that time through November 30, 1955,

assumed responsibility for the extension information program at the county

level in so far as general news releases were concerned.

Working closely with other staff members, Assistant Halvorson prepared

newspaper articles, radio releases and television shows covering all projects,

including home demonstration work and 4-H club activities. For information,

Assistant Halvorson relied on his co-workers, extension and U.S�D.A" circulars,

the state extension information office, farmer interviews and personal

observation. Personnel from University and Federal Research Stations also

provided material.

Contacts were made with the 28 publications and 10 broadcasting firms

concerned with the county, and satisfactory arrangements were worked out for

supplying them with information. Articles as newsworthy as possible and

generally conforming to standards of good journalism were furnished weekly.

Through an arrangement with the managing editor, Assistant Halvorson

supplied most of the news and feature articles appearing in the "Farm and

Ranch Life" section of the Sunday Arizona Republic, the state's largest

newspaper. Two feature-length stories, complete with photos, were supplied

each week during the period in question. In all, 148 articles and some 200

photos on recommended farming practices, 4-H activities and general agricultural

information'were used. Assistant Halvorson also supplied articles to the

Arizona Fanner and other fann magazines enjoying a circulation in the Salt

River Valley.
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A half-hour weekly television show, "County Agent's Notebook" was

established on }�rch 4, 1955, and ran until November 20, at which time it

left the air for lack of public service time. During its run, Assistant

Halvorson wrote, produced, constructed props, arranged the sets and appeared

in 36 programs. The show is expected to resume early in 1956.

Considerable time during the year was devoted to photography by

Assistant Halvorson. A file containing 304 items covering all subjects

has been built up, especially plant pathology, entomology and agronomy,

}{ost of the photos were used in connection with news stories and television

programs. Prints and negatives were furnished to the state extension information

office on request, and quite a number have been used in Extension Service

and Experiment Station bulletins.

During 4-H Roundup in August, the Assistant Agent worked with the state

info�tion specialist at Tucson to give statewide news coverage on the

five-day event.
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